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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In recent years it has become practicable and popular to compute turbu-
lent boundary layers using flnite-dlfference techniques and the digital com-
puter. These techniques have now been developed to the point where one can
readily develop one's own program for particular applications, and numerous
workers have described their programs in the literature and have made listings
or card decks available to others. There is no question that the development
of one's own program is a tedious process and the programs become sufficiently
complex that a great deal of development effort is usually required. For the
user who doesn't expect to devote a great amount of time (and money) on a pro-
gram it is often more practicable to make use of someone else's program, pro-
vided that the program is sufficiently well documented that it can be used
intelligently.
It is the objective of this report to describe one such program which
has gone through a considerable period of development, and which has been
found useful in connection with an experimental turbulent boundary layer re-
search program at Stanford University. Enough people have asked for copies of
this program that it seems worthwhile to provide in a more formal way the doc-
umentation that is really necessary if the program is to be used properly.
No claim of superiority is made; in fact, there is no question that
there are other programs developed for particular applications that are faster
and are in some cases even more precise. However, this program is believed
to be unique in its degree of generality, in the large variety of different
kinds of problems that can be handled, and, in particular, in an Input-output
scheme that makes it possible to handle a great variety of problems without
touching the deck. Very minor modifications in the deck open up a whole realm
of additional possibilities.
The original basic program from which this one was developed was the
Patankar/Spalding program described in their 1967 book [i]. Much of that pro-
gram will be recognized in this present version, and a complete understanding
of all the details of the present program may require reference to that publi-
cation. However, it is hoped that this description will be sufficiently com-
plete to make further study unnecessary in most cases. A later revision of
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the Spalding programwas published in 1970 [2] in which a numberof important
improvementswere made. Someof these improvementshave been incorporated in
the present version, and it is our belief that the present version suffers in
comparison only with respect to size and speed, and perhaps in accuracy for
some-_unusual types of problems. The largest source of inaccuracy and uncer-
tainty in turbulent boundary layer finlte-difference procedures lies in the
methods used to model the turbulence, and this has nothing to do with the
computational procedure.
The basic features of the program will now be described, and then elabo-
rate_d upon in the chapters that follow.
The program is designed to solve two-dimensional parabolic differential
equations only, i.e., the boundary layer equations incorporating the usual
boundary layer approximations. The eddy diffusivity concept must be used in
modeling the turbulent stresses, although beyond that point there is great
flexibility. The program does not handle re-clrculating flows.
The program solves the momentumequation of the boundary layer, as a
minimum, plus any numberof diffusion equations, all simultaneously. The list-
ing presented in the Appendix is dimensioned to a maximumof five diffusion
equations, and the output routine handles only five, but it is a simple matter
to increase this number if desired.
A coordinate system for axi-symmetric flows is used so that a large variety
of flow types can be accommodatedby simple manipulation of variables in the
input routine. These include the boundary layer on a flat plate, flow inside
nozzles and diffusers (for a prescribed potential flow distribution), flow over
axi-syrmnetrlc bodies, both developing and fully developed flow inside circular
pipes and flat ducts, circular and flat jets and free-shear flows. As pres-
ently set up, the program provides for one wall surface, and thus the duct-flow
problems are limited to simple pipes and flat ducts with symmetrical boundary
conditions. In principle there is no reason why two walls, such as are encoun-
tered in circular tube annuli, cannot be handled, but this does require some
additional program modification.
The program solves laminar boundary layers as well as turbulent boundary
layers, and provision is made for a transition from a laminar to a turbulent
boundary layer based on a momentum thickness Reynolds number criterion. Solu-
tion of laminar boundary layers is of necessity slower than is possible with
programs developed for laminar boundary layers alone, because the program was
developed for the more complex turbulent problems.
Fluid properties are treated as variable with the properties of any .
particular fluid supplied through a separate subroutine. In the present pro-
gram ilsting the only fluid properties provided are those of air (essentially
the Keenan and Kaye Gas Tables). Properties of other fluids may be intro-
duced by attaching additional property subroutines. Fluid properties may also
be treated as constant, in which case the properties are introduced directly
into the input routine. The types of problems that can be handled with the
present listing are obviously limited by inclusion of only the properties of
air. For example, the program could readily solve a binary diffusion problem,
together with heat transfer, but it would be necessary to append an additional
properties subroutine unless the constant properties mode is deemed adequate.
Viscous dissipation in the energy equation is included as an option con-
trollable through the input routine, so high velocity flows can be readily •
solved. Provision is also made for introducing axial body forces and internal
heat generation. A particular provision is made to introduce an axial gravity
force, and this together with the variable property option allows solution of
both laminar and turbulent free-convection problems.
In principle the chemically reacting boundary layer may be solved to
various degrees of approximation, but this does require the addition of sou.tee
terms which are not included in the present listing.
Any kind of initial conditions can be accommodated, and the boundary con-
dition possibilities using the input routine, while not infinite, are neverthe-
less large. Free-stream velocity, rather than pressure, is treated as a
variable boundary condition, and heat and mass flux along a wall may assume
any values. Alternatively, wall enthalpy (or concentration in the case of mass
diffusion) and mass flux may be treated as independent. In the case of duct
flows there is no free-stream and pressure is computed as a dependent variable.
Several possibilities for turbulence modeling are included and can be
activated in a simple manner in the input routine. The Prandtl mixlng-length
scheme may be used throughout, or, alternatively, a one-differentlal-equation
turbulent kinetic energy scheme may be used for the flow outside the sublayer
region. This alternative involves solution of the turbulent kinetic energy
differential equation of the boundary layer, which is simply another diffusion
equation. As another.possibility, eddy diffuslvity in the outer part of the
boundary layer may be evaluated as an empirical function of Reynolds number.
In all cases a mixlng-length schemeis used to calculate the sublayer near the
wall, and two possibilities are programmed. In one the Van Driest exponential
damping function is used, while in the other the Evans linear damping function
is used. Internal empirical correlations for the damping constants to account
for effects of pressure gradient and transpiration are contained in the pro-
gram, or, alternatively, the user can supply his own constants. Other varia-
tions in the turbulence physics can be quite easily made, but this does require
somere-prograrm_ing.
The energy equation, and any other type of diffusion equations, is solved
through the concept of turbulent Prandtl number (or turbulent Schmidt number).
The program contains an internal calculation for turbulent Prandtl number as a
function of turbulent Peclet number, which gives reasonably good results over
the entire spectrum of Prandtl number, including the liquid metal region. Al-
ternatively, the user may specify his own turbulent Prandtl number.
The concepts of "slip" values at the wall and a '_all Function" are em-
ployed, allowing the use of a relatively coarse grid in the direction normal
to a wall surface. The region adjacent to the wall is computedby numerically
integrating the Couette flow forms of the boundary layer equations, but with
physics input identical to that used outside the wall region. This option can,
however, be bypassed, but at the cost of a greatly increased numberof grid
points near the wall. The Wall Function is especially useful in high Reynolds
numberapplications where the numberof cross-stream grid points can otherwise
becomeexcessive.
The program is "almost" independent of any particular dimensioning sys-
tem. It would be completely independent were it not for the fact that the
property subroutine for air which is packagedwith the program is based on Btu,
ft, Ibm units. The dimensioning system to be used is designated in the input
routine by two constants.
Finally, a word about the differencing schemeemployed fs in order, be-
cause in this respect it differs from manyother programs. A fully implicit
schemeis employed for the main dependent variables (velocity, enthalpy, mass
concentration, etc.), and this, together with the fact that the conservation
equations are always satisfied, in principle allows large forward steps to be
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taken without stability problems. However, fluid properties and turbulence
properties are handled explicitly, and if these are changing markedly in the
flow direction it is not possible to take large forward steps without stability
and accuracy problems. The advantage is that nowhere is iteration required.
This restriction to relatively small forward steps (typically about one or two
boundary layer thicknesses) is not necessarily disadvantageous, because one of
the reasons for making finite-dlfference calculations is that variable bound-
ary conditions can be easily handled, and there is often a need for output
data, such as heat flux, at frequent intervals along a surface. Both of these
requirements dictate a small forward step size anyway.
The remaining chapters of this report will now expand upon this brief
description, culminating in detailed instructions about how to set up a problem
and use the input routine. It might well be noted here, however, that the in-
put subroutine (which is actually packaged at the end of the program) contains
very extensive descriptive comments, suggestions, and instructions, and is thus
a convenient summary of much of this report.
Chapter 2
DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONSANDTURBULENCEMODELS
2.1 Convective Transport Equations
The types of flows modeled by STAN5 are those described by the parabolic
boundary layer equations, which include the continuity, momentum, and stagna-
tion enthalpy equations. They are written to describe flow of a turbulent, com-
pressible fluid over an axi-symmetric body. All equations have been time-
averaged, and in the equations all dependent variables and properties are
either mean quantities or fluctuating quantities (as denoted by primes).
They are also applicable to laminar flows, in which case the turbulent stress
and heat flux are ignored. Figure 2.1 describes the coordinate system and
typical velocity and stagnation enthalpy profiles. Note the coordinate system
is written in terms of the independent variables, x and y. The radius, r,
is a transverse radius of curvature and is related to y as shown in Figure
2.1(a), and the longitudinal radius of curvature is neglected (i.e., _(x) in
Figure 2.1(a) varies slowly with x).
2.1.1 The Continuity Equation
The time-averaged continuity equation for this coordinate system
is given by
3-_ _y (rpv) - 0 (2.i)
In the above equation and the momentum and energy equations which follow, ther-
modynamic quantity-velocity fluctuation correlations are neglected.
2. I.2 The Momentum Equation
The time-averaged momentum equation in the x-dlrectlon is given by
OU_x + OV_y _ - gc _x + r_y r _ _y - 0 v' + gc X . (2.2)
In the program, the body-force term in equation (2.2) is decomposed into
X = Og + bf , (2.3)
gc
V
Y .
rI
r= ri+ y co$ -
(a) Coordinate system
_t J
U
S>
(b) Velocity and stagnation enthalpy profiles
Figure 2.1. Notation for the differential equations and profiles.
where the first term is a free convection body force in the positive x direc-
tion and bf is a generalized, x-directlon body force with units of (force/unit
volume). The bf term might be used to model magnetohydrodynamlc body forces.
Pressure gradient is computed for pipe/channel flows as described in [1,2].
For flows over a surface dP/dx is computed in terms of the free-stream velocity
dP) dU
-gc _x = oooUo_ dx gc X=
and body force,
In the momentum equation, the turbulent shear stress, -u'v',
using the eddy diffusivity for momentum, £M' as defined by
(2.4)
is modeled
_U _t _U (2.5)
= = p '
where _ is the turbulent viscosity. The laminar viscosity combines with the
t
turbulent viscosity to obtain an effective viscosity
_eff = (_ + Pt ) = P('_ + CM) " (2.6)
Combining equations (2.2), (2.5), and (2.6) yields the final form for
the momentum equation that is progra_ed.
pU _x + pV _y = - gc _x + r _eff + gc x
(2.7)
2.1.3. The Stagnation Enthalpy Equation
The rime'averaged stagnation enthalpy equation is given by
pU_ + OV = r._y r _y + gcj _y + S
(2.8)
where I is the stagnation enthalpy of the fluid, defined as I = I +
U2/2gcJ, and I is the static enthalpy.
In the program, the energy source term in equation (2.8) is decomposed
into
S = UX + s (2.9)
J
where the first term is work done against x-direction body forces and s is
a generalized source (energy rate/unit volume). The s term might be used_
to model Joulean heating for an electrically conducting fluid or nuclear heat-
ing.
w
In equation (2.8), a model for -i 'v' is required. The term is a
correlation involving fluctuations in stagnation enthalpy and cross-stream
velocity, and is approximated as
-i 'v' = -i'v' + U(-u'v') , (2.10)
where i' is fluctuation in static enthalpy. The turbulent heat flux,
-_v', is modeled using the concept of eddy diffusivity for heat, eH,
defined by
as
(2.11)
where k t is the turbulent conductivity. The eddy diffusivities for heat and
momentum are related through the turbulent Prandtl number,
r
£M
pr t = EH (2.12)
The laminar conductivity combines with the turbulent conductivity to form
an effective conductivity (divided by specific heat, c),
eff c t
(2.13)
Equations (2.6), (2.12), and (2.13) are combined to form an effective Prandtl
number,
eM
Beff I +m
Preff = (k/C)eff 1 £M i
--+
Pr 9 Pr t
Equations (2.5), (2.10), (2.11), and the definitions for _eff and
Pref f are combined with equation (2.8) to give the flnal form of the stagna-
tion enthalpy equation that is programmed.
(2.14)
81 21
+ --
l n
1
r 8-y r LPreff _y
gc----_ Pref f -_y + S
(2.157
2.2 Boundary Conditions
For boundary layer flows in which there are a wall and a free stream,
e.g., flow over a flat surface or a body of revolution, the boundary condi-
tions for the momentum equation are given by
U(x,O) = 0 , (2.16a)
V(x,O) = m" (x)/0 (2.16b)
0
where m"o(X)
suction.
Lim U(x,y) = U_(x) , (2.16c)
y-_o
is wall mass transfer per unit area due to fluid injection or
Boundary conditions for the stagnation enthalpy equation are given by
i (x,O) = I (x) , or
O
q"(x,0) = k _I (x,0) ""(x)
- c _y = qo
(2.16d)
Lim I (x,y) = I (constant) . (2.16e)
The wall boundary condition (2.16d) is either a level or a flux. For both
cases, if there is transpiration at the surface, the transpired fluid is as-
sumed to leave the surface in thermal equillbrlum wlth it. If a flux boundary
condition is specified, then the program requires specification of the total
""(x)
e_ergy flux from the surface. This is related to the surface heat flux, qo
as shown in Figure 2.2 for a differential element of surface area.
I0
ell 31k • I!
moIo qo
I I
+ y DIRECTION
f
I_____ J
• II • II
(x)TOTAL =mo I_+qo
Figure 2.2. Wall flux boundary condition.
Boundary layer-type flows with a wall and a line of symmetry, e.g., flow
in a circular pipe or a flat duct, have the following boundary conditions at
the centerline, y = O, and wall, y = rw.
U(x,r w) = 0 , (2.17a)
V(x,rw) = 0 , (2.17b)
_u(x,O) = o
_y '
I (x,r w) = Io(X)
""(x)$"(X'rw) = qo
21 (x,o) = 0 .
8y
I or
(2.17c)
(2.17d)
(2.17e)
Because such flows are confined flows, the pressure gradient must be determined.
This is accomplished indirectly in the program by linking it to conservation of
mass: a pressure gradient is computed to conserve the mass flow rate as the
momentum equation is integrated in the x-directlon.
Boundary layer flows with a free surface and a llne of symmetry, e.g.,
jets and free shear flows, have the following boundary conditions at the center-
llne, y = 0, and the edge of the shear layer, re .
ii
_U(x,O) = 0
_y (2.18a)
V(x,O) = 0 , (2.18b)
LiraU(x,r) -- U(x)
r-+r
e
_I (x,O) = 0
_y '
, (2.18c)
(2.18d)
Lim I (x,r) = I (constant) (2.18e)
r_+r co
e
2.3 Turbulent Shear Stress
Turbulent shear stress is modeled using the eddy diffusivity for momentum.
The program incorporates three options for modeling eM, as follows.
,f
2.3.1 Prandtl Mixing-Length Model for e M
The Prandtl mixing-length model relates eddy diffusivity for momen-
tum to the mean velocity gradient by defining a mixing-length, £, such that
£M £21 _U I
- - y • (2.19)
The mixing-length for the region near the wall but outside the viscous
region immediately adjacent to the wall is given by
£ = <y • (2.20)
A §uggested value for ¢ is 0.41.
Immediately adjacent to the wall, the viscous sublayer is modeled by
introducing a damping function, D , that effectively suppresses the linear
dependence of equation (2.20), With the damplng function, the mlxlng-length
for the viscous region becomes
£ - <yD . (2.21)
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Two damping function options are available in the program. The first
type is the Van Driest damping function,
D = 1.0 - exp [-y+(_olV)/A +] (2.22)
+ /v) is the non-dlmensional distance from the wall, expressed in "wall
where Y (Vo
coordinates", defined in Section 3.2, and A' is an effective sublayer thick-
ness defined in an analogous manner. The second type of damping function in
the program is the Evans damping function,
D = I y+(v°/v)/B+
(i.0 ,
, y+(volv) <__B+
y+(Vo/_) > B+
(2.23)
where B+ is an effective sublayer thickness.
The effective thickness of the viscous sublayer is probably the single
most important parameter in computation of turbulent boundary layers. The sub-
layer, though comprising a very,small fraction of the total boundary layer
thickness, is the region where the major change in velocity takes place and,-
except for very low Prandtl number fluids, is the region wherein most of the
resistance to heat transfer resides. If this region is modeled accurately,
only a very approximate scheme is needed throughout the rest of the boundary
layer. :_
Thickness of the sublayer is evidently determined by viscous stability
considerations. The experimental evidence is that a favorable pressure gradi-
ent (dP/dx negative) results in increased thickness, while an adverse pres-
sure gradient has the opposite effect. Transpiration into the boundary layer
(blowing) decreases the thickness, if it is expressed in non-dimenslonal wall
coordinates, while suction has the opposlte effect. Surface roughness, while
not a subject of this paper, causes a thinning of the sublayer.
The effects of pressure gradient and transpiration on A+ or B+ are
conveniently expressed in terms of a non-dlmenslonal pressure gradient param-
eter, P+, and a non-dimensional blowing parameter, V_,
dL
both of which can
be either positive or negative. In both of these parameters the main arg_ent
is normalized with respect to the same wall coordinate parameters as is the
effective sublayer thickness A+ or B+.
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The functional dependenceof A+ upon P+ and V+ has been deducedo
experimentally by examination of a very large numberof velocity profiles ob-
tained at Stanford [3]. This functional degendencecan be directly related to
B+, and both can be expressed algebraically as
a +b +i 0
1 + cV + "
o
where
, (2.24)
a = 7.1 if V+ > 0.0, otherwise a = 9.0;
O
b = 4.25 if P+ < 0.0, otherwise b - 2.9;
c = i0.0 if P+ < 0.0, otherwise c = 0.0.
+ +
A recommended value for Alp and Bfp are 25 and 35, respectively.
Equation (2.24) is plotted on Figure 2.3 for A+, and in the graph the
effects of pressure gradient and transpiration can be clearly seen. Note that
a strong favorable pressure gradient forces A+ to very high values, and that
blowing lessens this effect, while suction increases it. If A+ becomes very
large, the viscous sublayer simply overwhelms the entire boundary layer, re-
sulting in re-lamlnarizatlon. The thickening of the sublayer caused by a
favorable pressure gradient (accelerating flows) results in a decreased Stan-
ton number simply because the major resistance to heat transfer is in the
2
viscous sublayer.
A+, as represented by equation (2.24) and Figure 2.3, has been evaluated
under essentially equilibrium conditions i.e., conditions under which V+
' O
and/or P+ are invarlant or, at worst, are varying only slowly along the sur-
face. This is the case of inner region equilibrium. It is probable that when
a Sudden change of external conditions is imposed, the inner region comes to
equilibri_n more rapidly than the outer region, although this has not been
, P+proved. In any case under non-equilibrium conditions where V+ or are
o
changing rapidly, it has been observed that the sublayer does not change in-
stantaneously to its new equilibrium thickness, i.e., A+ does not immediately
14
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Figure 2.3. The variation of the damping constant, A+,
with V+ and P+.
o
assume its new equilibrium value. Since A+ = A+(V+,P+), lag equations of _..,
the form (suggested by Launder and Jones [4]) x_
dV+ + _ v+ )
o_eff = -- (Vo,eff. o_eq (2.25)
dx+ C
are solved to simulate the effect. The term V+ is the local blowing
o,eq
parameter, and V+o,eff is its effective value, used to compute the damping
constant. A similar equation is solved for P+. The recor_nended value for
C is 4000.
In the boundary layer momentum equation (2.7), the body force term, X,
must exert some influence upon the viscous sublayer thickness. In the program
it is assumed that the influence of X upon the damping coefficient is simi-
lar to the pressure gradient, Thus a non-dimensional body force, X+, is
computed, and the algebraic sum (P+ - X+) is used in place of P+ to evalu-
ate an equation of the form of equation (2.25) for P+
eff"
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The outer region of the flow, referred to as the wake region, is modeled
using a mixing-length directly proportional to the boundary layer thickness.
The program input variable FR determines the thickness as 6(I.00_FR), _yith
a recommended value of 0.01 for FR.
A recommended value of l
I_.99/_.
£ - k6 99 " (2.26)
is 0.085. The outer region is defined as y >
There is some evidence that the effective value of l is larger than
0.085 for boundary layers in which the momentum thickness Reynolds number is
less than 5500. This may be a result of the fact that at low Reynolds numbers
the sublayer is a larger fraction of the boundary layer and the approximation
of a constant mixing-length over the remainder of the boundary layer is less
valid. For strong blowing, even at low Reynolds numbers, 1 again appears
to be close to 0.085, and this is consistent with the above explanation be-
cause the sublayer is then thinner. The following equation has been found to
describe the observed low Reynolds behavior of 1 quite well.
l = 2.942 ko ReM I/8 (i.0 - 67.5 F) , (2.27)
where F = OoVo/P=U = and I is the program input value.
o
than l , it is set equal to 1 .
o o
If l becomes less
2.3.2 Turbulent Kinetic Energy Model for £M
The Prandtl mixing-length is essentially an equilibrium model that
can handle turbulent flows with slowly changing boundary conditions. For
strongly non-equilibrium boundary layers (especially under adverse pressure
gradient conditions or when there is an appreciable amount of free-stream tur-
bulence), a higher level of closure model for the turbulent shear stress is
desirable. The turbulent kinetic energy model (TKE model) relates a velocity
scale-length scale product to the eddy diffusivity for momentum,
eM " --p = £ , (2.28)
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where q2/2 is the turbulent kinetic energy of the flow.and £ is the mixing-
length, as defined by equations (2.21) or (2.26).
Actually, the TKEmodel incorporated into the program is a hybrid model;
the Prandtl mixing-length model for £M is used in the near-wall viscous re-
+ + B+"gion and the TKEmodel for y > 2A+ or y > In principle, the TKE
model maybe applied in the viscous region, but this requires modification to
the length scales for production and dissipation. At present there are no
provisions in the program for computing TKEin the viscous sublayer region.
Turbulent kinetic energy of a flow is computedin the program by solving
a differential equation of the form
_(q2/2) + OV _(q2/2) u,v------r_._qU__ + i
0U _x _y " - 0 _y _y (rJq) • (2.29)
In the TKE equation, the production term (the first term to the right of the
equal sign) is modeled from equations (2.5) and (2.28), and given by
-f . . (2.30)
The dissipation term, _, is modeled as
(2.31)
where < is the yon Karman constant.
Bq is the dissipation constant, and it is related to Aq by requiring:
production to equal dissipation in the logarithmic region near the wall.
A 3
B = -_ (2.32)
q 4 "
K
For
tively.
The diffusion term,
< - 0.41, suggested values for Aq and Bq
Jq, is modeled as
_(q2/2)
Jq = 0 (_) + Eq) _y
are 0.22 and 0.38, respec-
(2.33)
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where v is the laminar kinematic viscosity, and eq is related to E M by
a turbulent Schmidt number,
EM
SCq e (2.34)
q
A suggested value for Sc is 1.7.
q
Boundary conditions for equation (2.29) , with a wall and a free stream, are
and
2 £ at y - (2 35a)b ÷
2 /free stream
Lim S._ = = 3 T2U 2
y__ 2 _turbulence level/ 2 u ==
(2. 355)
Equation (2.35b) assumes isotropic free-stream turbulence and T = u_'2/U .
U
2.3.3 Constant Eddy Diffusivity Model
An alternative to the assumption that mixing-length in the outer
region is constant is the assumption that eddy diffuslvity for momentum is con-
stant. Eddy diffusivity in this region can be correlated to either displace-
ment thickness or momentum thickness Reynolds number or diameter Reynolds num-
ber in the case of pipe-flow. In the program, this option is given by
EM
aRe_ (2.36)
_- -
In the above expression, suggested values of a and b for pipe-flow are
0.005 and 0.9, respectively. For plpe-flow this option is to be preferred to
the constant mixlng-length option.
2.4 Turbulent Heat Flux
Turbulent heat flux is modeled using the eddy diffuslvlty for beat. The
program incorporates two options for modeling £H' a constant turbulent Prandtl
and a variable turbulent Prandtl number.
2.4.1 Constant Turbulent Prandtl Number
The eddy diffuslvity for heat is modeled by relating it to the eddy
dlffusivlty for momentum,
18
cM
Pr t _ EH
• (2.12)
where Pr t is the turbulent Prandtl number.
A very simple physical model of the turbulent momentum and energy trans-
fer processes leads to the conclusion that eH - eM, i.e., Pr t = 1.00 (the
"Reynolds Analogy"). Slightly more sophisticated models suggest that Pr t >
1.00 when the molecular Prandtl n_ber is very much less than unity. A sug-
gested value for gases is 0.90.
2.4.2 Variable Turbulent Prandtl Number
An improved model for Pr t is to allow it to vary with distance
from the wall, as suggested from experimental data from Stanford [3]. Sev-
eral conclusions can be drawn from the Stanford data. First, the turbulent
Prandtl number, at least for air, apparently has an order of magnitude of unity.
Thus the Reynolds Analogy (Pr t = 1.00) is not a bad approximation.
The second conclusion is that Pr t seems to go to a value higher than
unity very near the wall, but is evidently less than unity in the wake or
outer region. The situation very close to the wall is especially vexing be-.:
cause it is extremely difficult to make accurate measurements in this region,it
and yet it seems evident that something interesting and important is happening
in the range of y+ from i0.0 to 15.0. The behavior of Pr t at values of a_"
+
y less than about i0.0 is highly uncertain but fortunately not very impor-
tant, because molecular conduction is the predominant transfer mechanism in
this region. At the other extreme, in the wake region Pr t does not need to
be known precisely, because the heat flux tends to be small there.
Another conclusion, for which the evidence is not yet very strong, is
that there is some small effect of pressure gradient on Pr t. Data suggest
that an adverse pressure gradient tends to decrease Pr t, and there seems a
tendency for Pr t to be increased by a favorable pressure gradient (an accel-
erating flow). Transpiration, apparently, does not influence Pr t unless
there is an effect very close to the wall that is hidden in the experimental
uncertainty in this region.
Incorporated into the program to predict the general behavior of turbu-
lent Prandtl ntu_ber for gases, as well as low and high laminar Prandtl number
fluids, is a conduction model for Pr t. The model simulates the idea that an
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considerations, the model is expressed by
E4 ]-'Pr t = + _cPe t - (cPe t) (i.0 - exp[-alcPet] . (2.37)
ibove equation, Pe t is the turbulent Peclet number, (eM/v)Pr ,
+
'-_, where PRT is the asymptotic value of Pr t for large y ,
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Variation of turbulent Prandtl number with Pr.
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2.5 Laminar-Turbulent Transition
In laminar boundary layers, disturbances to the flow will either die out
.7
or grow; if the disturbances continue to grow, there will be a region down-
stream where transition occurs, beyond which fully turbulent flow will even-
tually be established. The onset of transition depends to a large extent upon
whether the prevailing boundary conditions have a stabilizing or a de-
stabilizing effect on the flow. Smooth surfaces and favorable pressure gra-
dients (acceleration) can cause the former, and rough surfaces, adverse
pressure gradients, and free-stream turbulence can cause the latter effect.
For two-dimensional boundary layer flows over a smooth surface, with a
constant free stream velocity, and with moderate free-stream turbulence, the
onset of transition is usually considered to be related to a critical momentum
thickness Reynolds number, Retran. This is analogous to flow in a pipe where
Re = 2300. Once transition co_nences, it will continue until the flow be-
tran
comes completely turbulent.
Transition is modeled in the program by flagging the program to commence
computation of turbulent shear stress and heat flux when the flow momentum
thickness Reynolds number, Re M, exceeds Retran. To effect a gradual transi-
tion, the local value of A+ Is modified according to the empirical equation
A+ - A+ + (300.0 - A+) × 1.0 - sin ( i__.57 - Retr a (2.38)
\ Retran M ' .....
for the region in the downstream flow direction where Re M _ 2Retran. This
equation has the effect of smoothly increasing the turbulent viscosity in the
near-wall region. A suggested value for Retran is 200. Transition with B+
is handled in a similar manner.
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Chapter 3
FLOWNEARA WALL
3.1 Computation in the Near-Wall ReKion
Computation of a flow field involves solving the flnlte-dlfference equa-
tions at discrete nodes in the cross-stream direction. The nodal spacing, or
grid, can be coarse if velocity and enthalpy profiles are slowly changing be-
tween nodes. For a turbulent flow, large gradients in velocity exist with the
near-wall region requiring a fine nodal spacing. It is customary in most
flnite-dlfference turbulent calculations to have at least as many nodal points
in the near-wall region (say the inner 20 per cent of the boundary layer) as
are used in the remaining coarse part of the grid.
In computing near-wall flows in this program, the Couette flow form of the
boundary layer equations are solved between the wall and a point near the wall,
the join point. At the join point the Couette flow solutions are matched to
the finlte-difference solutions, in ter_s of velocity and shear stress, and
enthalpy and heat flux, and the resulting unknowns, wall shear stress and wall
heat flux, are thus determined.
In dealing with flow in the near-wall region, the program has two options.
The first option is to "use the Wall Function." Here the Couette flow equa-
tions are numerically integrated over the region of high velocity gradient. A
major advantage of this option is that it greatly reduces the required number
of finlte-difference nodes. Using the Wall Function is especially advantageous
when computing high Reynolds number flows.
The second option in computing flow near a wall is to '_ypass the Wall
Function." Here the finlte-dlfference mesh is carried down to the wall with a
progressively finer spacing. Bypassing the Wall Function is recommended for
large pressure gradients when the Couette flow approximation begins to lose its
validity.
3.2 The Couette Flow Equations
In the near-wall region both velocity and stagnation enthalpy profiles can
have large gradients in the cross-stream direction, but their streamwlse gradi-
ents are usually small. By neglecting these streamwise gradients, the convectlw
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transport equations are simplified to ordinary differential equations, and the
integrated form of these equations is the Couette flow equations.
To develop the Couette flow equations, the boundary layer equations will
be recast in terms of shear stress and heat flux using
_U _U
T - (_+_t) oy_ " _eff_ ' (3.1)
and
neff _ I * U2_IPref f _y I 2_ c •
(3.2)
These definitions are substituted into the momentum equation (2.7) and
stagnation enthalpy equation (2.15), and they are re-written, along with the
continuity equation (2.1), for plane flow (no-radlus effect included).
_(gU) + _-ifl_ = 0
ax _y '
_U _U (_dP+_T)
_I* _j _ UXpuT+ 0v-- = -Ty [4"-uT] +7+ s
(3.3a)
(3.3b)
(3.3c)
These equations are non-dimensionalized using "wall coordinates".
definitions which follow, the small zero subscript denotes a wall value.
k
In the
u - CgCo/po ' (3.4a)
U+ = U/U , (3.4b)
V_ = Vo/U T , (3.4c)
+ I
X " xUT/_ 0 (3.4d)
÷
y ffi yUT/_ °
J (3.4e)
÷ /
T = T/T 0
(3.4f)
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p+ = gcVo dP
3 dx '
0oU T
X+ ,, gcVo
P°UT3 X ,
for the momentum equation, and, in addition,
(Io-I)U Ti*+ =
qolPo
+ = _,,
t_
,!
qo
V
S+ o
Pl T
qoC_
poU_
. . oil 1
gcJqo
for the stagnation enthalpy equation.
Integration of equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) with respect to y,
and transforming to "wall coordinates" yields
+f
X
(3,4g)
(3.4h)
(3.4i)
(3.4j)
(3.4k)
(3.4_)
combining,
(3.5)
where
f
X T O dx =U= foy Y p U 2
_o tp-_E/ -o=U=Jo _=o=I j "
The Couette flow form of the moment_ equation used in the program is equa-
tion (3.5) with fx neglected. This form was developed by Julien et al. [5] ar
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retains an integral term to better approximate a departure from Couette flow
when P+ is large. The additional term is exact for asymptotic accelerating
flows.
Integration of equations (3.3a) and (3.3c) with respect to y, combining,
and transforming to "wall coordinates", yields
+ s+y+q - 1 + v+_*+ + u+_+w+ _+y+x% + + gx (3.6)O
where
gx
qo
+ d Y y__
' ]g' '-"
* * I-I.
p u (Io-I_) d<Y_pX_ -Z---# dy .
- qo'" _ p.U_ _lo_lJ
The Couette flow form of the stagnation enthalpy equation used in the program
is equation (3.6) with gx neglected.
3.3 Using the Wall Function
In the previous section it was seen that the' Couette flow equations are
merely first integrals of the Couette flow form of the boundary layer equations,
and they relate wall shear stress and wall heat flux to shear stress and heat flux
at some point away from the wall. By replacing the shear stress and heat flux
with their constitutive equations, the Couette flow equations become first-order
ordinary differential equations descrlbingthe variation in velocityand stag-
nation enthalpy across the Couette layer adjacent to the wall. These equations
are then numerically integrated across the layer and matched to the finite-
difference solutions for velocity and stagnation enthalpy, resulting in exT.
pllcit expressions for the wall shear stress and heat flux. The match-_ point
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is located midway between the second and third finite-difference nodes from the
wall and is referred to as the join point, or 2.5 point.
3.3.1 Momentum Equation
The constitutive equation (3.1) for shear stress is rewritten in
terms of "wall coordinates" as
+ + +
T = tJ + ,
_Y
+
where _ = (_ + _t)/_o.
From Section 3.2, the Couette flow equation for momentum is
(3.7)
T = 1 + + (P+-X +) l-y dy .
o
(3.8)
An ordinary differential equation describing momentun transport across
the Couette layer is obtained by equating (3.7) and (3.8), along with using
+
the mixing-length hypothesis to model _ .
dU+
u
dy+
i +
(3.9)
In the program the above equation is numerically integrated, using equa-
+
tion (3.8) for r , and equation (2.22 or 2.23) for D, from the wall out-
ward to the join point.
The join point, or match-up point, is located at Y2.5' which is the
arithmetic average of Y2 and Y3' locating nodal points 2 and 3. The re-
quired value of U at the join point is U2. 5 , the arithmetic average of
and U 3 , as computed from the finlte-difference solution.
Since the integration of equation (3.9) is in "wall coordinates", the
upper limit to the integral needs to be in "wall coordinates". It is not yet
+ and y_ because T ispossible to convert U2. 5 and Y2.5 to U2. 5 .5 o
still an unknown, However, a joln-pofnt Reynolds number can be formed which
relates the "physical coordinates" to the "wall coordinates",
U 2
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U2.5 Y2.5 " (U+Y+)2 (3.10)Re2.5 _ _ .5
o
As U+ = U+(y +) is evaluated from integration of equation (3.9), the U+y +
product is computed and compared to Re2. 5 . Integration is terminated when
the U+y + product equals Re2. 5. With the joln-polnt values of U+
+
and y now known, the wall shear stress and friction factor are computed
from and the definition of U+ ,
U2.5
and
U 2
Oo 2.5
T = (3.11a)
o gc(U_.5)2
gcTo
cf/2 = _
(3.rib)
3.3.2 S!agnation Enthalpy Equation
The constitutive equation (3.2) for heat flux is rewritten in
terms of wall coordinates as
+ + c¢)+ ___ _I *+ Uq m + + W _y (3.12)
Preff _y Preff
From Section 3.2, the Couette flow equation for stagnation enthalpy is
+ V+ *+q = i + I + U+r+W
o
+ o+y+x%+ s+y+
(3.13)
An ordinary differential equation describing enthalpy transport across
the Couette layer is obtained by equating (3.12) with (3.13),
(3.14)
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In the program equatlon 3.14 is numerically integrated in the sameloop
as equation (3.9) for U+ .
If the stagnation enthalpy boundary condition is a level type, i.e.,
l*(x,0) = l*(x) then wall heat flux and Stanton number are computed from
O
I* the arithmetic average of 12 and 132.5 ' , and the definition of I*+
and
O o U2. 5 • ,
• |¥ m
qo (Io 12. 5 ) (3.15a)
U+ *+
2.5 12.5
.,!
qo
St = , , (3.15b)
p_(I ° - I_)
If the stagnation enthalpy boundary condition is a flux type, then the
wall enthalpy and heat flux are linked through the total energy flux boundary
condition (see Figure 2.2).
_" I* + ""
total(X) - o o qo (3.16)
For flux-type boundary conditions, equations (3.15a) and (3.16) are solved
algebraically for i* and "" . The Stanton number is then formulated from
o qo
equation (3.15b). Note that the Stanton number evaluated in the program,
equation (3.15b), is based on stagnation enthalpy difference, and no_t_t re-
covery enthalpy difference. The latter would require knowledge of a "re-
cover factor" which has no real significance or usefulness in the general
problem, i.e., for other than constant free-stream velocity flows.
3_4 Bypassing the Wall Function
The second user option is to 'bypass the Wall Function", implying the join
point is in close proximity to the wall where laminar-like flow exists. For
+
turbulent flows, this implies a join-point value y of less than, say, 2.0•
In this region the viscosity ratio (_ + _T)/_o is unity, and the Couette
flow equations can be integrated in closed form. Match-up with the finite-
difference solutions for velocity and stagnation enthalpy is similar to the
procedure involved in "using the Wall Function".
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3.4.1 Momentum Equation
To obtain an expression for U+ at the edge of the Couette layer,
the constitutive equation (3.7) for the shear stress is equated to the Couette
flow equation for momentum (3.8) and integrated (with
U+
+
p =I ) •
+ -'.-v;,], +(v:+,,+-x+,h. i6_
h
(3.17)
+
Recall that while U+ and y are unknown, their product is the Join-
point Reynolds number (see Section 3.3.1).
U2.5 Y2.5 = (U+Y+)2.5
Re2.5 = _o
(3.10)
In the program, the solution to equation (3.17) is obtained by linear-
izlng and solving in three successive steps:
+ = (Re2.5)i/2 (3.18a)Y2.5
I 11/2
+ = Re2.5 , (3.18b)
_ + + ++
Y2.5 (P+ X )Y2.5 VoY2.5
i+ 2 + 2 ,.
[: t''2+ Re2.5= _ +U-_- - ++Y2.5 (P+ X )Y2.5 VoY2.5
+ _ + 2 _
(3.18c)
+
After solving for Y2.5 ' the value of U÷2.5 is obtained from equation
(3.10). The shear stress and friction factor are obtained from equations
(3.11a-b).
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3.4.2 Stagnation Enthalpy Eguation
An expression for I*+ at the edge of the Couette layer is ob-
tained by integrating equation (3.14), which relates the constitutive equa-
tion for heat flux to the Couette flow equation for stagnation enthalpy.
In the integration, the viscous dissipation, work against body forces, and
energy source terms are neglected. The resulting expression for Ie+ , with
+
equal to unity and Pref f equal to Pr , is
exp [PrV_y +] - i
i_ I*+ =
v÷
o
(3.19)
In the program, equation (3.19) is approximated by
+2
•+ V+ Y2.5 + Y2.5I2. 5 = Pr 2 (3.20)
After solving for 12. 5 , the wall heat flux and Stanton number are ob-
tained as described at the end of Section 3.3.2 .
3.5 Routine LAMSUB
As indicated in the previous sections, the Couette flow equations are
+ +
solved from the wall out to the Join point where y = Y2.5 " The main func-
tion of the LAMSUB routine is to assure the condition
+
YPMIN _< Y2.5 <- YPMAX (3.21)
where YPMIN and YPMAX are program input variables.
_. When "bypassing the Wall Function", YPMIN must be zero, and YPMAX
should be less than two (unity is recommended). This will give a Join-point
Reynolds number of less than four, thus assuring the assumption that turbulent
viscosity can be neglected in the Couette flow equations.
When "using the Wall Function" typical values for YPMIN and YPMAX
are 20 and 40, respectively. These values bracket the upper limits of the
integrals, and assure that the Couette flow equations are not applied out-
side their region of applicability. For a flat plate boundary layer, the
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upper limit might be 50 to i00, and for high Reynolds number flows, the
upper limit might extend out to between i00 and 200. For boundary layer flows
with strong pressure gradient, the limit of applicability can drop to
near 15 -- thus the reason for the Wall Function bypass option. .
+
Routine LAMSUB controls the join point value as follows: if Y2.5 drops
below YPMIN, the routine removes the stream tube located at Y3' and if
+
Y2.5 becomes larger than YPMAX, the routine inserts a new stream tube midway
between Y2.5 and Y3" In both cases, after the grid has been readjusted,
+
the wall function is again solved and the new Y2.5 is compared using equa-
tion (3.21).
3.6 Integral Parameters
At each integration step, when one surface is a wall, the velocity profile
displacement and momentum thicknesses, 61 and 62 , are calculated along with
the enthalpy thickness, &2' for the stagnation enthalpy profile. These
thicknesses are defined as follows:
61 - 1 - pooU= ro
(3.22a)
= r OU i- U mr dy , (3.22b)62 Jo r o
A2 " pU _ _-dy , (3.22c)
where r is the wall radius. Integration is carried out in the program using
O
a trapezoidal rule.
In the program the boundary layer equations can be solved with or without
consideration of transverse radius of curvature. Generally, transverse curva-
ture effects are important for thick axisyuumetric boundary layers. If these
curvature effects are considered, then 61 and 62 are modified by solving
the equations
61 co8 _)61,ax i 1 -+ _aXi2ro = 61
, (3.23a)
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62 cos _)62,ax i i _+ ;aXi2ro = 52 (3.23b)
for 61,ax i and 62,ax i after calculating 61 and 62 using equation (3.22).
Figure 2.1 shows _ and its relation to the wall radius. The proper sign choice
is (+) for external flow over a body of revolution and (-) for flow inside
a body of revolution (due to the coordinate system used in the program).
3.7 Pipe and Channel Flows
If the flow is a confined flow, a friction factor, Stanton number, and
Nusselt n_nber are computed using the following definitions.
Cf gcTo
2 _- _2 '
(3.24)
I!
qo
St = , _, . (3.25)
0
Nu - St • Pr • Re , (3.26)
where the bar quantities are mean quantities.
The mean stagnation enthalpy is defined by
r
I -
O w *
oUI rdy
orw 0Urdy
The mean velocity is deflnedby
U =
2_rj_or pUrdy 2 (
I
_r 2
w
mass flow )rate/radlan
--2
pr
w
(3.27)
(3.28)
and the Reynolds number is defined as
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(mass flow )
Re = 0UD = 4 rate/radian (3.29)
_r w
The mean values for density, viscosity and Prandtl number are those val-
, w*
ues at the y location where I = I
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Chapter 4
METHODOF SOLUTION
4.1 Transformation of the Equations
The continuity, momentum, and stagnation enthalpy equations were devel-
oped in Chapter 2. The first step in transformation is to recast the convec-
tive transport equations into stream function coordinates using the von Mises
transformation. In essence, the y-coordlnate is replaced by a coordinate
that is constant along streamlines, namely, the stream function 4- The new
independent variables become x and _, and the U velocity component is
defined by
U = -!-I_-_ . (4.1)
rp _y
In stream function coordinates the momentum equation (2.7) and the stag-
nation enthalpy equation (2.15) become
_U _ Er20U_eff _ dPou_f+0u_ " -gc_'x +gc x ' (4.2)
oU + pU _ r2pU Pref f
+S
(4.3)
Note that in the transformation the V component of velocity disappears
and the continuity equation is no longer used explicitly, due to the defini-
tion of the stream function.
In the stream function coordinate system, the boundary layer fluid flows
between two surfaces, I and E. The I-surface originates at y = 0, and the E-
surface forms the second bounding surface. Sign convention for a positive y
displacement is always from the I to E surface. Fluid crossing the I
surface is m_; this flow might be due to wall transpiration. Fluid crossing
the E surface is _; this flow might be due to entrainment. The bounding
solid surface is described by e, related to the rate of change of surface
curvature in the x-dlrection, and ri, which describes the transverse
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curvature of the I-surface. Location of the E-surface, rE, is related to
r I and _. Figure 4.1 shows the coordinate system.
E-SURFACE
__Z:_ x I SURFACE
Figure 4.1. The stream-function coordinate system.
The sketch in Figure 4.1 depicts an external boundary layer over either a
flat or conical surface, with I being a wall and E being a free stream.
In the program, there Is a limited freedom in defining these bounding surfaces.
This will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 5.
The second and final step in the transformation is to recast equations
(4.2) and (4.3) into the Patankar-Spalding coordinate system using the trans-
formation
j
" ¢E-*I (4.4)
where _E and 01 are the stream function values on the bounding surfaces.
In this non-dlmenslonal §tream function coordinate system, the momentum
and stagnation enthalpy equations become
"11 Ull
+ E-rlm )]
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(4.6)
The transformed equations have the general form of a diffusion equation:
_x _w - _ c -- - d ,
Pref f
(4.7)
where a, b, c, d are constants.
In the program, equation (4.7) becomes the velocity equation when Pref f
is set equal to unity.
4.2 Finite-Difference Equations
As indicated in Chapter I, the original basic program from which STAN5
has evolved is the Patankar/Spaldfng program, described in their 1967 book [I].
Only the numerics of the finite-difference equations and the concept of a wall
function have been carried over into STANb. It is our intent in this section
to point out several facts regarding the finite-differencing scheme. These
equations are well documented in Patankar and Spalding [1,2], and, for a re-
vised version of the program, by Spalding [6].
The central theme in obtaining the finite-dlfference equations, hereafter
referred to as FDE's, is twofold: (I) to form a miniature integral equation
over a flnlte-control volume; and (2) to presume a linear variation of the de-
pendent variable over the control volume to effect the integration. Figure
4.2 shows node locations and a control volume for three adjacent nodes at an
upstream and a downstream station.
The first term in equation (4.7) is transformed into an FDE term, as fol-
lows :
(°V0xo)(°v°xJ= -_ dm+ d_'
_x 6x_ Ji -½ u -½ -
I 3 I i i
-- 6_ *f-i + _ *i _ (_°i-°°i-l) + *i + F ¢i+i 7 (_°i+l-'_i)
X
U
(4.8)
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I I
X u Xd
Figure 4.2. Typical nodal locations and control volume for finite-
difference equations.
•The second term in equation (4.7) ls transformed into an FDE term using
integration by parts:
(a+b_)_ 1 f xd fl +½ (a+bco)_ dcodx T
U
i I " txd "¢Xd'= _ (a+bW)x - (a+bcO)x ({/_9)
u,i+½ ,i+½ u,i-% i-½
- b tXd
"i-½
In the above equation, the integral iS evaluated in a like manner tO
equation (4.8). Several assumptions are built into equation (4.9): (i) the
integrand of the integral is evaluated only at Xd; (2) the equation is
"linearlzed" in that (a+bm) iS evaluated at Xu; and (3) the integrand is
presumed to vary linearly with _ over the control vol_e. Assumption (3)
implies small cross-stream convection; this was later changed by Patankar and
Spalding [2] using a "high lateral flux modification", or "upwind-differencing"
to more properly account for hig h lateral convection. The modification is not
used in STAN5.
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The third term in equation (4.7) is transformed into an FDE as follows:
= d_dx
u
i I ($i+i-$i) Xd-" _ (C)Xu,i +½ (_i+l-_i) -
The above equation is "linearized" in that c
The fourth and final term in equation (4.7) is the source term.
transformed into an FDE term as follows:
(4)i-¢i-l)Xd. _
(C)xu,i_ ½ (_--_i__) J
iS evaluated at x
u
It is
(4.i0)
__!__l /'Xd_ i+½ (d) dmdxd = _x6_./x _ ½
u
Xd i+½ I6x6_ J i - ½ Xu
U
(Sd) (#d-_u) 1 d_dx+ _ x u
(4.11)
In STAN5, the velocity source term is handled precisely as described by
Patankar and Spalding [i]. Sources for stagnation enthalpy and turbulent
kinetic energy are evaluated at Xu; the downstream contribution is neglected.
The FDE terms described by equations (4.8) to (4. Ii) are assembled into
a form
CXd ' = A% + Be + C , (4.12)i d,i+l Xd,i-I
where A, B, and C are coefficients evaluated at the upstream station, x .
u
A set of ¢ equations is written for each dependent variable. In the text
which follows, the velocity dependent variable is designated as U, and all
other dependent variables are designated as #-equation variables.
4.3 Grid and Slip Scheme
a
A sketch of the finite-difference grid and nodal locations was previously
given in Figure 4.2. Cross-stream grid lines in that sketch divide the region
between the I-surface and the E-surface into non-dimensional stream tubes, or
flow tubes (from consideration of the definition of _). The number of flow
tubes that comprise the cross-stream grid is denoted by N. Two additional
stream tubes (to define sllp points) are inserted by the program near the I
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and E surfaces, making a total of N + 2 tubes, and thus N + 3 nodal
points. A cross-stream grid is shown in Figure 4.3.
I E
u,_
--) I
I
I
(2)
Figure 4.3.
I I I
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I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
3 4 5 N
Cross-stream grid between the
N+i I'IN+3
I
IN+2)
I and E surfaces.
In the above sketch, the 2.5 point on the grid is the Join point, dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1; the (2) point and the (N + 2) point are the slip
points. Finite-difference equations of the form of equation (4.12) are solved
for all nodes (2) through (N + 2). Boundary conditions for these equations
are obtained through wall-functlon calculations, described in Chapter 3, if
one surface is a wall.
The grid is established from the initial velocity profile, U = U(y).
The profile is integrated using equation (4.1) to obtain U = U(_), where flow
between consecutive y locations is A@, or non-dimenslonally Am. The
values, which represent the fractional amount of the initial flow, remain con__-
stant throughout the calculations, unless altered by routine LAMSUB, discussed
in Section 3.5. The amount of boundary layer fluid can change, but =he frac-
tional percentages in each stream tube are fixed.
The slip points, along with "using the Wall Fanction", were developed by
Patankar and Spalding [i] to allow use of a linear profile assumption (Section
4.1) in the near-wall region, thus eliminating the need go compute across a
region of high velocity gradient. The scheme is an excellent "engineering
tool" in terms of computational speed while preserving accuracy.
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The idea behind the slip schemeis to presumepower-law profiles for
velocity and other _-equations in the near-wall region.
8
U = ClY , (4.13a)
(_-¢i) = c2YY (4.13b)
Each of the above equations contains two unknowns, which are obtained by match-
ing the function and its first derivative (e.g., shear stress or heat flux) at
the join point. From these two criteria come defining FDE's for the slip
points.
U2 = U2(U3,8) , (4.14a)
¢2 = ¢2(_I'¢3'Y) ' (4.145)
The above equations are linearlzed in that the upstream values of B and y
are used. Similar types of equations can be developed for sllp values near a
free stream and near a symmetry line (see Patankar and Spalding [i or 2] for
a complete description).
The procedure described above to obtain slip values near a wall was later
changed by Patankar and Spalding [2] to more accurately account for convection
between the wall and the Join point. In STAN5, this correction was accom-
plished by a modificfftion to the Joln-polnt velocity and essentially accom-
plishes the same goal. The correction is needed for low values of 8; for
8 > 0.9, i.e., a linear profile in the near-wall region due to laminar flow
or "bypassing the Wall Function", the power-law sllp scheme is adequate.
4.4 Entrainment and Grid Control
!,
Entrainment is applicable to flows in which there are free surfaces.
For example, the free surface for a wall botmdary layer is the location where
U approaches Uo=, i.e., its cross-stream gradient approaches Zero. The
function of entrainment is to introduce new fluid into the region between the
I and E surfaces, thus expanding the grid outward into "fresh" fluid and
thus preserving the near zero gradient at the outer edge of the computation
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region. The expansion can be easily seen by recalling that to increment
(_E-SI) with a constant A_ spacing causes AS to increase and thus Ay. -
The entrained fluid is distributed to all flow tubes.
To determine if fluid should be entrained, the dependent variable dif-
ference near the free surface is compared with its free-stream value, e.g.,
(UN+3-UN+I)/UN+3 is computed and compared to ENFRA, a program input variable.
This idea is depicted in Figure 4.4. The entrainment calculation for veloc-
ity in STAN5 is
= + Imass I I ENFRA - . (4.15)
_ old L!iu_J L UN+3 dnew
U
U_
O
E
I
N+I N+3
_p Y
TENFRA-U®
f.
Figure 4.4. Entrainment at the free stream.
When there are _-equatlons being solved in addition to the momentum equa-
tion, each of these gradients near the free stream is checked to assure no
defects in profiles develop. This is especially important in accelerating "
flows or low Prandtl number flows, where the thermal boundary layer grows out-
side of the momentum boundary layer. There is a flag in STAN5 that can be set
to base entrainment on either the momentum equation or on the behavior of all
equations. Note that in STAN5, fluid is never allowed to be detrained, due to
stability considerations.
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Integration stepsize, Ax, is partly determined by entrainment. The
control is via an input variable FRA, say 5%, which requires that the mass
flow rate into the boundary layer through the I and E surfaces be no more
than FRA• (_E-_I) over the distance Ax. This control, in effect, cuts
back the stepsize if the boundary layer entrainment is large.
4.5: The Calculating Procedure
Equation (4.12) in Section 4.2 is the general form for the finfte-differ-
ence equations. The equations couple all grid points in the cross-stream dl-
rection, and they are solved by a tri-diagonal matrix algorithm for i = 2
to N + 2. They have been linearized in the sense that the coefficients are
calculated at the upstream stations. Thus, the program is "one step behind"
in fluid properties, eddy viscosity, etc.
Because of llnearization, the equations are only partially implicit, and
this requires the use of a smaller Ax stepsfze than could be used by a fully
implicit scheme. For heat transfer calculations this does not present much of
a problem, though, because the stepsize must be small enough to follow vari-
able boundary conditions.
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5.1 Introduction
Chapter 5
INPUT/OUTPUT
To facilitate use of the program, a rather flexible input format has been
developed which makes it possible to compile and link edit, and still accom-
modate a large number of input options merely by reading in numerical DATA.
Other changes can be readily made in the core of the program, but the objective
of this chapter will be to describe in detail how to access the program through
DATA that are read directly by the computer.
All of the data input to the program are concentrated in the final sub-
routine which is labeled SUBROUTINE INPUT (KERROR). This subroutine contains
a very large number of comments which in themselves constitute a set of in-
structions for its use. In reading this chapter it will be useful to refer to
the input subroutine, and the present discussion will be based on the assump-
tion that the reader has the input subroutine before him (her).
First it should be noted that each "read" statement is preceded by the
symbols ******* extending across the page. Preceding these symbols the in-
structions for the "read" statement are given.
All of the "read" statements (except the title) are in the form of either
a series of integer numbers or a series of decimal numbers. All of the inte-
ger numbers are in fields of five spaces. It is important to note that inte-
gers must be justified to the right side of these fields.
All decimal numbers are arranged in fields of I0 digits, and of course
may be placed anywhere within that field.
5.2 Flow Descriptors and Controls
On the card following a title, eight integers are read, all of which con-
vey rather fundamental information about the type of problem to be solved.
Some of the program nomenclature will be introduced as these, and other vari-
ables and constants appearing below, are discussed.
GEOM is an integer, from 1 to 9, which signals in a general way the type
of system geometry to be solved. GEOM = 1 is the simple boundary layer on a
flat plate, but this case also applies for an axi-sy_etric body so long as
the boundary layer thickness is small relative to the body radius. Thus it
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can be used for flow in a nozzle (subsonic or supersonic), or for flow over
an axi-symmetric body such as a missile, even including a stagnation region.
GEOM_ 2 & 3 differ from I only in that radius is included in the bound-
ary layer equations so that boundary layer thickness need not be small relative
to body radius.
GEOM= 4 & 5 refer to flow in circular and flat ducts, respectively.
Strictly speaking, the "boundary layer" is treated as if it filled the entire
duct; however, a judicious choice of grid spacing makes it possible to handle
entry-length problems with accuracy. It is also possible to solve pipes or
ducts which have slightly convergent or slightly divergent walls.
GEOM = 6, 7, 8, 9 cover the cases of circular and flat jets, and free
shear flows.
MODE refers to whether the flow is to be laminar or tubulent. MODE = i
is a laminar flow, while MODE = 2 is turbulent. As will be seen below, it is
possible to start with MODE = 1 and then shift to a turbulent flow on the basis
of an input transition criterion.
FLUID refers to the type of fluid. FLUID = 1 is any constant-property
fluid, such properties to be supplied in a later read statement. FLUID = 2
refers to air, the properties of which (based on the Keenan and Kaye Gas Tables)
are _rovlded as a separate subroutine in the program. The air properties cover
temperatures from 180@R to 4620°R, but do not take into consideration dissoci-
ation at high temperatures. The program is not provided with the properties of
any variable-property fluids other than air, but it is only necessary to desig-
nate some other fluid with a number (3 or higher) and then construct a subrou-
tine similar to SUBROUTINE PROP2. The appropriate call for any other property
subroutine must be inserted as indicated in the MAIN program.
NEQ refers to the total number of boundary layer equations to be solved.
Thus, if the momentum equation alone is to be solved, NEQ = i, but if momen-
tum_:mnd energy are to be solved, NEQ = 2. Actually, the program dimensioning
allows NEQ to be as high as 6, if, for example, a number of mass diffusion
equations must be solved. Another related variable, NPH, will be found through
out the program. NPH = NEQ - I, and is the number of diffusion equations
(energy, mass, etc.) that must be solved. It is assumed that the momentum equa-
tion is alwaxs solved.
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N defines the grid structure in the y-dlrection; it is the numberof
flow tubes. Thus the number of grid points in the y-direction is N + I. _Be-
cause of the "slip" schemedescribed earlier, the program inserts two more_
grid points, one near the I surface, and one near the E surface. Thus_the
total numberof grid points with which the program works is N + 3. Within
the program the grid points are numberedstarting with i at the I (for in-
ternal) surface and extending to N + 3 at the E (for external) surface.
The character I is used to index the grid points, and I then varies from
I to N + 3. For convenience, the last three points are designated NPI
N + i, N'P2- N + 2, _rP3-- N + 3. The two "slip" points, which have no real
physical significance, are I = 2 and I = NP2.
The choice of N determines how fine or how coarse a grid structure is
to be used, and only experience can tell what is necessary to achieve desired
precision for a particular problem. For a turbulent boundary layer when "using
the wall function" (this will be discussed further below), N in the range
15-20 is generally satisfactory. If "bypassing the wall function" is used, or
if the flow is laminar, N should generally be greater than 30. If N is less
than 12 the program will not operate, and N is limited to 50 by the dimension-
ing of the program. However, this limitation can be readily changed, if desired.
Finally, it should be noted that the program will change N internally under
special circumstances to be discussed later in connection with the input values
of YPMIN and YPMAX. ,,
KIN and KEX are indicators which determine the character of the I and E
boundaries, respectively. If either is set equal to I, that boundary is a
wall; if set equal to 2, the boundary is a free stream; 3 indicates a line
of symmetry, such as the centerllne of a pipe or a free Jet. As presently assem-
bled, the program will handle only one wail surface, so, for example, it is not
possible for both KIN and KEX to be equal to i. Note that the I and E
boundaries are literally "inner" and "outer" with respect to the axi-symmetric
coordinate system, so, for example, for flow in a pipe the I boundary must be
the centerline of the pipe and the E boundary must be the pipe wall; they are
not interchangeable. On the other hand, for GEOM = 1 the I and E bound-
aries are interchangeable and either could be the wall.
KENT is an indicator for the entrainment calculation at a free boundary.
If there is no free boundary, KENT can be left blank. If KENT = 0 entrainment
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is calculated based on the behavior of the moment_ equation alone; if KENT= i
all diffusion equations are tested. Since it is quite possible for the thermal
boundary layer, for example, to extend outside the momentumboundary layer, and
one generally wants to adjust entrainment so that the region of interest (the
region enclosed by the I and E boundaries) encloses the thickest boundary
layer, it is generally wise to set KENT= !. On occasion this can lead to
someinstability, and this is the reason why the option to set KENT- 0 is
provided.
r-
The next card to be read contains more general information, all in the form
of decimal numbers. XU is the present location of the calculations in the x-
direction, and is one of the primary independent variables. Here XU is ini-
tialized, so this is where calculations start. Most often XU is 0.0, but it
can be any positive number where it is desired to commence calculations.
(Actually XU refers to the "upstream" side of the finite-difference step in
the x-direction, as opposed to XD on the "downstream" side. The difference
between XU and XD is DX, the step length.) XL is the x-distance where
it is desired to stop calculations. Thus XU and XL, as read here, define
the distance over which calculations are to take place. These are dimensional
quantities and may be in feet, inches, meters, or whatever is desired. The
actual dimensioning system to be used is designated later. Recall, as shown in
Figure 4.1, that x is intrinsic, measured along the 1-surface, and is no____tthe
projection onto the axis of symmetry.
DELTAX is a number (non-dimensional) from which DX, the step-length, is
derived. It is the ratio of DX to boundary layer thickness, so DX grows as
the boundary layer thickens. For a pipe-flow it is the ratio of DX to pipe
radius. Actually, DELTAX determines a maximum value of DX and can be over-
ridden by another number, FRA, which will be discussed shortly. DELTAX = 1.0
is a reasonable value when dealing with a gas for which properties are varying
rapidly. If properties are nearly constant considerably larger values may be used
andthis is particularly true for laminar flows. For fully developed flow in a
pipe DELTAX can sometimes be made equal to I0 or greater. If DELTAX is too
large, a slight instability will be noted, with oscillation of the output data.
It is often advantageous to use large values of DELTAX to reduce computation
time. A further option is available using the constant K1 and the auxiliary
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boundary condition, AUXI(M) (see below), whereby DELTAX can be changed arbi-
trarily in the course of a calculation.
RETRAN provides a way to effect internally a transition from a laminar to
a turbulent boundary layer. For a simple boundary layer, the momentum thick-
ness Reynolds number is employed as a transition criterion, and RETRAN is the
Reynolds number at which MODE will automatically shift from i to 2. Actually,
the transition is made smoothly, rather than abruptly, over a range of momentum
thickness Reynolds number from RETRAN to twice RETRAN by smoothly bringing the
sublayer damping constant down from a large number to its equilibrium value
(see SLrBROUTINE WALL). Typically, a transition Reynolds number of 200-300 pro-
vides realistic results. If it is desired to make lamlnar boundary layer cal-
culations only, care must be taken to make sure RETRAN is a number larger than
any momentum thickness Reynolds numbers anticipated. For flow in a pipe or
duct, RETRAI_ is interpreted as a diameter Reynold s number, but of course diam-
eter Reynolds number does not vary in the x-dlrection in this case. For totally
turbulent boundary layers and flows, RETRAN can be 0.0, or left blank, if de-
sired. For free-convectlon boundary layers, or for flows for which there is no
wall surface, Reynolds number has no useful significance, so RETRAN must be set
to unity.
FRA, when multiplied times the total amount of flow between the I and _ E
boundaries, specifies the maximum amount of new fluid that will be permitted to
enter the region of interest between XU and XD either by entrainment or-by
mass transfer through a porous wall. If this amount is exceeded by the speci-
fied value of DELTAX, then DX is appropriately reduced in value. FRA = 0.05
is a reasonable value for most applications.
ENFRA is the entrainment fraction. It has significance only when there is
a free-stream boundary, in which case it is the desired difference (expressed
as a fraction of the total difference through the boundary layer) between the
free-stream velocity, or the corresponding dependent variable in a diffusion
equation, and the next closest grid point (excluding the sllp point). This dif-
ference is maintained by automatically adjusting the rate of entrainment of free-
stream fluid. The appropriate value of ENFRA differs somewhat for different
kinds of problems, and is also related to the chosen grid spacing near the outer
edge of the boundary layer. Calculated results are not necessarily highly sensi-
tive to the value chosen for ENFRA, but a very inappropriate value can lead to
_7
either instability (wild oscillations in entrainment rate and in boundary layer
thickness) or inaccurate overall results. For typical boundary layer calcula-
tions, turbulent or laminar, a value of 0.005 frequently works well, but a fine
grid near the outer edge may suggest a value as low as 0.001. On the other
hand, for a free-convectlon boundary layer or any case where free-stream veloc-
ity is at or near zero (for example, a jet) ENFRA should bevery much larger,
O.01_to 0.05. One way to get a handle on ENFRA, in any case, is to plot the
initial velocity profile, perhaps based on an appropriate analytic solution, and
then superimpose the desired grid on the plot. The difference in velocity be-
tween the free-stream and the next adjacent grid line, divided by the maximum
velocity difference for the whole boundary layer, is then usually a good value
for ENFRA.
If there is no free-stream, as would be the case for pipe-flow, then ENFRA
can be left blank.
GV is a gravity constant which should be either set at zero or left blank
if gravity is not a relevant parameter. The only gravity effects that can be
considered are those in the direction of flow (x-direction). Note that a posi-
tive value of GV represents a gravity force in the positive or flow direction;
if simple free-convectlon on a vertical flat plate is being considered, remember
that GV must be negative. Note also that gravity has no effect unless there are
density gradients across the boundary layer; the free-convectlon boundary layer
is a compresslble flow boundary layer, and nothing will happen if FLUID = i.
5.3 -Body Forces and Sources
The next card read concerns some integer indicators having to do with body
forces in the momentum equation, and energy and other types of sources in the
diffusion equations. BODFOR can be O, I, or 2. If O, there is no body force
present other than pressure. If BODFOR = i, the body force is the result of
a gravity force acting upon density, and of course a value for GV must also be
speclfied.
::If BODFOR - 2, an external body force is present, and this force is in-
troduced through a specified set of auxiliary boundary conditions AUXI(M),
whlch will be discussed later. Provision is made only for a body force that is
a function of x, and independent of y. BODFOR = 2 also includes BODFOR - i.
A body force has the dimensions force per unit of volume.
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The source indicators, SOURCE(J), are not read unless there are one or
more diffusion equations in addition to the momentum equation, i.e., unless
NEQ is greater than I, and N'PH is greater than O. The index J varies from
i to N'PH so that one value for SOURCE is read for each diffusion equation, read-
ing across the card in integer fields of 5, after BODFOR.
If there is more than one diffusion equation it must be decided ahead of
time which is which, and the designation of a source for each equation estab-
lishes what kind of a diffusion equation it is to be. Of course, the initial
dependent variable profiles and the boundary conditions, both of which are dis-
cussed later, must be consistent with this choice.
If there is to be no source for a particular diffusion equation, set
SOURCE = 0, or at least leave it blank. If SOURCE = 0, the equation could
be the energy equation with viscous dissipation neglected, or it could be a
mass diffusion equation with no chemical reaction. Only the initial and bound-
ary conditions serve to make a distinction (together also with the Prandtl or
Schmidt number), since the differential equations are identical.
SOURCE = 1 activates viscous dissipation as an energy source, as well as
body-force work, and the equation is then definitely the energy equation.
Setting SOURCE = 2 for a particular diffusion equation has more exten-
slve effects. It activates the source function for the turbulence energy
equation (Production-Dissipation), but additionally it changes the method of
calculation of eddy viscosity (and thus eddy conductivity) from the mlxlng-length
method to the turbulent kinetic energy method, wherein eddy viscosity is propor-
tional to the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy. However, the program
still uses mixing-length in the Wall Function, and it still uses mixing-length
out to the edge of the viscous sublayer if the Wall Function does not extend
that far. If there is no wall, turbulent kinetic energy is used throughout.
SOURCE = 3 is the same as SOURCE = i, except that an external energy
source, as a function of x alone, may be introduced through AUX2(M). Such
a source must have the dimensions (energy) / (volume * time).
SOURCE = 4 also implies that an external volume source is being introduced
through AUX2(M), but viscous dissipation and body-force work are omitted, So
this could be a source different from energy.
Note that all of these external body forces and sources which are intro-
duced through the auxiliary functions AUXI(M) and AUX2(M) are functions of
x only. This is obviously somewhat limiting, but the only practical way to
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introduce sources that vary in the y-dlrection is by modifications in the core
of the program. However, this can be easily done in SUBROUTINE AUX, where some
comments are given.
5._ Fluid Properties
The next card is the one in which fluid properties are introduced. The
amounrt of information actually read depends upon whether constant properties are
to be used or whether the variable properties contained in a separate property
subroi, tine are to be used. In any case the initial static pressure PO is
always read, and for the variable property case this is all that is needed. For
constant properties, density, RHOC, and viscosity, VISCOC, are next to be read;
if o_ly the momentum equation is to be solved this is all that is necessary.
If one or more diffusion equations are to be solved, the only additional prop-
erty is the Prandtl number for the energy equation, PRC(J), or a Schmidt num-
ber for each and every mass diffusion equation, making sure that they are read
in the same order as has been established for designating each equation, i.e.,
J - i refers to a particular diffusion equation, and J = 2 to another, and
this order must be maintained throughout the entire input routine. Note that
although the symbol PRC(J) is used, this can be either a Prandtl or a 5chmidt
number. Finally, all units must comprise a consistent set. Note that the read
state_ments are so arranged that it doesn't matter if there is a redundancy of
information. Thus the program might be set up to solve both momentum and
energy equations with constant properties; but if in the second card FLUID is
changed to 2 the program will run with variable air properties and simply will
not read the constant properties (except PO). Similarly, if NEQ is changed to
i, the program will not read Prandtl number or anything else having to do with
a diffusion equation; it is not necessary to remove this input information if
an abbreviated problem is to be run. As a word of caution, do not try to solve
the momentum equation alone without setting FLUID = 1 and supplying the ap-
propriate constant properties. There is no way to introduce variable proper-
ties Without temperature or mass concentration distributions upon which to base
them.
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5.5 Boundary Conditions
The next card supplies some information about types of boundary conditions,
and the number of entries read depends upon the number of differential equations
to be solved. NXBC, an integer number, refers to the number of points along
the boundaries at which boundary condition information is to be supplied. The
cards following will contain that information. Internally, the program will
determine boundary values at each XU position by linear interpolation between
the x-positions of the input boundary data as specified here. Thus NXBC must
have as a minimum a value of 2 so that there is something to interpolate between.
If boundary values are varying with respect to x in other than a linear man-
ner, many more than two boundary values may be required for an accurate repre-
sentation. The program is dimensioned such that NXBC may be as large as i00.
Free-stream velocity is evaluated from a cubic spline fit scheme rather than
linear interpolation, except that when NXBC = 2 linear interpolation is used.
The other items read on this card refer to the type of boundary condition
at a wall that is going to be supplied for any and all diffusion equations.
If there is no wall nothing is read, and the same is true if only the momentum
equation is to be solved. TYPBC(J) can be either i or 2, depending upon whe-
ther the boundary condition read is to be, respectively, a specification of the
.r.
value of the dependent variable at the wall, or the flux of the dependent vari-
able at the wall. In the case of the energy equation, the question is whether
it is the enthalpy at the wall or the heat flux that is to be specified. For
the turbulent kinetic energy equation set TYPBC(J) = I. Of course a specifi-
cation for every diffusion equation must be supplied, and in the proper order.
The following card continues boundary specifications. These items, all
decimal numbers, are read in the form of a table. The number of lines in the
table must be equal to NXBC. X(M) is the x location of the points where
boundary information is to be supplied. The first entry, X(1), must be equal
to or less than XU read earlier; the last entry, X(NXBC), must be equal to
or greater than XL. For a variable velocity boundary condition, the value of
XU must coincide with an X(M) in the table. Between the first and last
point, the spacing of any other boumdary condition points can be completely
arbitrary. Discontinuities, for example, can be simulated by placing two points
very close together. When free-stream velocity is changing rapidly, it is im-
portant to use a large number of points and not produce situations that a spline
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fit will have difficulty accommodating; abrupt changes of velocity are trouble-
someand can lead to unwanted velocities between the specified points.
RW(M) is a geometry specification for an axi-symmetric body. It is the
transverse radius of the body at each specified x-location. Note that RW is
a function of x, distance measuredalong the surface, and no__! the projection
onto the axis of symmetry. The boundary layer can be either on the inside or
the outside of the body for GEOM--i. GEOM= 2 and 3 are restricted in
this regard. For a pipe, GEOM= 4, RW(M) is the pipe radius. For a bound-
arz layer on a non-axisymmetric body, for example a flat plate or an airfoil,
use GEOM= i and set all values of RW(M) equal to any constant number,
such as 1.0. For an axl-sy_etric stagnation point use GEOM= I or 2 and set
RW(M)= X(M). For a flat duct, GEOM-5; RW(M) is the duct half-width.
Two additional pieces of boundary condition information can, if desired,
be read on this card, AUXI(M) and AUX2(M). It has already been noted that
these auxiliary items can be used for specified body forces or specified inter-
nal heat sources, if proper indicators are activated. AUXI(M) can also be used
to provide a control on DELTAX. These functions, however, are provided in gen-
eral so that the user can conveniently introduce any kind of information that is
a function of x, and then appropriately modify the core of the program to make
use of the information. If there is a wall present, the program additionally
.<
calculates two more functions, AUXMI and AUXM2, which are linearly interpo-
lated values of AUXI(M) and AUX2(M), and are always available in the COMMON.
The primary boundary condition data are read on the next cards, again in
the form of a table in which the number of lines must equal NXBC. UG(M) is
the free-stream velocity which must always be supplied if there is indeed a free
stream. (In the case of a pipe or duct flow this column can be left blank.)
A particular feature of this version of the program is the fact that free-strea_
velocity is treated as an independent boundary condition rather than pressure
or._pressure gradient. A minor modification of the basic program is necessary
if pressure is to be the independent boundary condition. Note that UG is zerc
for simple free convection, or for a Jet in a stagnant environment.
The second column (second field of 10 spaces) is the mass flux at the wall,
AM(M). If there is no wall this column is simply not read. AM is positive in
the positive direction of the coordinate system. Thus, if the I boundary is
a wall, positive AM is mass transfer int..____othe boundary layer, but if the E
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boundary is a wall (as in pipe-flow), negative AM is mass transfer Int.__...oothe
boundary layer.
The next five columns are read only if there is a wall and if one or fiore
diffusion equations are to be solved. FJ(J,M) is either the wall value of
the dependent variable in a diffusion equation or it is the wall value of the
dependent variable flux. Whether it is a wall value or a flux is determined
by TYPBC(J), discussed above. Thus for the energy equation FJ is either
a wall value of enthalpy or a wall value of heat flux. The sign of the flux
is again positive in the positive direction of the coordinate system which goes
in the direction from I to E. Thus, for flow in a pipe, a heat flux into
the fluid results when FJ is negative. Care must be taken when FJ is a
flux and there is mass transfer at the wall. PJ is then the product of the
mass flux and the value of the property in question in a reservoir outside the
wall. For example, for the energy equation with FJ as a flux, FJ is the
product of AM and the enthalpy of the transferred fluid in an external reser-
voir. For the turbulent kinetic energy equation, FJ should be 0.0.
5.6 Initial Profiles
The next series of cards contains the initial or starting profiles for '_
velocity and the dependent variables for each of the diffusion equations. These
are read in the form of a table, as in the previous case. The number of entries
in the vertical columns must be equal to N + I. Each column again occuple_ I0
spaces.
The first column contains Y(1), the distance measured from the I-boundary
for each of the grid points at which the other information is to be supplied.
In Y(1), I is an integer which varies from i to NP3, but 2 and NP2 are
omitted, since these are the sllp positions which are evaluated within the pro-
gram. Thus the table will contain N + 1 entries. Y(1) is always 0.0, since
y is measured from the 1-boundary.
The spacing of the various Y(1) is very important, since it establishes
the cross-stream grid for the entire boundary layer calculation. First, the ob-
vlous fact should be noted that it is not possible to start finlte-dlfference
calculations with this program from a singularity; starting profiles are manda-
tory, but the boundary layer can be as thin as desired, although a very thin
starting boundary layer may require a large number of calculations to progress
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very far in the x-direction. Generally, the starting profiles are where ana!yti
boundary layer solutions can be used to great advantage. Typically, one knows
something like momentum thickness Reynolds number at the start, and simple ana-
lytic solutions can then be used to establish initial total thickness and initia
profile shapes. Actually, since boundary layers, and especially turbulent bounc
ary layers, come to equilibrium relatively quickly, the initial profile shapes
are often not at all critical; it i__%simportant that the initial integral param-
eters (such as momentum and entha!py thickness) be close to correct. For exam-
ple, a laminar boundary layer ca!culat_on could be started with a simple linear
veiocity profile, and within a few do_rnstream steps the correct profile u ill be
closely approximated. An exception to this discussion is flow in a pipe or
duct where the "boundary layer thickness" _s always the distance from the wall
to the centerline. It is possible to start such calculations with a uniform
velocity profile and thus calculate the velocity entry_ length, but for accuracy
this does require using a relatively fine grid spacing near the wa]l.
Now, to get back to the Y(I) spacing, the reason it is so important is
that the program reads the initial data, calculates the fluid flow in each flow
tube, totals this for the entire region from I to E, and then calculates
the fraction of the flow in each flow tube. As the boundary layer grows, the
total flow in the region I to E may grow due to entrainment and/or mass
transfer, and the distance from I to E may grow, but the fraction of the
total flow in each flow tube is maintained constant. The fraction of the flow
from the 1-boundary to some Y(1) is given the symbol OM(1) (omega). Thus
the flow between the I and the I + i grid point is OM(I+I) - OM(1). It is
these initial values of OM(1) that remain the same throughout the calculation
(with an exception to be discussed below). Now there is no requirement that
the OM spacings be uniform; on the contrary, it is generally more efficient
if they are not. But it is important that the OM spacing differences between
adjacent flow tubes not be too large. As a rule of thumb, differences greater
th'an a factor of about 3 should be avoided. A good way to set up the initial
velocity profile is to lay it out on a piece of graph paper and then superimpos,
lines for grid points, crowding them closer together in the regions where veloc
ity is changing rapidly. A mental estimate of the relative flow rate between
each pair of grid lines will usually suffice to make sure that large steps in
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flow rates are avoided. This graphical procedure was also recommendedas a
guide for specifying entrainment fraction.
If there is a wall and the boundary layer is turbulent, a decision must
be madewhether to use a small numberof grid points, along with "using the:
Wall Function", or to '_oypassthe Wall Function" and use a fine grid down tO
the wall. For a great many calculations the results will not differ much, and
"using the Wall Function" is a little simpler and cheaper in computation time.
For very high Reynolds numbers there is really no choice; a grid fine enough to
allow "bypassing the Wall Function" may require an excessive number of grid
points. "Bypassing the Wall Function" does becomeuseful where pressure gradi-
ents are large/ or boundary conditions are changing rapidly along the wall, or
it is simply desirable to have a prlnt-out of the variables near the wall. The
accuracy question comesdownto the adequacy of the Couette flow approximation,
which is used in the Wall Function. For large adverse pressure gradients, for
example, the Couette flow approximation begins to yield a substantial error in
+local shear stress in a typical case when y becomeslarger than about 15
or 20.
When"bypassing the Wall Function", it is necessary that U and y at the
first grid point (I = 3 if ¥_N= I, or I = NPI if KEX= i) be so chosen
+that y is about 1.00, or less. This can be checked by multiplying U by y
and dividing by kinematic viscosity, which gives the product U+y+. In this
+region U+ = y , approximately. The spacing of the grid points farther from
the wall can then be gradually increased by steps of perhaps 20 percent out to
+ +
about y = 20, and 25-30 percent thereafter, i.e., y = 1.2, 1.4, 1.7, 2.1,
etc.
When "using the Wall Function" it is important that the first grid point
+
be at a value of y not less than about 20.0. The subsequent points can
then be spaced at intervals that increase by 25 to 30 percent, i.e., 25.0,
31.0, 39.0, 49.0, etc.
+
For both cases, after y becomes greater than about 200, quite large,
equally spaced steps generally can be used because velocity is no longer chang-
ing rapidly. The important thing is to concentrate the grid where rapid changes
are taking place.
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It is important that the velocity at the free-stream edge of the boundary
layer be precisely the sameas the value of free-stream velocity introduced as
a boundary condition earlier.
Having once established the initial velocity profile, the other columns
are filled in with the corresponding initial dependentvariable profiles for
the diffusion equations, all in the sameorder as discussed earlier. Any of
these can be totally zeros if desired, or all equal to the free-stream value,
as would be the case for a heat transfer problemwith an unheated starting
length. For turbulent kinetic energy it is possible to start with all zeros
and the programwill generate its ownkinetic energy. In any case, the wall
value of turbulent kinetic energy should be 0.0. In the case of the energy
equation the dependent variable is always stagnation enthalpy, not temperature.
The value of the dependentvariable in the diffusion equations at the outer
edge of the boundary layer is always constant, and is established by the value
specified in the initial profiles.
5.7 Turbulence Constants
Some of the turbulence constants are read in the next cards. If the flow
Is laminar, dummy turbulent values can be used, or these entries can be left
blank. If there is no wall, some of the constants are also redundant.
+. AK is the wall region mlxing-length constant, kappa. There is not total
agreement on the value of kappa, but 0.41 is extensively used. ALMGG is lambda,
the outer region mixlng-length constant (or outer region length-scale constant
when turbulent kinetic energy is used). There is also a constant eddy dlffu-
slvlty option available (see below) in which case ALMGG becomes a dummy. For
boundary layers a value of 0.085 appears reasonable; for flow in a pipe 0.07 is
suggested, but the constant dfffusivity option is recommended for pipe-flow.
For a boundary layer the value for ALMGG is overridden at momentum thickness
Reynolds numbers below about 5500 by an internal correlation that yields a higher
value. This override can be suppressed by setting K2 - 3 (see below).
ALMGG is a non-dlmenslonal constant which yields a mlxlng-length when
multiplied by boundary layer thickness. But "boundary layer thickness" must be
defined, and FR provides this definition. If FR is set equal to 0.01, the
boundary layer thickness upon which ALMGG is based is the distance from the
wall to the point where the velocity is within 1 percent of free-stream velocity.
The suggested values for ALMGG given above are based on FR = 0.01.
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AQ and BQ are turbulence constants which are used for the turbulence
energy equation, but also for the constant eddy diffusivity option. In the
former case AQ is the eddy diffusivity constant while BQ is the dissipa-
tion constant. Of the three constants, AK, AQ, BQ, only two are independent.
The three are related by the equation:
AK = (AQ** 0.75)/(BQ ** 0.25)
If AK = 0.41, some reasonable values for AQ and BQ are 0.22 and 0.38.
_en the constant eddy diffusivity option is used (set K2 _ 2, see below),
eddy diffusivity in the outer region is evaluated from the equation:
eM
= AQ * (Reynolds number) ** BQ
For an external boundary layer, momentum thickness Reynolds number is used; for
flow in a pipe or duct, diameter Reynolds number is used. Reasonable values
for the pipe case are AQ = 0.005, BQ = 0.9.
+
YPMAX and YPMIN are controls on the values of y at the outer edge of
the Wall Function. They are operable whether the flow is laminar or turbulent,
but are meaningless if there is no wall. Routine LAMSUB provides a scheme -
whereby extra grid points can be automatically inserted between the wall and
the next point out, or grid points can be removed from the same region. In_
other words, the grid n_ber N is changed. YPMAX sets a maximum limit on
+
the value of y at the outer edge of the Wall FunctioN. If this limit is ex-
ceeded an extra grid point will be inserted. YPMIN sets a minimum limit on
+ +
the value of y at the outer edge of the Wall Function. If y at the outer
edge is less than this limit, the grid point nearest the wall will be removed.
When using the Wall Function, a typical procedure is to set YPMIN - 20.0
and YPMAX _ 50.0 to I00.0. When bypassing the Wall Function, set YPMIN m 0.0
and YPMAX = 1.0. This scheme is also useful in setting up the initial pro-
files when it is desired to bypass the Wall Function. For example, a rather
+
coarse grid can be introduced in which y at the innermost point is, say,
50.0. Then if YPMIN = 0.0 and YPMAX = 1.0, the program will insert a se-
+
ties of points down to near y - 1.0, with optimal spacing.
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The damping function constant for the viscous sublayer is read in the
next card. TWooptions are available, together with somevariations. APL re-
fers to A+ in the Van Driest exponential damping function scheme; BPL refers
to B+ in the Evans linear damping function scheme. The program will use the
schemefor which the larger n_nber is indicated, i.e., if APL is larger than
BPL, the Van Driest schemewill be used, and vice versa. In either case an
empirical internal correlation is used to modify the value of APL or BPL to
account for the effects of pressure gradient and transpiration. For the Van
Driest scheme, A+ - 25.0 is suggested for external boundary layers, and
A+ 26 B+= .0 for flow in a circular pipe. = 35.0 appears to be about correct
for the Evans scheme. In any event, the user is urged to experiment with the
constants and compareresults against proven experimental data. If it is de-
sired to not use the internal correlation for transpiration and pressure gradi-
ent, SIGNAL should be set to 1.0; otherwise SIGNAL may simply be left blank.
For example, the internal equation for the effects of pressure gradient is prob-
ably not valid for a free-convection boundary layer, or for any boundary layer
involving body forces in the flow direction, so in such a case set SIGNAL=
1.0.
_Thenext card contains a lag constant, PPLAG, to account for the time
required for the sublayer to adjust to different externally imposed conditions,
sue_as pressure gradient or transpiration. PPLAG= 4000.0 has been found to
be reasonably satisfactory.
Also in this card is read the turbulent Prandtl number, PRT(J), for each
of the diffusion equations. PRT(J) is not read if the flow is laminar, nor is
it read if only the momentumequation is being solved. The program contains an
internal calculation for turbulent Prandtl nt=nber near a wall, based on a con-
duction model. The value of turbulent Prandtl number read here is the value for
a region far removed from the wall. However, this value is used in the near-wall
analysis and does affect it directly and importantly. Right at the wall, tur-
bulent Prandtl number is computed to be twice the value far removed from the
wall. For the energy equation it has been found that PRT(J) - 0.86 gives
reasonable results for air, and iS also quite satisfactory for liquid metals.
In the latter case the internal analysis yields a turbulent Prandtl number over
the entire region of interest considerably greater than the value of PRT(J)
read in the input.
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For the turbulent kinetic energy equation the internal correlation is
not used, and a value of PRT(J) = 1.7 maybe about right, although there is
great uncertainty about this figure. ._
If it is desired to suppress the internal calculation for turbulent Prandtl
number and thus use a constant turbulent Prandtl number (or turbulent Schmidt
number) throughout, set K3 = 3, as described later.
5.8 Other Constants and Output
The dimensioning system used is established in the next card. GC is the
constant in Newton's Second Law (gc). If SI units are being used, GC = 1.0.
If English Engineering units are used GC = 32.2 (ibm ft)/(Ibf sec2), etc. CJ
is the proportionality factor in the First Law of Thermodynamics (J). Again,
if SI units are used, CJ = 1.0; but with English Engineering units, J =
778 ft-lbf/Btu. The other quantities read on this card, AXX, etc., are merely
auxiliary constants which may be employed by the user for special purposes,
after making appropriate adjustments inside the program.
The final card reads some integer numbers concerned with a number of dif-
ferent things. The first, NL_RUN, is the number of sets of DATA that are
to be read. Ordinarily this would be i, but DATA sets may be stacked if de_
sired. SPACE designates the number of integrations between output prints, i.e.,
if SPACE - i0, the program will print out a complete set of results every i0
integrations in the x-direction. There are two special cases. If SPACE z'-11,
a one-line set of abbreviated results will be printed out for every integration;
if SPACE = 21, a complete set of results will be printed every 20 integra-
tions, and a one-line abbreviated set will be printed for every integration.
OUTPUT is a number designating the particular output format to be used.
Three are presently available, designated by the integer numbers 2, 4, 6.
OUTPUT 6 is a general-purpose routine usable for any kind of problem.-
Complete profiles of all dependent variables are printed, together with numer-
ous other pieces of information such as shear stress at a wall, heat flux, en-
trainment rates, eddy viscosity, etc. This routine is the only one which is
usable for KEX = i, as well as KIN = i, and it is the only one which should
be used when free-stream velocity is at or near zero.
OUTPUT 2 is especially designed for external boundary layers when the
I-boundary is a wall. U+ and y+ are printed, as well as the dimensional
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KI
profiles; and the non-dimensional parameters Cf/2, St, momentumthickness
Reynolds number, enthalpy thickness Reynolds number, are all printed.
OLTPUT4 is a routine for flow in a pipe or duct. Parameters peculiar
to this type of problem, such as meanvelocity, mixed-meanenthalpy, and diam-
eter Reynolds number, are printed along with the pertinent profiles.
_ The options SPACE= Ii and 21 are available only for output routines
2 and 4.
_ Someadditional data maybe printed with any of the output routines by
setting the indicator K1 (see below) to any numbergreater than i0. Five
specially designated pieces of information, SP(1), ... SP(5), will be prin-
ten, but they must first be assigned at somepoint in the body of the program.
This option simply provides the user with a simple method of capturing addi-
tional information of his own choosing.
The integer indicators KI, K2, K3, have been mentioned several times in
this chapter. These indicators provide the user with a convenient schemefor
causing particular things to happenwithin the program. They have already been
used for a numberof purposes, but the user still has the option for other uses.
Theuses already programmedare as follows:
greater than i0: Five specially defined pieces of information will
KI equal to 9 or 20:
K2 equal to 2:
K2 equal to 3:
_ K3 equal to 3:
be printed in all of the output routines.
DELTAX becomes equal to AUXI(M), and the input
value of DELTAX is overridden.
Program will use the constant eddy dlffusivity
option in the outer region, rather than mixing-
length.
An internal empirical equation for AI/_GC will be
suppressed, and the input value of ALMGC will be
used throughout.
An internal calculation for turbulent Prandtl num-
ber will be suppressed, and the input values of
turbulent Prandtl number will be used as a constant
throughout.
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Chapter 6
PROGRAMORGANIZATION
6.1 Structure of the Prosram ..
Program STAN5 consists of a driver program and six subroutines.
The driver program, MAIN, sets all boundary conditions and conducts the
integration. In addition, fluid properties, entrainment, DX stepsize, and
integral parameters are calculated in this routine.
SUBROUTINE STEP is a package containing five subsections In STEP(I), the
initial slip points and B and y near the I and E surfaces are computed.
STEP(2) computes the initial radii and converts the initial y's to _'s and
then to _'s. These two routines are required only at the start of integra-
tion or if LAMSUB readjusts the profiles. STEP (3) computes y's from the veloc-
ity profile, and the _ distribution and the radii associated with these y
locations. Also, the velocity profile is searched for its maximum and minimum
values, and the boundary layer thickness is determined. In STEP(4), all finite-
difference coefficients are formed and the resulting FDE's are solved. STEP(5)
is used to initialize variables at the start of integration.
If one of the bounding surfaces is a wall, SUBROUTINE WALL computes wall
shear stress and heat flux, along with Cf/2 and St. The internal correla-
tion for A+ B+or as a function of V+
o' P+' and BF+, and LAMSUB, a_e
contained in this subroutine.
Effective viscosities and effective Prandtl numbers for turbulent flow
calculations are computed in SUBROUTINE AUX, and, in addition, all source
terms for the _-equations, e.g., viscous dissipation or TKE production and dis-
sipation.
Printing during integration is via SUBROUTINE OUT, which contains three
subsections, with the first designed primarily for external boundary layers,
the second for pipe flows, and the third for a general output.
SUBROUTINE PROP2 is a variable-properties table for air at moderate tem-
peratures, to be used with compressible flow calculations.
SUBROUTINE INPUT reads and prints all input variables. In addition, it
performs diagnostics on these variables to look for "pitfalls" associated with
setting up a problem or incompatibilities among the variables.
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6.2 MAIN
The driver of any program is generally the most complex routine, and the
one contained in STAN5 is no exception. Therefore, it has been diagrammed
and is given in Figure 6.1. Since the flow chart presents the sequence of
events straightforwardly, no further discussion is felt necessary.
6.3 STEP
Five sections comprise STEP(K), with STEP1, STEP3, and STEP4 very simi-
lar in content to that found in Patankar and Spalding [1,2].
STEP1 computes slip-polnt quantities near the I and E surfaces and
8 and y (see Section 4.3). This routine is used only for the initial pro-
files and for profiles readjusted by LAMSUB (see Section 3.5).
STEP2 has two functions, and is used only for the initial profiles and for
profiles readjusted by LAMSUB. It computes the radii that correspond to initial
values of y in the velocity profile. It also converts the initial y table
to 4, using equation (4.1), and finally to _, OM(I), using equation (4.4),
with _I arbitrarily set to zero. Note that integration of equation (4.1) be-
tween the I and E surfaces gives mass flow rate per radian (or unit depth
for two-dlmensional flows). The Variable PEI is this quantity. For internal
flows, PEI remains constant (unless there is mass transfer at the wall), and
for external flows PEI is increased at each integration step due to entrain-
.
ment or wall mass transfer.
STEP3 has three functions; it is called at each integration step. This
routine computes y locations of the nodes by integrating the velocity pro-
file using equations (4.1) and (4.4) and the mass flow rate per unit radian,
PEI. The radii are then calculated from the y's. Finally, the velocity pro-
file is searched to obtain maximum and minimum velocities, UMAX and UMIN,
and the input variable FR is multiplied times (UMAX - VMIN). The y table
is then interpolated to obtain the location for this product, YL; this vari-
able is the boundary layer thickness, defined as delta sub (1.000- FR). For
pipe flows YL is the wall radius.
STEP 4 has two functions ; it is called at each integration step. It com-
putes the velocity flnlte-difference coefficients AU(1), BU(1), and CU(1),
and those for the _ equations, A(J,I), B(J,I), and C(J,I). The FDE's
are then assembled and solved to obtain profiles for velocity, U(I), and
_-dependent variables, F(J, I).
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CALLINPUTto
read input and
check for errors
I
input errors_
i CALL STEP (5) toinitialize variables
!
I
6 set initial wall mass flux l
locate XU, X(1)_<XU_<X(NXBC) l
i
10 CALL STEP(l) to set jinitial slip pts. 8, y
I
I 15 set fluid properties ]
I
variable prop 0 _ Pr
I
205 set wall transverse
curvature radius
f
1
_SUB > 0_
l
CALL STEP(3) to calculate
y's, r's, UMAX, D"MIN, 6
•99
I
345 set DX stepslzeXD = XU + DX
J
[ 40S set body forces I
l
I
410 set pressure gradient I
I ._?
58 CALL WALL
A+, B +, p+, V+o, BF +, "-
Cf/2, " StTO ' qO _
LAMSUB
I
500 calculate integral ]
,. parameters 1
I
65 CALL AUX to calculate i
IEMU, PREF_ SU sources
I
CALL OUT to
print for X _- X_
set wail mass flux/
! L
I
[ 701 set wall ¢ I >boundary conditions
70 CALL STEP(4) to 1
cale. f-d coeffs. Jintegrate eqns. at
X-XD
i
.
1000 another data se.t__>
Figure 6.1. Flow chart of the driver routine in STANS.
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STEP5 is called at the beginning of the program to zero the arrays and
initialize parameters.
6.4 WALL
SL_ROUTINE WALL performs the functions described in Sections 3.1 through
3.5 to determine friction factor and Stanton number. It is called one or
more times per integration (depending on whether LAMSUB is invoked) providing
one surface is a wall.
The first part of the routine sets up the join point conditions for veloc-
ity and stagnation enthalpy: Y2.5 is YI; U2. 5 is UI; I2. 5 is FI(J);
and Re2. 5 is REW. The shear velocity UT, UTALrW, is also computed using
the wall shear stress from the previous integration step.
The second part of the routine sets up various source terms for the stag-
nation enthalpy Wall Function equation (3.14). The variable C3 is W, C4
is W • Xt/2, and C5 is the term in equation (3.4k) to convert s to S+ .
"" in the denominator; an adiabaticSince the non-dimensionalizations contain qo
wall should be simulated with a very small but non-zero heat flux.
In the third section Couette flow quantities are formed: PPL is P+;
GPL_: is --V_; and BFPLUS is X+. These quantities are then converted into
effective values by solving a lag equation (2.25) for V+
__ o,eff' GPLE; and for
(P+-X_)eff,_ PPLE. The constant in equation (2.25) is the input variable
B+PPLAG. Finally, the A+ or equation (2.24) is evaluated using these
effective values. If transition from laminar to turbulent flow is in progress,
A+ or B+ is modified according to equation (2.38).
The fourth section examines the joln-point Reynolds number. If it is less
than 4 (which is synonymous with setting the input variable YPMAX < 2), the
Wall Function is bypassed (section six below); otherwise section five is used.
The fifth section of SUBROUTINE WALL is "using the Wall Function". Here
equation (3.9) is solved for U+ and equation (3.14) is solved for I*+. Both
equations are numerically integrated by a trapezoidal rule using progressively
+
by + steps, DYPL. In the output from this section Y2.5 islarger YPL,
+ ,+
U2. 5 is UPL, and I2. 5 is HPS(J). When the U+y + product equals Re2. 5,
control is transferred to section seven, described below. During integration
+ +
T and y are continuously monitored, and if T+ becomes less than 0.I or
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+y becomesgreater than YPMAX, control _s transferred to LAHSL_to insert
a new point near the wall.
The Wall Function bypass option is contained in the sixth subsection of
+ +
WALL. Here equations (&.18a-c) are solved for Y2.5' with U2.5 computed
from the definition of Re2.5.
Outputs from either section five or six are used in section seven to com-
pute wall shear stress, TAUW, using equation (3.11a). The friction factor,
CF2, is then formed following equation (3.115). If there are no ¢ equations
being solved, control is passed to section ten of I,_ALL.
If _ equations are being considered, section eight is used, providing the
,+
Wall Function is being bypassed, and equation (3.20) is solved for 12.5.
Section nine uses I *+2.5 from either section five or eight to computewall
heat flux, QW(J), and Stanton number, ST(J). If there is a total flux
boundary condition, the wall value of _ is computed (see Section 3.3.2).
Routine LAMSUBis contained in the tenth section. It is invoked in accor-
dance with equation (3.21), which is fully described in Section 3.5.
6.5 AUX
In the first part of subroutine AUX, the turbulent viscosity and conducL
tivity for each node is computedand added to its laminar counterpart to obi
tain an effective viscosity and conductivity.
Computation of the turbulent viscosity at each node begins with evaluat -L
ing the damping function, DV(1), as described by equation (2.22) or (2.23).
Then the %6.99 mlxing-length, AL, is evaluated according to equation (2.26),
with %, ALMG, obtained from equation (2.27). If the flow is in the near-wall
region, the mixing-length is switched to _yD, equation (2.21)
Once a mlxing-length for the node is established, the turbulent viscosity
_t' EMUT, is evaluated using either the Prandtl mlxing-length model, equa£ion
(2.19), or the constant eddy viscosity model, equation (2.36), or the turbulent
kinetic energy model, equation (2.28). The turbulent viscosity is added to the
laminar viscosity to form an effective viscosity, EMU(1), as defined by equa-
tion (2.6).
If the stagnation entahlpy equation is being solved, the turbulent Prandtl
number, PRTJ, is set either to its input value, PRT(J), or to a value cal-
culated using the variable turbulent Prandtl ntwaber model, equation (2.37).
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For TKE the input variable is the turbulent Schmidt number. An effective
Prandtl/Schmidt number, PREF(J,I), is formed according to equation (2.14).
In the second part of subroutine AUXall source terms for the _-equa-
tions are formulated. The sources are defined as all terms to the right of
the equal sign after a _-equation is transformed using equation (4.7), and
finite-differenced according to equation (4.11).
7
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Appendix I
PROGRAM NOMENCLATL'RE
A(J,I)
A2
AJE(J)
AJI (_J)
AK
ALMG
ALMGG
AM(-_O
AME
AMI
APL
AQ
AU(1)
AUXI (M)
AUX2 (M)
AUXMI
ALDbM2
AXX
Finlte-difference coefficient for _-equations.
Integral term in Couette flow form of momentum equation.
Linear-interpolated value of FJ(J,M) if flux type boundary condition
and E-surface is a wall.
Linear-interpolated value of FJ(J,M) if flux type boundary condition
and I-surface is a wall.
Kappa in Prandtl mixing-length model.
Outer layer constant in Prandtl mixing-length constant, modified if
low Reynolds number (K2#3).
Input value of outer layer constant in Prandtl mixing-length model.
Wall mass flux boundary condition, positlvein direction of increas-
ing y.
Linear-interpolated value of AM(J) if wall mass flux and E-surface
is a wall.
Linear-interpolated value of AM(J) if wall mass flux and 1-surface
is a wall.
Van Driest damping coefficient in mixing-length model, input value
SIGNAL=I.) or computed from internal correlation (SIGNAL=0.).
Production constant in TKE model or constant in eddy diffusivity
model.
Finite-difference coefficient for velocity equation.
Generalized x-direction body force for momentum equation (BODFOR=2)
in units of force/unit volume, specified at each X(M).
Generalized energy equation source [SOURCE(J)=2,3] in units of energy
rate/unit volume, specified at each X(M).
Linear-interpolated value of
Linear-interpolated value of
Not used by program.
AUXI(M).
AUX2(M).
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B(J,I)
BETA
BF(1)
BFPLUS
BODFOR
BPL
BQ
BU(I)
BXX
Finite-difference coefficient for C-equation.
Power of y in slip scheme, near-wall region.
Body force term for momentt_n equation (gravity, AUXMI for BODFOR#0).
Body force in "wall coordinates" (X+).
Type of body force for momentum equation.
Evans damping coefficient in mixing-length model, input value
(SIGNAL=I.) or computed from internal correlation (SIGNAL=0.).
Dissipation constant in TKE model or constant in eddy diffusivity
model.
Finite-difference coefficient for velocity equation.
Not used by program.
C(J ,I)
CAY
CF2
CJ
CSALFA
CU(1)
CXX
Finite-difference coefficient for _-equation.
Acceleration parameter, (v/!)dU /dx.
Wall friction coefficient, Cf/2.
Conversion factor, mechanical to thermal energy.
Cosine _, to relate y and r.
Finlte-difference coefficient for velocity equation.
Not used by program.
DELl
DEL2
DEL3
DELTAX
DPDX
DX
DXX
Boundary layer displacement thickness.
Boundary layer momentum thickness.
Boundary layer enthalpy thickness.
Maximum integration stepsize (DELTAX * YL).
Pressure gradient due to free-stream velocity variation and free-
stream body force (pressure gradient to conserve continuity and
momentum if pipe/channel flow).
Integration stepslze (computed by program).
Not used by program.
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ENr(1)
ENFRA
EXX
Effective dynamic viscosity, sum of laminar and turbulent contributio_
Entrainment fraction to control boundary layer entrainment.
Not used by program.
F(J,I)
FI(J)
FJ(J,I)
FLUID
FMEAN
FR
FRA
c-dependent variable in C-equations (e.g., stagnation enthalpy or TKE
equations) at Y(I).
Join-point Value of F(J,I).
Boundary value of F(J,I), specified at each X(M) [level if
TYPBC(J)=I and flux if TYPBC(J)=2].
Type of free-stream fluid.
Bulk-mean stagnation enthalpy for pipe flow, to adjust Stanton number
Defines boundary layer thickness.
Fraction to determine DX stepslze.
GAMA (J)
GC
GEOM
GPL
GV
Power of y in slip scheme, near-wall region.
Proportionality constant, Newton's 2nd Law.
Geometry descriptor.
in "wall coordinates" (V_).Blowing parameter
Gravity constant for momentum body force•
H Boundary layer shape factor.
I
INDE (J)
INDI (J)
INTG
ITKE
Cross-stream index for dependent variable
Type of boundary condition at E-surface
Type of boundary condition at 1-surface
Integration step counter.
I
(I - 1 at y- 0).
(TYPBC (J)).
(TYPBC (J)).
index value at edge of mixing-length model/TKE model boundary.
J Index for _-equations (all J loops bypassed if only solving velocit
equation).
7O
KASE
KD
K1
K2
K3
KENT
KERROR
KEX
KIN
KRAD
Flag to identify if one surface is a wall.
Flag to determine how damping coefficient will be determined for
Prandtl mlxing-length model.
Flag to control print of SP(1) and changes in DELTAX.
Flag to suppress corrections to ALMGG or to use eddy diffusivity
model.
Flag to suppress use of internal correlation of turbulent part of
PREF(J,I).
Flag to control the entrainment calculation.
Flag to terminate program if input data error detected.
Type of E-surface.
Type of 1-surface.
Flag to identify if transverse radius effects are to be included in
equations.
LSUB
LVAR
Flag to activate the LAMSUB routine in subroutine WALL.
Flag to prematurely terminate program (e.g., if dimensioning exceeded,
negative_pressure, etc.).
M
MODE
Index for boundary condition location.
Flag to signal laminar or turbulent flow.
N
NEQ
NIND
NPH
NPI
NP2
NP3
NUMRUN
NXBC
Number of initial stream tubes (which requires specification N + i
initial profile points).
Number of equations to be solved.
Counter for number of data sets executed.
Number of _-equations to be solved (NEQ-I).
N+ I.
N+ 2.
N+3.
Number of consecutive data sets to be processed.
Number of boundary condition locations (X(1) < X(M) < X(NXBC)).
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OM(I)
OMD(1)
OUTPUT
Non-dimensional stream function.
OM(I+I) - OM(1).
Flag to signal type of print format, related to GEOM.
PEI
PO
PPLAG
PPL
PR_(J,I)
PRC(J)
PRE
Boundary layer mass flow rate per unit radian (or per unit depth if
transverse radius not considered).
Initial free-stream static pressure.
Lag constant for changing P+, X+, V+.
0
Pressure gradient parameter in wall coordinates (P+).
Laminar Prandtl number.
Constant property laminar Prandtl/Schmidt number.
Pressure at X = XD.
PREF(J,I) Effective Prandtl number, combining the laminar and turbulent Prandtl
numbers.
PRO Pressure at X = XU.
PRT (J) Initial value of turbulent Prandtl number for _-equation (asymptote
if variable turbulent Prandtl number model used).
QW(J)
QWF (J)
Flux of _-equatlon at a wall (positive in positive y-direction).
Flux of _-equation at a wall/ [F(J,wall) - FI(J)].
R(I)
RBOM(I)
REH
REM
RETRAN
RHO(I)
RHOC
RHOM
ROMD(1)
Transverse radius of finite-difference node at Y(1).
I./[OM(I+I) - OM(I-I)].
Enthalpy thickness Reynolds number.
Momentum thickness Reynolds number (diameter Reynolds number for pipe flow)
Reynolds number for laminar-to-turbulent transition.
Fluid density.
Constant property fluid density.
Fluid density at location of FMEAN for pipe flow.
l./[OM(I+I) - ON(1)].
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Rw(n)
RWO
Distance from axis of symmetry to body surface, specified at each
X(M).
Wall radius for pipe flows.
SO(1) Diffusion term for velocity equation (small
SD Source term at X = XD, not used by program.
SOURCE(J) Type of source function for S-equation.
sP(1)
SPACE
ST(J)
su(J,I)
Special print array, user supplied.
Print spacing.
c).
Wall Stanton number (based on FMEAN if pipe flow).
Source term for ¢-equatlon.
T(I)
TAU
TAUW
TYPBC(J)
Static temperature if stagnation enthalpy equation (FLUID = 2);
shear stress if no _-equations. _
Shear stress at join-point location.
Wall shear stress.
Type of boundary condition for _-equations (level or flux). ..
U(I)
UG(M)
Veloclty-dependent variable in momentum equation at Y(1).
Free-stream velocity, specified at each X(M), except for plpe/channel
flows.
UGD Free-stream velocity at
UG(M).
UGU Free-stream velocity at
UG(M).
UI Joln-point velocity.
UMAX Maximum U(1) in velocity profile.
UMIN Minimum U(I) in velocity profile.
XD, obtained using 3rd order spline fit to
XU, obtained using 3rd order spline fit to
VISCO(1) Laminar dynamic viscosity.
VISCOC Constant property laminar dynamic viscosity.
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X(M)
XD
XL
XU
Location along wall (centerline if no wall) where boundary values
are given.
Downstream value of x where differential equation s are solved.
Value of x where integration terminated.
Value of x where integration begins; during integration the upstreaT
value of x.
Y(I)
YEM
YIP
YPMAX
YPMIN
Independent variable, perpendicular to x, measured from I-surface.
Location for
Location for
+
Maximum y
+
Minimum y
(i- FR) • UMAX.
(i- FR) • UMIN.
at outer edge of Wall Function.
at outer edge of Wall Function.
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Appendix II
OUTPUT NOMENCLATURE
AME
AMI
_L
BETA
BPL
CF2
EDR
EMU (I)
F
F(I,I)
F(2,1)
F(l,wall)
FM
FW
G
GAMA (J)
H
HPLUS (I)
I
INTG
K
NU
OM(1)
Ill
m I ,
A+,
wall mass flux, Figure 4.1, or entrainment, equation (4.15).
wall mass flux, Figure 4.1.
Van Driest damping constant, equation (2.22).
slip constant, equation (4.13a); or -H * Re M * K/Cf/2,
celeration parameter, OUTPUT = 2.
B+ Evans damping constant equation (2.23)
CF/2, friction factor, equations (3.11b) or (3.24).
_eff/_, effective/laminar viscosity, equation (2.6).
_eff' effective viscosity at y location, equation (2.6).
blowing fraction.
location for first _-equatlon.
location for second _-equation.
Ill
m(wall)/PU(free stream)'
dependent variable at y
dependent variable at y
dependent variable, wall value.
I , mean stagnation enthalpy, equation (3.27).
I at wall, stagnation enthalpy.
(H-I.)/(H Cf_), OUTPUT _ 2.Clauser parameter,
y, slip constant, equation (4.13b).
_iI_2, shape parameter, equations (3.22a-b).
I*+ at y location, equation (3.4i).
y location.
integration n_ber.
acceleration parameter, (_/U_) dU /dx.
Nu, Nusselt number, equation (3.26).
_, equation (4.4).
ac-
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PEI
PPLUS
PRESS 1PRESSURE
QWALL
R(1)
RE
REM
REH
RHO (I)
RRO(NP3)
sP(1)
SQRT (K)/UG
ST(J)
r(I)
TAUPLUS
TAUWALL
U(1)
UGU
UM
UPL, 1t_eus (I)
VWPLUS
XU
Y(1)
YPL, 1YPLUS(I)
($E-_,), boundary layer mass flow rate/radian (on unit depth),
equat{on (4.4).
P+, pressure gradient parameter, equation (3.4g).
fluid thermodynamic pressure.
"" wall heat flux, equation (3.15a).qo'
r, radius at y locatlon.
Reynolds number, equation (3.29), OUTPUT = 4.
RaM, momentum thickness Reynolds number, 62U00/9, equation (3.22b
ReH, enthalpy thickness Reynolds number, A2U/v, equation (3.22c
0, fluid density at 1-surface.
0, fluid density at E-surface.
special output array, user supplied.
q_2/U, turbulent kinetic energy equation.
St, Stanton number, equation (3.15b).
+
static temperature, degrees Rankine; or T , equation (3.4f),
if NEQ = I and OUTPUT = 2.
+
T , equation (3.4f).
T, wall shear stress, equation (3.11a).
U, velocity at y location.
U at print location.
U, mean velocity equation (3.28).
U+ at y location, equation (3.4b).
+ equation (3.4c).
V o ,
x at print location.
y, dependent variable location.
+
y at y location, equation (3.4e).
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Appendix III
STAN5 PROGRAM
C ..... TURBULENT 80UNCARY LAYER PEED|CT|ONn-PAYANKAR/SPALDING METHOD, PAINO000
C.....KAYS/STANFOR_ VERSION, DESIGNATION bIANS, DECEMBER, 1975 _AINOOIO
C ..... _ATNO020
C ..... IN THIS VERS|CN EODY VISCOSITY AND THE EDDY CONDUCT|VTTIES ARE MAtNO03D
C.....CALCULATED EITHER BY THE NIXING-LENGTH METHOD OR FROM SOLUTION UAINO040
C ..... CF THE TURBULENT KINETIC _NERGY EQUATION. IF THE LATTER METHOD ISMAINO050
C.....TO BE USED 11 IS VERELY NECESSARY TO ACf|VATE ONE ADDITIONAL DIFF-MA|NO060
C ..... USION EQUATICN IN THE INPUT ROUTINE, AND TO SET SOURCE - 2 FO_ WAINO070
C ..... THAT EQUATIOE. THE SH[FT OF METHOD iS THEN AUTOMATIC. NOTE THAT _ATNOO80
C.....THE PROGRAM IS SET UP ONLY FOR A ZERO OR A 3NE-EQUATION MOOEL OF _AINOOqO
C,,,,.TURBULENCE. ADDITIONAL THOUGH M|N_R MODIFICATION IS NECESSARY FORWAIN010O
C.....PULTI-EgUATICN MO_ELS. _AINOtlO
C.....THERE IS ALSC AN CPTTON FOR HHICH EDOY DEFFUSIVITY IN THE OUTER WA_N0120
C ..... REGION OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER iS EVALUATED D|RECTLY FROM A REYNOLDSNAINO|DD
C..***NUNBER CDRRELATICE. MAIN0140
C ..... MAINOISD
INTEGER GEDN,FLU|etSOUR£E(BI,SPACE, BODFORo_UTPUT,TYPBC _AIN0160
CONNON/GEN/PE|,A_ItANE,DPDX,X_,XD,XL_DXp|_TG_CSALFAtTVPBCIS)w MAIN0170
I_OOE,PRTISItPRE,EXBC,X(IO_I,RW(lOOI,FJ(5,/OO),GCtCJ, AM|IOOI,PRO, WAINOIBO
2UG(IOO) pPOp$CURCE,RETAAN,NUNRJN,SPACE,R_D,PPLAGtDUTPUT,OELTAXtGV MAIN01oO
3/E/N,NP|,NPZtNP3,NEQ,NPH,KEXtK|N,KASEtKRAD,GEON, FLUIO,BOOFOR,YPq|N_AINO2DO
61GG/BETA,GAM_ ! 5) ,AJI (5) ,AJEI 5l _ | NO[ (5)_ IN_E(.SI ,TAU,OWFI 5) MAINO2LO
S/V/U(54) ,F ( 5,541 ,R(56),OMI 561 ,Y( 5_1 ,UGU,UGD, UI ,FI I 51 ,FNEANtTAU_ MAINO220
6/_/SCI54 !,AU (56) ,BU( 56),CU i54),A(5, 54J,B(5 _5_) ,C(5,5_1, SU45,54 ),SD_AEN0230
?/L/AK,ALMG,ALMGG,FRA,APL,BPL_AQ,BQ, ENU(Sq|,PREF(StS_|,AUXM1 MAIN0260
8/L1/YL, UMAX, UM IN, FR,Y IP, YE N, ENFRA _ KENT, AUXN2 _A|NO250
9/P/RHO(56 | ,VISCO(56| ,PR( St 561 ,RHOG, V| SGO_, P_C( 5), T (561, RHOM, BF (54) MAIN0260
1/O/H,REN,CF2,ST(5),LSUBtLVAA,CAY,R_H,PPLtGPL,OM(5) _KO
2/CN/AXX, BXXeCXXt CXXtE_X,KI eK2, K3,$P (56) •AUXI | 100 |, AJJX2( IOO),YPMAX
3/ADD/RBOMI54),GNCf56)_ROHD(56),ITKE
D|MENSION AMEF(5|_AM|F(S|
DIMENSION FPP(IOO|tAFPP(IDOI,BFPP(IOOI•GFPP(LOO)
C.....PROGRAM OINEESIONED FOR 50 FLed TUBES
C.,...IF DIMENSIONING CHA_GED, SEE t_. CARDS |M
CoomOo
SJBS WALL AND OUT
=
5
NUNRUN,,I
NIND'O
KERROR-O
NIND'NZNO+|
C - - - INPUT
CALL INPUT(KERROR)
IF(KERROR,GToOIGC TO LO00
C ...................... STEP5
CALL STEP(5|
14,.1
6 M"M+I
IF (XU. GT.XiMIi GO TO 6
NAINO270
I*AIN0280
lUAIN0290
WAIN030O
UAIN0310
NAiN03I|
mATN0312
IWAINO313
iUAIN0320
i"AIN0330
MAIN0340
lUAIN0350
MAIN0360
_- MAIN 0370
MAIN0380
MAINO3qO
_-_AI N04.00
MA INO610
MAIN0620
MA ! N0630
MAIN0660
_AIN0650
MA I N 0460
_AIN0470
_AIN0680
_*AIN0690
ANIE-AMIM-I| *(AN(IIi-ANIN-L I )*(XU-XIN-L! Ill X(N) -XIM-I I )
AUXNI-AUXII M-I l* (AUXIINI-IUXIi N-LI )_'I XU-K(N- 1) I/(XINI-X(M-I| I
AUXN2-AUX2IN-I |* (AUX2|MI-AUXZIN-2|I,_IXU-X(N-I) II(X IMI-X IN-El I
IF (KEX,EO.|I ANE-ANIE
|F ¢KINeEQ*I| JiNI"AMIE
........ _--- ........ STEP1 _MAIN0500
10 CALL STEP(I) MAINO5|O
|S CONTINUE MAIN0520
C---- _=_-- ----- ............... FLUID PROPERTIES -'---_AINOS30
C ..... FLU|O PROPERTZES ETTHER SET EQUAL TO INPUT DATA P_AINO560
C ..... OR CONPUTED BY CALI.|NG A VARIABLE PROPERTIES MAIN0550
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!
105
1LO
120
C ..... SUMC"LITINE SUPPLIED BY USER.
IFIFLUIO.NE.lt GO TO 115
IFIINTG.GT.OI GO TO 205
DO 110 I"I,NP3
VISCO( 1 )'VI SCOC
,mHOII ; =RHOC
T(II-I.
IF (NPH.EQ.O) GO TO 110
DO 105 J=ItNPH
PRIJ, I IsPRC( JI
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO TO 205
DO 130 I'=ltNP3
IPROP=FLUTO- 1
GO 1"0 1120,122t12*),IPROP
J=1
IF( SOURCE(J| .EQ.2)J=2
CALL PROP2(I,FIJ,I|,T(|)BVISCQ!I),PRIL,|J,RrlO!I!I
IF (LVAR.EQoTI GC TO 1000
GO TO 130
C..... CALLS FOR OT_ER PROPERTY SUBROUTIneS CAN 8E |NSERTED HERE. IT IS
C ..... ALSO NECESSARY TO CHANGE PROPERTY CALLS I,_l SUBROUTINE _ALL.
122 CONTINUE
124 CONTINUE
130 CONTINUE
C--- - -_- _ - WALL RADIUS ....
C ..... WALL RADIUS AT EACH X L_ATION EVALUATED BY
C. .... BY LINEAR INTERPCLAT(ON OF INPUT DATA
205 IF (LSUBeGT.O| GC TO 35
R|2-RW(MI
RII"R W( _"1 l
X2"XlNt
XlsX(M-11
RULh'RI 1 + (RI2-Rll I+1Xt_Xi I / IX2-Xl ;
IF(GEI_.EQ.71GO 1C 225
IF(GEOM.EQ.9IGC TC 230
RMO'RUU
CSALF A:"(SQRT (AeS(( X,?.-J(I )t,( X2-XL)-(R 12-R L11 _I RI :'-R111 ) | I /( X2-XI I
IF( K IN. EQ.2. ANC. ICRAO.EQ. 11 RUU=RUU-Y (N P3) d,_SALF A
IFIGEOM.EQ.6.ORoGE(_M.EO.6IGO TO 220
GO TO 30
220 CSALFA- 1+00
RUU'O.O
GO TO 30
225 CSALFAuleO0
IF I INTG .EQ.O IP |- O. 5_RJJUIRj Ud,UI 1 i +RHO( 11
[FIINTGaEQ,OIGO TC 30
PI=PI-AMI_RUIJeOX
IFI PI.LE.O.O )RUU-O.O
IF|PZ.LE.O.O)GEOP-6
IF(GEOM.EO.6)KIN',]
IFIGEOM.EQ.6 )MRI IE 06,2281
|F(GEOM.EQ.6)GO TC 30
RUU-SGRT(PI+2./II_(II_RHOIll I I
GO TO 30
230 CSALFA=I.00
IF(INTG,EQ.OJE_-O.O
IF(INTG.EQ.OIRkO-O.O
|F(INTG.EO.O)GO TO 30
MAINOS60
UAINOS70
P*A[N0580
NAIN0590
MAINO600
MAIN0610
WAIN0620
mAIN0630
UA! N 0640
_AIN06SO
k'AIN0660
MAIN0670
WAI_O6BO
MAIN0690
"ATNOTO0
MAINO710
MAINOT20
_AINOT30
MAIN07_.O
ISAIN0750
MAINO760
WAIN0770
l,lAIN0780
IwA!NO7qO
MAINO800
MATN08IO
_A[1_0820
MA|N0830
wAT_I0840
MAIN08SO
+AI_10860
MAIN0870
UAIN0880
WATNOB90
_A INO900
_AIN0910
_AIN0920
P_AINOg_O
mAINOq60
.UAIF,0950
UAIN0960
WAIN0970
MAIN0980
_A!_ OqqO
NAINIO00
_*aIN1Ol0
_*AINIO20
_AIN 1030
,UAINIO40
_AINIOSO
_AIN 1060
UAINIOTO
_AIN 1080
MAIN tOqO
uAYN 1100
_AINlllO
UAINII20
WAINLL]O
WAINII_O
UAINlI50
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C
35
C
EN,,,EN • AN t ,kR UU_, CX
FWO=EN/(RULr=_ (1l oPHO(1) I
30 RIII=RUU
IF IINTG.EQ,O.CR,LSUB,GT.O) CALL STEP(2I
IF (LSUB.GT,O) GC TO 58
305
310
312
315
320
325
CALL STEP(3!
E_TR AINMENT
IF (GEOM.EO.4.0R.GEONoEO.5) GO TO 3_O
IF (INTGeEQ.O) GC TO 3_5
UMM==UMAX-UNIN
PEIE=PEItIR(_P3I$VINP3I|
PEII=PEIE=RINP311R(I!
_OIFF=ENFRA=_P
LACTI-AES(U(31-U(III/UNM
UACTE=AESIUIEP3I-UtNPIiIIJMN
ANEN=AME • (ENFRA-UACTE)_PEIE
IFIENFRA,GT.2._UACTEIANEN-AME/2,
]F(ABS|U(NPII-UIE|I,LE.UDIFF/2.1AMEN=AK=/2.
ANIN=O.
IF (KIN,EQ.2) AMIN=AMI - (ENFRA-UACrII=PEII
IF(ENFRA.GT.2.tUACTI)AMIN=AMI/2-
IF(ABS(U(31-UI4II,LE.UDIFF/Zo)AMI_=AN|/2.
IFINP_,EQ,OJGO TC 330
IFIKENT.EO.O)GC TC 330
DO 312 J=I,NPH
FMAX=F|Jtl)
FNIN=F(Joll
O0 305 I=31NF3
iFiI.EQ.NPZIGC TC 305
IF(F(J, i ).GT.FPA_ IFMAX-F(J o I 1
IF IF(Jr I ).LT ,FNi _) FMIN=F (J = I )
|F (SOURCE(Jr .E¢o 2)FMAX=Io
CONTINUE
FPN=FMAX-FMIh
FOIFFuENFRASFPM
IF(FMM.LT.O.IPGO TO 310
FACTI=ABS(F(JpII-F(Je3)J/FMN
FACTE-ABS(F(JtNP3i-F(JoNPIJI/FNN
ANEF(JI'ANE • (ENFRA-FACIEIePEIE
AN]F(J|=0e
IF (KIN.EQ.Zl AMIF(JI=AN| - (ENFRA-FACTiI_PEi|
CONTINUE " -
IF(INOI(J|oEQ.2oJND.ABSIAJilJII.LT--OOOIIA_EFIJ)'O'O
IFIINOE(JI.EC.2. JND.ABSLAJE(JII,LT''DO01I k_|FIJ)=O'O
IF|FMNeLTeOoIIANEFIJ|=0.O
IF(FMMoLTo0.1IAMIF¢JI'Oo0
CONTINUE
DO 325 J=IwNPH
IFIJ,GT.I)GO TO 315
AMEMAX=A_EN
IF(KIN.EQ.2DANIMA_=AMIN
]F|SOURCE(JI.EQ-2|GO TO 320
|F(-ANEF(J|°GT.-APEN|ANEMAXuANEFIJJ
IF(KIN,EQ.2oJND,JMIF(JI,GI.ANIN)AMII_kXaAMIFiJ)
IFIKEXoEQe2)AME-A_ENAX
|F(KIN.EQ.2|AMIuA_INAX
CONTINUE
GO TO 335
STEP2
NA/NII60
NAINIITO
.... MAI_LIO0
_A!_:1200
NiT,f210
.... MAI_I220
_AT_I_30
.... MAINL240
_ATN1250
_ATNL260
_ATNI270
_AT_L2_O
MAI_12qO
wATNI300
MATN1310
_A_NI320
MATNI330
WAI_I340
_ATNI3SO
_ATN1360
UAT_I370
MAINI380
_a|_13qO
_AI_J_O0
MATNI4_O
_AI_'1430
_AI_1440
wA_NI450
WAT_1460
WAIN1470
_AINI_O
_A|NI4gO
"aI_1500
WAT_1510
WA!_C520
,AI_lS_O
_ATNIS40
WATNIS_O
_AINI5_O
WAT_I570
_AINI580
WATNI590
MA|NI600
MATNI_IO
_AINI620
_A;_1630
WAINL640
MA_NI650
_AINI660
MAIN1670
MAINIbRO
_AINIbqO
MAINITO0
#ATNI710
MAIN|T20
_AINIT30
MAINI_O
MAINI750
79
33O
335
[F(KEX.EQ.2|AMEo, A_EN
ZF(KINeEQ, 2IBPZuAPIN
IF(KEX. EQ.2._LN©.ANE.G¥,O.JAME-O,
IF(KIN.EQo2,ANC,APhLToO.JAMI-O,
AMNAXuPE[EOO°t
IF(KEX.EQ.2oaND.a_E.LT,-ANNAXJAME--ANMAX
|F(K|NeEQeZeANCeAMIeGT°AMMAX)AMIuAMMAX
IFIKIN.EQ.3IaMluO,
IF(KEX,EQ.3IJPE-O.
CX STEPSIZE
IFIKI.EQ.20.CR.KI.EQ.glOELTAXsAUXML
345 |FIAMI - OeOI62160e62
60 IF(ANE - 0.0)42,_162
42 CX-FRA_PEI/iABSIR(IISAMI-RINP3|_AMEIJ
IFiOX.GTeDELTAXOYL)OX_d3ELrAX_YL
GO TO 46
46 DX • OELTAXeYL
46 IF(INTG.EG.O)GO TO 69
IF(DX°GT.20.eDXOLO|WRITE(6.68|
49 TF(INTG°LT. IO)CX-Oe2_DX
INTG'INTG_I
XD - XU • OX
CXOLO•DX
IF(REM.GT.RETRANJPODE-2
IF IXD.GE. IX(NXBCI-I.5_DX)) XL-X(NXBC)-I.5_Dx
IF(XD.GToXIN_BCI)PRO-PRE
IF(XD.GT°X(NXBC)) GO TO 55
BODY FORCE
C ..... 80DY FORCE(CTt-ER THAN PRESSURE GRADIEJCTJ, SUCH AS
Cee°°e BOUYANCY OR A BCI3Y FORCE PER UNIT VOLUME, FOR THE
C..o., MOMENTUM EQUATION, POSIT|VE IN THIE POS]]'[V_ X-DIR.
IF (80OFOR.EC.O) GC TO 610
IX) 605 I"]L,NP3
; BF| | )tGVSRHO | I)/C-C
IF(BODFOR.EQe2| BF(I)"BF! [| _A_JXML
405 CONTINUE
BFG"BF ( 1 |
IF (KEX°EQ.2) OFG,,BFINP3J
C...... P_ESSURE C.._ADIENT - EXTERNAL
C ..... PRESSURE GRA£1ENT FOR EXTERNAL FLOM COMPUTED BY
¢ ..... FITTING A 3RC (_RDER SPLINE-F;I TO FREE-Sr_EAH VELOCITY
C ..... INTROOUCEO il_ THE |NPUT DATA.
410 IF (INTG,,EQ°|) OPSUNIO,,O
IF iGEQM,EQ.¢IGO TO 635
IFIGEOM.EQ.5)GO TC 6_0
IF (|NTG.NE.11 GO TO 615
IF (KEX. EQ. 2 ) UGU! CE-U ( NP3 l
IF (KEN.EQ°2. JNO.KEX.NE.2I_GUIDE'U|I J
RHOLD-RHO ( 1 )
IF (KEx.EQ.2| RHCLOuRHO(NP3!
RHO2-RHOLO
BFG=OF ( 1 I
IF IKEX.EQ.2) BFG-BF(NP3|
FPP(I):O.
FPP(NXBC|-O°
NXBCMI:'NXBC-I
IF INXBC.EQo2) GO TO .4,25
DELI=X(2|-X(1)
O0 611 !-2,NXBCM1
FLOW
MAINI760
MAIN 1770
UAINIT80
MAIN 1790
MAIN 1800
MA!NI810
MAIN 1820
UATNI830
MAIN1840
.... MAINIB50
NAINIB60
MAIN 1870
I_AINIBBO
MATNIB90
MAIN 1900
MAIN1910
MAIN 1920
MAINI930
MA! N 1960
UAIN 1950
lUAIN1960
WAIN 1970
MAINIg80
_A[NIgO0
NA | N 2000
MAIN2010
MAIN2020
.... MAIN2030
MAI N 2040
MAIN2050
NA! N 2060
MAIN2070
MAIN2OBO
_qAIN2OqO
MA_N2100
'_AIN2110
MAIN2120
WAIN2130
-_-MAIN 2160
MAIN2150
NAIN2160
MAIN2ITO
'_ekXN2180
;"AIN2190
_A 1N2200
WAIN2210
laAIN2220
MAIN2230
MAIN2260
_AlN2250
NAZN2260
WAI'N2270
MAIN2280
fVATN2290
MATN23OO
NAIN2310
_ATN2320
MA!N2330
WA|N2360
MAIN2350
8O
DELM-DEL I
DELl-X( l_ll-x( I|
OELSUM-DEL I +CELN
AFPP( I ),,-DELI/OE L$1._/2.
eFPP( I ! .,-DELP/OE LSUM/2 •
611 CFPP( I 1"3.si UGI I-II_DELI-UGI I ) eDEL_UM+UGi | _11 SDELM)/I DELl _'DEL M
lODELSUN I
BFPP( 21-BFPP ( 2)eFFP( | 14.CFPPi 2)
IF (NXBC.EQ.3) GI_ TO _14
DO 612 I-3,NXBCNI
TRATIO-I./( le-BFPP(! I_AFPP(I-II J
AFPP! I |-_IFPP ( I)eTRAT I0
412 BFPP ( l ) -4BFPP| I | eEFPP(,I-I) *CFPP( I | | mTRATI3
414 DO 413 I-2,NXECH1
J-NXBCMI-I +2
413 FPP(JI =AFPP(J )_F PP (J*l) _SFPPi J I
GO TO 425
C ..... AOJUSTNENT OF PRESSURE FOR CORRECT DEI_$ITY
415 IF (FLUIC.EQ.11 GC TO _25
RHO2=RHO ( 1 )
IF (KEX.E0,.21 RH£2-RHOINP3)
DPDXN=DPDX,_Rt_O2/RI.OLD
PR E-PRE • (DPDXN-D ;Cx) ('0.5eD X/GC
RHOLD'RHO2
GO TO _25
418 P'N+I
OX_=X (MI-X II_-I I
AA=O. 1666666_FPP (P-I I IOX_
BB'O. 1666666_lFPP ( I_|/DXH
CC-UG ( N--| ) /D XN-O. 1666 bObS') XI4_,F PP ( >1- I J
D,'UG( M )/OXN-0. 1666 066_)DXN(' F PPI M )
425 CONTINUE
FRO=PRE
IF IXD.GT.X(IWII GC TO 418
IF IINTG.EO.II UGC-AA_|XiNI-X_JI_IX|MI-XUIOIXlNI-XUI
l+BAs ( XU-X(M-I I)¢ I XU-X (M-L I lei XU-XI_I-L I t +:_l( Xl M)-XU) +O* ( XU-XI M-ll I
IFI ]NTGoEQ.I .AND.A ES I UGU I DE-UGO I .GT °0.0UiCUGU! OE IL VAR=5
UGU:'UGD
XNXD-X (NI-XD
xOMX= XO-X(N-I|
UGO= AA _, X_X 01, XIqXD • XHXO _itSsX ONXe XDMX_ XOHX _'C: 8X NX 0.0'_ XOMX
MAIN2360
mAIN2370
MAIN2380
MA_N2390
NAIN2400
_ATN2410
WAIN2_20
NAIN2630
e_IN2;_0
MA_N2650
_ATN2_60
NA|N26TO
_AIN2_RO
_AIN2690
NAIN2500
_AIN2510
NAIN_520
_AT_2530
MA_N25_0
WA_N2550
NAIN2560
WA_N2570
MAIN25B0
WA_N25q0
_AIN2600
NAIN2610
eArN2620
MA_N26_O
_A_M26AO
_AIN2650
NA_N2660
_A_N2_?O
MA_N2680
_A_N2690
MA!N2TO0
VA1_2710
_MATN2T20
_AIN2730
_A_N2?_O
_AIN2TS0
_A_N2T&O
C. .... IF IT IS DESIREO TO INTRODUCE THE FREE-StREAM VELOCITY AS AN
C.....ANALYTIC FUNCTION, RATHE_ THAN A TABULATION, THIS iS THE PLACE
Co,.,,TO PUT IT IN, IT THEN OVERRIDE_ THE PRECEDING STATENENT,
C .... .THE FOLLCWING IS SPECIAL FOR EQUIL|B_IUN _DVERS_ PG FLOWS.
C ..... IF(XD.GT.BXX.AEO.K|.EQ.LSIUGD:AXX_I(XO-CX_IIABXX-CXXI)_OXX
OPOX - (UGU+UGDIeIUGU-UGDt_O.5_RHO21IXD-XU)_GC_FG
C ..... NOTE THAT THIS PPESSUKE _RAD|ENT IS AG_U&_V THE TRUE
C...._PRESSURE GRACIEN1 TIeES G SUB C
DPSU_=OPCX_DX_CPSL_
PRE =PO+OPSU_/GC
Co .... THIS PRESSURE IS _SED ONLY IN THE PROPERTY SUEROUTINE, AND THERE
C ..... ONLY TO EVALLATE CENSITY.
GO TO _51
C .... - ....... PRESSURE G_ADJENT - INTERNAL FLO_
435 CONTINUE
PRO-PRE
|F(INTG.EO.IIRHO_RHOiZ|
_GU.2._P_I/IR(_P3I_R(NP31tkHO_ )
OPOX--PEIeUGU_IRI_P31-R_OIIIR_O-R_R_O_DXI-Z._CF2*RHO N*
-11_2770
_AIN2?E0
_AIN2790
.AINZ800
_A_N2E10
UA]N2820
_AIN2_30
MAIN2840
WA]_2_50
_AT_2860
_AIN2870
_AT_2BSO
_AIN2890
.... _AI_2_O0
_AYN2910
_AI_2920
MR!N2930
VAT_2_40
_A1_2950
81
| UGU_'UGU/R ( NP31 *GC*BF ( 11
OP SUM- DPCX,tO X *OPSL M
PRE =PO ,OPSUP/C.C
GO TO ¢¢5
6¢0 CONTINUE
PRO=PRE
If: ( INTG.EQe I )RHO_aRHOIlJ
UC.dJ-PE | / (R (NP3)*'_ (NP3) *RHOM)
_A[_296q
_ATN2970
_AIN2gSO
WAIN2q_O
VAT_!3000
uAIN3010
W_T_'3020
_AIN3030
OPDX'-PEZ*UGUe(Y(hP31-RdOtI(2,*RW_*RdO*_3=_X)-CF2*PHOMeUGU,UGU/
IYINP3I,GC_BF(I)
OPSUN=DPOX*D_*OPSU_
PRE -PO_OPSUF/GC
665 IF (XD.LE.X(_)) GC TO 651
M=M*|
GO TO 4_5
651 CONTINUE
IFILVARoEQoS) GO TO 1020
IF (PRE.LToO.| LVAR-4
IF (LVAR.EOo6| GC TO 1010
55 IF(KASE°EQ.2| GO TO 65
C ........ WALL
58 CALL WALL
IF (LVAR.EQ._) G£ TO 1000
IF(N.LT.12) GO TG 1030
IF(LSUS.GT°O)GO 1C 10
C --- INTEGRAL PARANETER5 - EXTERNAL FLOW
C.,,°.CALCULATION OF CISPLACE_ENT THICKN6SSeqJHENTUN THICKN_$Se
C°,.°oSHAPE FACTOR_ MOMENTUM THICKNESS REYNOLDS NUNBERt AND TH_
C ..... THICKNESS REYNOLCS NUMBER.
GO TO (500tSOOtSOOt538e538_SbOpSbdpSbOpSb_le _EOM
500 VISG-VI$CO(NF3)
RHG-RHOINP3I
IF(KINoEQ.IIGO TC 505
RHGsRHO(I|
VISG-VISCO(I)
505 IF(UGU.LT.O.OOIIGC TO 520
SUNI-0.
O0 510 I'2.NP3
510 SUMIaSURI+(YI|)-YII-III_(AIII*RiI-III/Z.
DELI"SUN|/RMO"PEI/(R_O_RHG*UGUI
SUN'O.
O0 5_5 |_3tNPg
515 SUM'SUN_(Ie-(U(1)*U|I-IItI|2°tUGU)I*ONDiI-LJ
DEL2:PEIeSUNIIRMG*RHG_UGU)
C..'..CORRECTION OF INTE_AL PARANEIER5 FC_. TRANSVERSE CURVATURE
IF (KRAD.NE.I) GC TO $19
IF |K|N,EQo2) GO TO 517
DELL-RMO*(-I°_SQRTI|.*2e¢CSALFAeDELI/AWO_I/CSALFA
DEL2.R_O*(-I.*SQRT(I.#2.eCSALFA*D£L2/RaDI)/CSALFA
GO TO 51_
517 DELI-RMO*I_I.-SQRT(I.-2._SALFA*DELI/R_OJI/CSALFA
OEL2-RMO*(_I.-SQRT(I.-2.*CSALFA*OEL2/AWOII/CSALFA
519 CONTINUE
_-DELI/OEL2
REN-OELZ*UGUtRHG/VISG
520 CONTINUE
IF(NPH.EQ,O) GO TO 560
REH_O°
"- IF|SOURCEII_°EQog. AND°NPH.EQoIIGO TO 5J5
J-I
WA_3040
_ATN 3050
VAIN3060
MAIN_O70
.A]N3080
_Al_3OqO
WA_N3IO0
VATN3110
MAmMal20
VAIN313_
_A_N3160
_AT_ 3150
.... MAIN3160
_ATN3170
WAIN3180
MAIN31gO
_AIN3200
.... MAIN3210
_AIN3220
ENTHALPYMA[_3230
_A[N32_O
NAIN3250
MA ! N 3 260
_A IN 3270
WAIH3280
WATN32qO
_A IN 3300
_AIF;3310
MA|N3320
UA_3330
MA|N_3¢O
_ATN3350
_ATN3360
NAIN_370
_AI_3380
_A|N33_O
_AIN3_O0
_AIN3410
_AIN3420
MAIN3430
wAIN36_.O
WAIN3650
MAIN3¢60
_AIN3_70
MAIN3680
_A]N36gO
MAIN3500
_AIN3510
_AIN3520
NAIN3530
_AIN3540
MAIN3550
82
[F(SOURCE(I).EQ,Z)J-2
FW-F(Jtl)
FG=F(J,NP31
IF(KIN.EG.IIGC TC 525
FW=FIJtNP3!
FG-F(J,II
525 SUN-O.
530 I'3,NP2OEL-OMDiI-I)40.Se(F(J, iJ*F(J,I-II-2.eFG)
530 SUN-SUN*DEL
IFfABSIUCUe(FW-FC)I.LT.O._OOOIIGOTO 535
DEL3=PEI_SUM/(RWC_RHG_UGUeIFg-FGI)
IF (KRAD.NEoll GC TO $36
IF (KIN.EO.2I GO TO 532
DEL3=RWOe(-Io.SORTIIo_2,_CSALFA*DEL3/AWOI)/CSALFA
GO TO 534
$32 OEL3-RWOt(,I.-SQRI(I.-2.e_SALFA_DEL3/RNOI_/CSALFA
536 REH-DEL3_UGU_R_G/VISG
_35 CONTINUE
GO TO 560
C..... INTEGRAL PARAMETERS
_38 FMEAN,.O.O
¥| SCOM=V|SCO(I)
RHOM=RHO! I )
IF(NEQ,EQ.liGO TC 555
IFISOURCEIII.EQ.Z-ANO.NPH-EQ-IIGO t_ .555
J'1
IF(SOURCE(1) .EQ°_)J'2
IF(ABSi IF(J,1I-F(JtNP3))).LT..OOOIIST|J|'_-O
IF(ABS( (F(J,1)-FIJtNP3|!I.LT..OOOIIG_ TO 555
O0 560 I'3,NP2
DEL=IOM(I )-OP( I-|l IO(F( JeI ) eF(J, [-11J/Z.
FME AN: F NEAN,,. DE L
PN=O
#NtMM+I
RATIO-1.0
IF(INTG.EO°IIGO TC 550
- INTERNAL
]F(_.EQ.NP2)GO TC 550
IF(ABS|F(J,M_|-F_E_)°GTeABS(F(J,NMI-F(J,HNtI|i|GO TO 565
RATIOtIF(JtNP)-F_EAN)/(F(J,NNI-F(Jt_I))
550 RHONmRHO(MMI-(RHOIMN)'-RHDINM+L)|eRATIO
VI_OMtVISCOI_N)-(VISCO(MMJ-VISCOIMM+III*_AT|O
C ..... STANTON NUMBER AND CF2 A&E CALCULAT_ HE;E BY SIMPLY
C.o°,.POOIFYtNG THE VALLES CALCULATED |N THE MALL FUNCTION
C ..... WHERE FREE-STREAX U AND F AR_USED.
ST(JI-ST(J|S(RHO(IIIRHOM|eIF(JtlJ-F(JeNP_|)/(FMEAN-F(JtNP3i)
555 REN-6.SPEI/(_(NP3I_VZSCOM)
CF2-CF2tRHOiI|/(RFONI
560 CONTINUE
MAIN3560
WAIN3570
MAIN3580
WAIN3590
MAIN3600
MAIN3610
MAIN3620
UA_N3630
_AIN3640
MAIN3650
MATN3660
MA_N36TO
_ATN3680
NAIN36qO
MATN3TOO
MAIN3T|O
NAIN3T20
NA I N 3730
NAIN3740
_AIM3TSO
FLOW .... MAIN3T60
_A|N3770
_A_N_780
UATN3790
NA_N3BO0
_ATN3810
_AIN3820
_AIN3830
WATN3860
_AXN3_50
UAIN3860
MAIN3eTO
WAIN38BO
MAIN38qO
UA|N3qO0
MA|N3glO
mATN3q20
MAIN3q30
MA_N_g60
MAIN3gSO
MAIN3960
MA|N3gTO
MAZN39RO
MA|M3990
MA_N6000
NAIN40|O
MAIN4020
NA_N6030
MAIN40SO
65 CONTINUE MAIN6080
-_ ................. AUX ----MATN4OgO
CALL AUX MAIN4100
" ......... " ..... *'t-- OUT -_-MAIN61IO
MALL MASS
OATA_
CALL OUT
IF(LVAR.GT.IIGO TO 1000
C ..... THE TERMINATION CONDITION
IF(XO.GT.XL! GO TC 1000
IF (KASE.EO.2| GO TO TO
C..... LINEAR KNTERPOLATION OF MALL MASS TRANSFER
MAIN6120
MA]N6130
_AIN6140
MAIN4150
MAIN6160
TRANSFER .... MAIN6170
MAIN6180
...-._; --:._-:..
83
C ..... BOOT FORCE SOURCE OATA, AND ENERGT SOURCE DATA
C.....FROM |NPUT DATA.
AMIE.'AM (M-I i*(AM IlJ I-ANIN-I ) IO(XD-XI H-'l| )/(X(M|-X(M-l) )
YF (KEX,EQ.1) AME-AMIE
IF (KIN.EQ°I) AMI-ANIE
AUXNI-AUXI(M-I|_IAUXIINI-AUXL(M-I))*(xD-X(N-I) |/IXINI-X(M-III
AUXM2-AUX2(N--I 1, (AUX2 £MI-AUX2(M-I ) )W(XD-X(N- 1 ) J/(X (NI-X IN-t) )
C ..... IF IT IS OESIREO TO INTRODUCE THE WALL _OUNOARY CDNOITION AS
C ..... AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION, RATHER THAN A TABULATION, THIS IS THE
C ..... PLACE TO PUT iT IN. IT THEN DVER-_LIOE$ THE PRECEDING STATEMENT.
wml
C...,.LINEAR INTERPOLATICN OF dALL BOUNDARY GATA
C,....FROM INPUT OATA
CQoeue
IF INEQ.EQ.1I GO TO 70
DO 710 J'ltNPH
FQ " FJ(JeM'-I) + (FJ(JeM|'FJIJ,M-1))_(xD-X(M'i))/(X(MD-X(M-L))
C ..... /COTE THAT FO IS E|THE& A SU&FACE PROPERTY, SUCH AS ENTHALPY,
C ..... CR IT IS A SURFACE FLUX, SUCH AS HEAT FLUX.
Ceeeee]F IT IS DESIRED TO INTRODUCE THE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION AS
C ..... ,AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION, RATHER rHAN A TABULATION, THIS IS THE
C,....PLACE TO PUT IT IN. IT THEN OVER-R|DES THE PRECEDING STATEMENT.
GO TO (701t704.704), KIN
701 NINDJ'INDI (J)
GO TO (702,703|. NTNDJ
702 FIJ,1)=FQ
GO TO 704
703 AJI (J I-F(:
706 GO TO (705,70etTCel, KEX
705 NINDJ-INDE (J)
GO TO (706,7CT|t kINDJ
706 F(JeNP3 )'FQ
GO TO 708
707 JJE(J)sFQ
_708 CONTINUE
710 CONTINUE
70 CALL STEPi4|
XU=XD
PEI-PEI+OXe(R(1) #A@I-RINP3 JWAHEI
GO TO 15
1000 IF(NIND.LT.NUNRUkIGO TO 5
RETURN
1010 kR%TE (6t455!
GO TO 1000
10:)0 kRITE (6,650!
GO TO 1000
1030 kRITE (6t66)
GO TO 1000
228 FORMAT(l/' PROGRAIf HAS SHIFTED TO GEDN..6 *11)
64 FORMATI/I m PROGRAP TERMINATED BECAU$_ THE MUMB_ OF SPACESa/
1' IN THE GRID (NI GOT B_L3W IZ. AOD MORE GRiD POINTS TOm/
MAINSIqO
MAIN4200
t4AIN4210
NUL1N4220
MAIN4230
MAI N 4240
MAIN4250
MAIN4260
MAIN42TO
MAIN4280
WALL F BOUNDARY CONDITION -_-_'AIN42qO
MAIN4300
MA_N4310
VA I N4 320
I*A IN4330
_AIN6340
MA'IN4.350
WAIN4360
MAIN4370
_ATN43BO
MAI N4390
MAI _ 4400
WAIN4410
MAIN4420
MAIN4430
*JA!N 4440
WA_N44SO
MAT N6660
WAIN4470
MAIN4480
MA IN 4490
WAIN 4500
MAIN4510
UA[,_4520
MAINA530
WAT_ASAO
STEP4 .... MAIN4550
UAINASBO
MAIN45TO
MATNAS80
UAINAS90
MAIN4600
WAI N 4610
MAINAA20
VA I N 4630
WAINA640
MA_4650
MA ! M 4660
_AIN4670
MAT_14680
WAI N 4690
UAIN4700
2' THE OUTER PART OF THE BOUNOARY LAYER'/l) .6,'[N4710
450 FORMAT(l/' PROG_AN MAY HAVE TERMINATED I_-CAUSE INITIAL VELOCITY_/ ukI_4720
1' PROFILE IS INCI:I*PATIfLE AT E|THER Y(NP3/ _R Y(l| WITH'/ WAIN4730
2' THE INPUT FREE-STREAM VELOCITY PWOFILE*//) _AIN,;740
655 FORMAT (/IOXt'PRESSURE HAS GO,dE NcGATIVEtPROGRAN TERMINATED*) MAIN4750
48 FORMAT(//' OX HA<. TAKEN A LARGE STEP FORWARD WHICH LOt]KS'/ UAI_14760
1 _ LIKE NOTHING BLT TROUBLE, PERHAPS Y(NP31 HAS BLOWN UP._I/I MAIN4770
END _A!N_,TBO
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SUBROUTINE STEP(KSTEP)
Coeomlp
iNTEGER GEOM tFLU|£tSOURCE( 51BSPACE, 80DFORt OUlrPUT tTYPBC
COMHON/GEN/PE! eAPI tAME fOPOX, XUeXD t XLt OX. ! _ITG, CSALFAtTYPBC (51 •
IMODE tPRT (S | . PRE e I_XSC t J((iC)) | eRW (lOO| .F Jr 5m JLOO)t GC,C J. AM! 100) ,PRO•
2UG(LOOI t PO, SOURC E,RETRAN ! MUHRUN t S PACE, RWrl, PPLAG,OUTPUT, DELTAX, GV
3/E/N, NPI ,NP2 tNP3 ,NEQ, NPH, KEX, KI N, KASE, KRAD, GEO M, FL U! D, B OOFOR. YPM_ N
4/GG/BETA, GAI'IA (SI ,A J| ( 5),AJE( 51, |NDI 15 ), IkIDEi 5) ,TAU,QWF(5)
S/V/U(54),FIS,54),R(561eON(SZeItY(54J,UGUeU_.D,UIIF[( 51,FMEAN.TAUW
6/M/SCfS41eAUIS4)wBU(S4|tC'JIS&ItA(SpS_|,BISeS_),CtStS4)tSU(StS&)mSD
T/L/AKt ALNG,ALNGG tFRA _JU_L,BPL,AQt BQt ENU(Sie! ,PREF(5,541,AUXM|
8/L1/YL,UMAX,UMIN ,FR,Y|P,YEMmENFRA,KENT, AdXH2
g/P/RHO(561 ,VISCO(561,PR(5, 54tI,RHOC, Vi $COCm PRG ( 5l tT (.54), RHOM, BF ( 561
L/O/fleREMmCFZ,ST( 5I,LSUB,LVAReCAY,REHsPPL,GPL ,QM(5) .KD
2/CN/AXX, BXX,CXX tCXXtE.XX,_I ,K2, K3, SP ($61 pAUXZ (1 00), AUX2( 100 ), YaMAX
3/ADO/RBO W( 54 ), C MC ( 56 ) ,RON3 (5_), ] T KE
Cemmue
GO TO (100,200,3CC,_00e5001, KSTEP
Ceeeoe
C ............... _ ..... STEP I _--
C.....STEPI COMPUTES SLIP POINI QUA_T|TI.:3tB_-TA,GAMAIJ) AT
C ..... BEGINNING OF INTEGRAT.|ON 0_ AFTER LAHSUB HAS
C ..... BEEN ACTTVATED.
Ce,eee
100 GO TO (22.24.26),K|N
22 IFILSUB.GT.OIGC TC 23
BETAs' ( U (6)/U (3)-|o )/(Yi&b/Y| 3J-1. |
23 U(2)..U(31 / (1._2._BETA)
Y(2)=Y(3J_BETAI| 2._.BETA)
GO TO 30
C ..... FREE BOUI_CAR_r
24 U11=UIII_U(11
LI3"UI I)WU( 31
L33"UI31OU(31
SQ=O_._U 11-12.sU 13og.sU33
U(21=( 16.*U1 t-4.*UI3_U3_) I 12._(U(1) +U(31 I_SQRT 150) I
Y(Z)-Y( 3)*(U(2)+I_I3|-2.*U( 11 )*.$/(UILI_UI 3| _U(L) )
GO TO 30
2.6 ]F(KRAD.NE.0) GO TC 2B
C ..... SYMMETRY LINE. PLANE FL_.lw
U(21 =14.4'U( 1 |-Ij(3) 1/3,
Y(2I-O.
GO TO 30
C. .... SYMMETRY LINE, AXIALLY SYHMETK_CAL FLOW
2e Ul2l=U(ll
Yl2|=Y( 3)13.
C,.,o. SAME AS ABCVE BUT FOR KEX
30 GO TO (32.34,)61_KFX
C ..... MALL
32 |FILSUB.GT.O)GO TE 33
BETA-iUtN)/U(NP1)-I.)/(IY(NP3)'Y(H))/(Yi_IP_J-Y(NPl))'I" )
33 UINP2)=U(NP 1 1 t 1 1. +2._BETA!
Y(NP21=YINP3 )-IY(I_P3 I-Y(tlPl) I _SETA/(2.,BETAI
GO TO 30
34 ULI-UINPII_UINPII
UI3:UiNPLI _U tNP3)
U33=UI NP3 )'_U(NP3I
S0=84. *U33-12 .*U 13 _g • _UI 1
C ..... FREE BOUflC/IR Y
C(NP2) =(L6.eU33-4.*U13_U111tiZo eIU(e_PI_+U(NP3))+SORT(SOD )
STEPOOOO
STEPO010
STFPO020
STEPO030
STEPO0¢O
STEPO050
STEPOObO
ST_:POO'rO
STEPO080
STEPO090
STEP0100
STEP0110
STEPO120
ST_:PO 130
STEPOI40
STEP 0].50
$T_a01.60
STEPOt70
STFPOI80
STEPOtg0
ST_P0200
STr..PO210
STFP0220
_TEP0230
ST_P0240
STEP0250
STEPO2b0
$T_.O0270
STC.P 02BO
STEa02c)O
._T_ 0300
_TFP0310
ST__P0320
ST_.;)0330
STEaO3C.0
STEP0350
_T=P0360
STEP0370
STEP0380
STr:P03c)O
ST_PU_O
STc.PO4LO
._Tr__ 0_.20
STCPO430
ST_.P0440
ST_I)0450
_TC._0¢60
STEP0470
STY. _04_0
ST_PO4qO
STC_POSO_J
STEP0510
ST_P05_O
STEP0530
STFP0540
ST_.P0550
STEP0560
STirS0570
SY_PO5RO
STP.P0 5g0
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Y{NPZI=Y(NP3)-(Y(kP3)-YINPIJ)_'|U(NP2J +U(NPII-2._'U[NP31)*.51
1 (U(NP2) *U(NP 1 ) +U (NP3) !
GC TO 38
C ..... SY_NET_Y LINE
36 U(NPZI=(6.eU(NP3)-UINP_,1113.
_(NP2 ) =V (NP3)
38 CONTINUE
IF(NEG.E_o[) GC TC 58
Co .... CALCULATICN CF SLIP VALdE$ F_ OTHER DEPE_D,:NT VARIABLES
DO 56 J=i._NPH
IF(LSUB.EQ.OIGJNJ ( J)=O.O
GO TO (42p_.4t461 tKIN
;2 IF(SOURCEIJIoEQ.2.0R.AE$(FIJ,3)-F(JtlJ).L_..UO1)GO TO 43
IF(LSUB.GT.OIGG TC 43
GANA(J).((F(J_4)-F(J,IJ)i|F|J,3t-FIJ,IJJ-I.Ii(Y(4I/Y(3)-I.I
43 F(J,2)=F(J,II_(F(J,3I-FiJ, I))*(I.+DETA-GAqA|J) )/(1.tBETA_GANA(JJ)
GG TO 48
4_, G=IUI2Io.U(3I-B.,I,t, II)J/IS.¢IUI2J÷U|3)I+B._,U(II)
GF=(1.-PRT | J ) )/I 1. +PRI'ij ))
GF = (G*GF}/II**C*GF)
F(J,2 )='F(J v 3 b*GF _| 1.-GFi _'F (J_l|
GO TO 48
46 FIJ,2)=F|J,II
[FIKRAD.EQ.0)F(J,21=|4**F(JelI-F(Jo3J )/3.
48 GG TO (50e52,E4),KEX
50 IF|SOURCEIJI.EC.2.C_.ABSiFIJ_NP/I-F(J,NP?,)I.LE..OOIIGO TO 51
STFP0600
ST_P06tO
STFPO6ZO
STEP0630
STFP0640
ST_D0650
ST__P0660
_Te-P0670
Sl"EP06_O
¢,TFP 06q0
STFPOTOO
STEP0710
STC.P0720
STEP0730
STEPO74D
STFP0750
STEP0760
STCf)0770
ST_POTBO
STEOO7qO
STFP0800
STc.POB10
STFPO8ZO
STEOOB30
STEP0840
STEPOBSO
IFILSUB.GT.O|GO TC 51 STEPO_60
GANAIJ)=((F(JtN)-F(J,NP3)J/tF(J,NPs)-F(J,NP_I )-I.I/((Y(NP3)-Y(NII/STFPOBTO
I(Y(NP3)-Y(NPI J I-1. )
11 FIJ,NP2)-FIJ,NP3)*(F(J,NPIJ-FIJeNP3)I*II**BEI'A-GAe4A(J) )/( I**BETA*
IGANA I J ! )
GO TO 56
52 G,,(UINP2I_UINPII-E**UINP3II/_S.*IuINPZ)_U(NPII)*8.'_UINP3) )
GF= (1 .-PRT ( J | )1( I._4)RTI JI I
GF = (G*GF)/(1.*GeGF)
F(J,NP2 I=F(J ,NPI )_GF_( I.-GFJ_'F (J,NP3|
GO TO 56
54 F(J_.NP2 |-(4,,.eF(J _.kP31-F( J_ NPIJ J/3.
56 CONTINUE
5B CONTINUE
RETURN
STFPOBRO
STEP0890
ST_PO_O0
STEPOqIO
STffPO920
STEPO930
STTP0940
STUPORS0
STEPOq60
STEO0970
STEP0980
STEP0990
STF_1000
C lilliil_liJlililJllJJJJJJillllJlliiJ
C ..... STEP2 COMPUTES 0_(II ARRAVS ANO PEI
C ..... AT BEGINNING OF INTEGRATION OR AFTER LAHSUB HAS
C ..... BEEN _CTIV_TEC.
Cee_eo
C ..... CALCULATION CF R4CII
200 IF(KRAD. EO.O) GO TC 2_0
CO 210 I'2,NP3
210 RiII=R(I|eY(|)*CS_LFA
GO TO 240
220 DO 230 I=2_NP3
C ..... RIll CANNCT ECUAL ZER3
230 RII)=R(I|
2_0 CONTINUE
C..o..CALCULATION CF O_EG_ VALUES. TH¢_E
C, .... INITIAL VELOCITY PROFILE AND _ENAIN
G_(I)=O.O
CMi2)=O.0
00 250 I=3_NP2
STEP
VALUE_ 4EE ESTABLISHED BY
UNCHA_GcD THEREAFTER.
2 .... STEPI010
STEP1020
ST_P1030
ST_PI040
STffP 1050
STFPIO60
STEP lOTO
STEP IORO
STFPI090
STEPIIOO
STFP1110
STEPII20
STFPII30
STEOlI40
THE STEPlI50
STEPll60
STEPEITO
STEPZIBO
STEPIIqO
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C...., FOLLOMING EQUATION R_SULT_ FROM _ONT|_U|TY
250 CM411=OmII-II+.5+IRHOII)*JiII+RII)+k _O(I'II+UII-1I*Pll-1))+
IIYIII-YII-II)
PEI=CmlNP21
C. .... OMEGa IS NCRkJLIZED AT IH|S POINT
DC 260 l-3_NPl
260 CMIii=OMIII/PE!
CMINP2|=I.0
CMINP3)-I,0
CO 270 I=2,NP1
RBOM(II=I./(CPlI+I}-OMI[-III
C_D(Ii-O#II*I)"O_ilJ
AOMD(II-I./O_C(I}
270 CCNT[NUE
IF(LSUB.GToOIRETURN
DO 280 I = 5,_P1
KXERR = 0
OMRAT • IOMI]I -CPlI-III/IOMII-II - OM(I-2)l
IFiOMRAT.GTo6.O. CR.OMRAT,LT.O.2_IKXE_R • T
lFIKXERR.EQ. TIkRITE(6,2751|
IFIKXERR.EO.TILVaRm8
IF (LVAR.EQ.81 OETPUT=6 ++
280 CONTINUE
275 FORMAT(/_37H PROGmAM TERMINATED BECAUSE r_E OMEGA./
121H SPACING BETNEEN ! • ,12,1X,17NAND THE PRbCEOrNG,/
269H NOOE IS EITHER MORE THAN FOUR TIMES 3R LESS THAN,/
_36H ONE GUARTER 1HE PRECEDING SPACING|
PETURN
CD_m_
STEP
C.....STEP3 CCPPUTES Y'S,RIS
C ..... AND COMPUTES UMAX,IJN|NtAND
Ceeeel
300 IF ilNTG.EO.O) GO TO 360
Co....¥ NEAR THE I BCUkCARY
YL
GO TO 1312t316v3161,K|N
312 YIZI=iI.*BETAI*OP(3I*_.IiI3._AHOiZI*RHOI3iI*IUI2ItU(3)I)
GO TO 320
314 YKZI-12.*OMI3I/II3.*RHOKZItRNOI3J)*|UI2ItUI31*6.*U(II)I
GO TO 320
316 VI21-.5*ONI3I/IR_CIII*UIIll
320 ¥13IuY(ZI+.2_*CNI3I*II./IRHOI3I*UI3JI*Z./IR_OI31*U(31*RHO(2I*
1U(21)1
IF(BETAoGE,O.q,ANC.K|NoEQ. I|Y(3|=3.0*OM(3J/(RHO(31_'U(3)÷RHO[21
11UI211
C ..... _ 'S FOR INTERmECIATE GRID POINTS
DO 330 l-4tNPl
330 YIII-Y(I-II+2.+O_DII-IIIIRHOIII*UIII+RHOII-11*UII-t)I
C ..... Y NEAR THE E BCUNCARY
YlNP2i=YiNPll_.25$ONDiNPll,il./(RHOiNpl|odiMpl)}+2./ +
I(RHO(NPII*U(NP|)*RHO(NP2)*UiNPZ))J
GO TO (332,334,3361,KEX
332 YINP3I=YINP2I*IIe*BETAI_OMOINPII*6o/IIRHOINPI;+3**RHO(NP2
I|I*IUINPII*U(NP211|
IF IBETA.GE.@,91YINP3I=¥INPII*I.5*IOMINPZ;-OMINPII)/
I 10°5*(RHOINPII*U(NPIJ_RHO|NP_|*UINP_J)|
GO TO 340
336 YINP31=YINP2I*I2.eOMD(NPIIIlIRHO(NPIJ *3o*RHO(Np2)I*(U(NP2
I)*U(NPI|_4.*U(NP3|||
GO TO 360
336 Y(NP3)uYINP2I*.5*OMDINPI|I|RHO(NP3)_UiN P31|
STFP1200
ST_P1210
ST_PL220
STEP 1230
STEP 1240
STEP 1250
ST _ P 1260
STE_I270
STEP1280
ST_P 1290
STFP 1300
STEP1310
STEP13_O
STE_1330
ST_P13_O
STeal350
STFP1360
ST_P1370
ST_P1380
_TEP13_O
STEO|600
STEP1410
ST_O1420
STE_I6_O
STEPt4_O
STFPI450
ST;PI4&O
STEel4?0
----ST_PI480
STTP14_0
STEPI500
ST_#1510
ST_PI520
STEP1530
ST_PIB_O
STEP1550
STEPl$60
STEP1570
ST_P1580
STFP15qo
STEP1600
STE_1610
STEP1620
STEP 1630
STEP 16_0
STEP1650
STEP1660
STEP1670
STEPI680
STEP1690
STEP1720
STEP1730
STEP1740
STEP IT01
STEP1742
STEPl?$O
STEP1760
STFP1770
STEP1?80
STEP lT90
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340 IF(KRAD.EO.O) GO TO 34_
DO 342 E"2,NP3
3`;2 Y(I)"2.*Y(EI_PEI/(R(IJ_SQITIR(II*RIIJ+2-tY(II_'PEI*CSALFA!)
GO TO 350
3_ DO 346 I,,2tNP_
346 YI | I,.PEI*YI[ )/R(Ii
350 Y(2 }.,2**Y(21-Y(31
iFIBETi.GE.O.9.AND.K|N.EO. I)YI2)-Y( 3J/3.
IF(BETA.GT.O.q.AkO.KEX.EQ. IIGO TO 351
Y(NP2 ) m2**Y | tIP2 ) -Y (NP 1)
GO TO 352
351 Y( NP21,. (2**Y |NP3) *Y(NPI) J/3o
C ..... CALCULATION OF RAOII
3S2 DO 355 Im2INP3
IF(KRAD.EQ.O)R(| )-R(IJ
|F (KRAD.NE.O)R(I )sR( L|*Y|| |*GSALFA
355 CONTINUE
C ..... CALCULATION OF Tt_E BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS
C ..... BASED CN THE FR CRITERION USED iN _iNPUT e. I.E., IF FR
C.°,,**iS O.01t THiS ROLT/NE CALCULATES YL UHICH [$ THE 9g PER-
C ..... CENT THICKNESS OF THE BOUNDARY LAVER. YL 1S THEN A DISTANCE UPON
C ..... kH|CH A TURBULENCE LENGTH SCALE I$ BASED.
C SEARCH FOR THE MAXIPUIq AND NiN]NUN VELOC[T|E$
360 UNAX-U(1)
UM[N-U(1)
CO 375 J=3oNP3
IF(J.EQoNP2) GO TC 375
IF (U(J).GT°UPAX)UIJAX'U|J|
[F (UI J) oLT.UP*iNIU_TN:U(J)
3"/5 CONTINUE
D! F-AB S (UIqA X-UI_ | N I*FR
C ..... SEARCH NEAR 11_E i BOUNDARY
IF(KIN.NEe2) GO TC 386
U21mABS(.S*(U(2) *U|3) l-U(1 J J
IFIU21.LT.OIF! GO TO .380
Y[P,,SQRT (DIF/U21)_(Y(2I_Y(.3) |t, .5
GO TO 388
380 J:2
382 J'J*l
UJI"U(JI-U( 1 I
IFIABS(UJII°CE.DIFI GO TO 384
GO TO 382
384 Al-l.
[F(UJ1.LT.O. JAlm-1.
YTP-Y (J-1l 4. [ YI J)-Y I J-LJ I _( U( ID _AL_DLF-d (J- 1) l/(U(J I-UlJ-1))
GO TO 388
386 YIP=O.
C ..... SEARCH NEAR TPE E BOUNDARY
388 IFIKEX.NE.2) GO TO 396
_21-ABS ( .5" ( U( NP 11 *U(_P2 ! ) -U( ,_P3| !
|FiU2L.LT. DTF) GC TO 390
YEN- SORT (0[ F/U21 )_' (, S*IY(NPI ) o'¥(NP2 ) ) -Y(IqP31 ) e,Y( NP 3)
GO TO 398
390 J=NP2
3q2 J-J-I
UJr-U(J)-U(NF3)
IF(ABSIUJ|I.CE.DIF) GO TO 39';
GO TO 392
394 Al-l.
|F(UJt .LT.O. IAl" -1.
STEP 1800
STEP 1810
ST_ P 1820
STEP 1830
STEP 1840
STEP IBSO
ST__P 1 B60
STEP 1870
STEPIBBO
STEP 1BqO
STEP 1900
STEP [910
STEP 1920
STEP 1030
STEP 1940
STEP1950
STEP 1960
STEP 1970
STEP 1980
STEP 1990
STEe2000
STEP2010
STEP2020
STEP :)030
STEP 2040
STFP20SO
STEP20SO
STEP 2070
STEP2080
STEP 20q(1
STEP2100
STFP2110
STEP2120
STEP2130
STEP2140
STFP2150
STEP2160
STEP 2 LTO
STEO2tBO
ST;P 21q0
STEP Z 200
STEP2210
ST=_P2220
ST FP2230
STEP2240
STEP 2250
STEP 2260
STEO2270
STEP 2280
STY_Pzzgo
STEP 2300
STFa2310
STC.P2]20
_T_P 2330
STEP 23_,0
STrP 2350
STEP 2360
qTEP2370
STEP ;)380
STEP23qO
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YEN.Y(J_X|_(Y(J)-YIJ÷L))*| U|NP3|•AI*DIF-U(J*11I/(U (J)-U I J•l) )GOTO 398
3;6 YEM_Y(NP3)
398 YL_YEIq"YIP
RETURN
STEP 4
C..o.,STEP4 CALCULATES ALL OF THE CDEFF|C|ENT$ FOR THE
C .... oF|NITE O|FFERENCE EQUATIONS.
Cee°.,,THE FDEtS ARE THEN iNTEGRATED.
Ceeeiu
C.....SOURCE TERNSI SU(JtI|t AHD SHALL CeS ARE
C ..... SUBROUTINE AUX.
C.....ThE CONVECTICK TERM
400 KXX-O
KXXX'O
401 RFDX:I. 16./DX
SA-R(1)q, AH/IPEI
$80F,, I R (NP3) t AME-R (1)*AM| |/PE|/6 •
P283,,*RFOX
DO 420 |"3tNPl
P|-OMO| |)*RFEX*RSCM| | I
P3-OMD( I-1 I*RF CX*RSOMI I I
G[-PI+I SA•SBCF*II_M (1.11•3.*OH( [ ) I )*RBOMi I I
G2-P2-S60F
G3=P 3- I SA*S6 OFt ( 0 _ i !- 1 ) _3. *ON( I J ) J *RB ON ( I I
AU(! ),,SC( ! I*RCI'DI l 1,2 o*RBON(l I
EU( I I-5C( I-1 I*ROMI3( T-1I_2.*RBONi| I
CUE| I--PI*U( I•| I-P2tUII I-P3eU( l-1 I
IF(NEQ.EQ.I) GO TC 410
IX3 405 Jml,NPH
C( J, I I=-PI*F | Jr [ •|I-P2*FI J r 1 )-P3*F( J, 1-11
C(J, I )s-C( Jr l) tSU(Jr ! I-F(J e II_SD
A(Jrl )sAU( ! I/PREF (Je l I
6(Jr I ) _, BUr( I )/PREF(Jr T-II
605 CONTINUE
610 CONTINUE
C .... .SOURCE TERN FOR _ELOCITY EQUAT|GN
SI,,DPOX*DX-GC*SF ( l I*DX
S2,.P2*SI/IRHC(| ) _U(I) i
$3-P3.51/(RH_ | I- ])*U( 1-1 t I
S|,'PI*S 1/( RHO ( I • 1 I_U (,I •11 )
CU(I )--CUI ! I-2.* (S 1_S_2•$3|
SI=SI/U( 1÷11
$2-52/U(II
S3,. S3/U( 1-11
C ..... COEFFICIENTS IN TI_E FINAL FORR
RL'I.I( G2*AU( I I•BU(I )-S2l
AU( I I-(AU( I ) •S1-GI ltRL
BUll I,.I BU(I I•S3-G3I*RL
CUE| )-CU( | )*RL
IFINEQ. EQ.II GO 10 420
DO 415 J81rNPH
RL,,I./IG2•AI Jrl) •BI Jr i I-S_ I
Ai J, [ I'IAI Jr l )-GI I*RL
6|Jr ! )" (B( Jt l I-G3)*RL
415 C(Jrl I'rC|Jt|I*RL
420 CONTINUE
C.....SLIP COEFFICE|NTS NEAR THE I BOUNDARY FOR
CU(2)=O.
CUINP2}"Oo
CONPUTED IN
VELOCITY EQUATION
STEP2400
STFP2410
STEP2420
STEP2430
STEP 2640
_--STEP 2450
STE9 2460
STEP2670
STEP24_O
STEP 2690
STEP 2500
STEP 2510
STEP2520
STEP2530
STEP 2540
STEP2550
STEP 2560
STEP2570
ST EP 2 580
STEP 2_90
STEP2600
STEP2610
STEP2620
STEP 2630
STEP2640
STEP2650
ST _P 2660
STFP2670
STEP2680
STFP 2690
STEP 2 TOO
STEP2710
STEP2720
STEP2730
STEP 2740
STEP 27_50
STEP 2760
ST_>2?70
STEP2780
STEP 2790
STF.P 2600
STEP 2_LO
STFP2820
ST_P2630
STEP 2R40
STEP2RSO
STEP2660
STeP 2670
STEP2880
STEP2Bgo
STE P 2900
STFP2qlO
STEP 2g20
STEP2030
STFP 2q40
STEP2C)50
STEP 2c)60
STe.P29TO
STEP2980
STF.P 2_90
- 89
GOTO(422|424,4261,KIN
422 8U( 2)=,0.
AU(2):,I./(I.*2.*eETk)
GO TO 430
624 SO- 84.sUI 1)_,L 11)-12.,PU(I)eU| 3) _9. eu(3 )_,U| 3 )
BU(2)-8.e (2.tU(1)*U(3})/(2.sU| I)*7.sui3I•SQRTI SO! I
IF(U!S} .LEoU[ l))eU[2)-l,
AU(2)sJ.-SU(2)
GO TO 430
426 BU(2I nO.
AK181./OX-(DPOX-GC_'BF ( 2/ J/ (RtlO(1) _Odl leOi I I I
_ AKZu-U( 1 ItAKI_ (OI:OX-GCSBF( 21 l/IRHOI 11 _U| 1l )
AJ,,RHO( lJSUU( l)e. 2_( y(2)_Y[3) JesZ/_HU (Z)
IF{KR/DoEQ.O) GO TO 428
AU{2)u2./I2.*AJeAKII
CU(2 )'- ° 5_AJ*AK2eAU( 2/
GO TO 430
428 CU(2 l- 1,/( 2, *3°sAJ'I'AK 1J
AU(2I-CU(2 )s{2,-AJeAKI )
CU ( 2 ) ,,-CU 12 ) t)4 .ea JSA K2
C ..... SLiP COEFFICIENTS KEAR THE E BOUNDARY FOA VELOCTTy EQUATION
430 GO TO (432,434,436),KEX
432 AU(NP2)-O°
BU(NP2|,,1./| 1..2 .eBETAJ
GO TO 440
434 SQ,,84.SU(NP3)_UfNP3)-12o_UINP3JeUINP_|*g._UiNPl)_'U(NPI)
AU[NP2),-8.e{ 2.,_U[kP3I*Ui_iP lJ )/|2._'U(_P3 I,_'.*U(NPII.SORT (SO! !
BUfNP2),, [e-AL (NP2 |
GO TO 440
436 AU(NP2 )"0.
• Kle[e/DX-(OPOX-GCeBF{NP2I |/(RHOINP3! eUiNP3 ) eU [NP3 !)
SK2u-UI NP3|tEKI• ( OPOX-GCeB F (NP21 )/|RHOt NP 31 eU( NP3| )
BJ_'RHO | NP3 )eU (NP3)t. 2.5e( 2. _V(NP3 ) -Y (NP1 J -Y ( _P2 | ) _r'_ 2/E MU (NP ! )
CU (NP 2111 • / ( 2. • 3 °eB J'_SK| |
BU( NP2 ) ,,C U ( NP 2 | • ( 20- edeSK1 J
CU ( NP 2 ) ,,-CU ( kP2 ) e4o_BJeBK2
440 IF(NEQoE(_oll GO TO 471
C, .... SLiP COEFFICIENTS NEAR, THE [ 80UNOARY FOR OTHER EQUATIONS
IX) 470 J-I_NPH
CfJt2)-O.
C(J,NP2 l-O°
GO TO (452w4.f4e456)tK[N
452 IF (/NDI(JI.E(:.ll GO TO 653
VA,,GAM& (JJ/( | Io_SETA) o(QWF | JI•ANJ | )
A(J,2 ),' ( 1.-VJIOAM I )t( I.*VAeAHI i
8(J,2)"00
C(Jt2|-,2oeAJI(JleVA/(Lo*VAeAN[ I
GO TO 460
453 AIJ,2),,(h*BETA-GA#A( Jill( I.*SEYA_GA/4A(Ji )
B(Jt2lmlo-AI Jr2)
IF(SOURCE(JIoNE. 2IGO TO 460
AlJtZj--|.
e|J,2l,,O.
c(j, 2 ),,2.eF[ (J|
GO TO 460
4S4 A(Jp2I,,IU(2I•UE3)-8.eU[||IIIS.eIUIZ)eUA3)i•8.eU[I))
CA:,,(|.-PREF( Je2l iI([.tPREF (JtZl J
AIJe2I,,(A( Jp 2 )eGFJ/(Io*A(J,2IOGF !
8( Jt 2 )" L.-A( d t2 )
GO TO 460
STF.P 3000
STEP 3010
ST_P 3020
ST_¢)3030
STEP 3040
STe_P3050
STEP 3060
STEP3070
STFD3080
STEP 30QO
ST_P3_O0
ST|P3110
STcP3L20
ST_P3130
ST_P 31 _.0
STFP3150
STC_P3160
STEP 3170
STP_3180
ST_P3190
ST_ P 3200
STFO 321.0
STEP3220
STFP3230
STFP t240
ST_:P 3250
._TE ;' 3,?._0
STE_ 3270
ST.r..P3280
STEP3290
ST_P3300
ST_P331LO
ST__P 3320
STt:_3330
STEP3340
STC_P3350
STEP 3360
STSP3370
STEP3380
STEP3390
STEP 3400
STEP 3410
STeP 3420
ST EP 3430
STEP 3440
STEP 3450
ST_ P 3460
STEP3470
STEP3480
-STEP 34O0
STEP3SO0
ST_ 351.0
STEP 3520
ST_P 3530
STEP3540
STE_3550
ST_:P 3560
STEP 3570
STEP 3580
STEP 3_90
9O
456 B(Jt 2)"Oe
DS'O*
AK|'] ./DX-DS
CS'O.
AK2,,-AK|*F | J t 1 I-C S
AJF,,AJ*PREF ( J, 2 |
[F|KRAD.EQ.O| GO TO 457
A(J, 2)-2./(2**AJF#JK1 J
C(J i Z),,-eS_AJF*AK2eA ( Jt 2 )
GO TO 460
457 C(Jt 2)"1./12**3**AJF*AKI|
A(J m2 |"C ( J, Z)* (2 .-AJF*AKI J
C(J g 2|'-C(J p21*4.tAJF*AK2
C. .... SLIP COEFFICIENTS NEAR THE E BOUNDARY
660 GO TO 146Z,464,4661,KEX
462 ZF (|NDE(JI.EC.II GO TO _63
VA,,GAMA (J|/1 (1.*BETA I*(G_F (JJ-ANEJ)
8( J tNP2 )='( 1. *VA* J_E |/( I.-VA*AM E /
A(J,NP2|-O.
C ( J, NPZ |=-2.4AJE ( J I*V A/( 1 • -YAd' AHE !
GO TO 470
463 B(JtNP2! = (I._BETA-GAMA_JII/(I**BETA
A(J,NP2) " 1.- B(JeNP2)
IF|SOURCE(J)eNE.2)GO TO 470
A( Jt NP2I"O.
B( J,NP2 )--'1.
C(J,NP2|-2.AF|(J !
GO I'0 470
FOR OTHER EOUATIONS
• GANA(JJI
464 B(J,NP2JsiU(NP2I*U|NPI|-8**UtNP3)J/(5**(_(NP2|*U(NPI))_8.|IUJ|NP3))
GF-(1.-PREF(JtNPlJJ/(I**PREF|J,NPlJJ
8(J,NPZIsIB|J,NP2|tGFI/(L**B(J,NPZleGFI
A(J,NP2)-|.-B(JtNP2)
GO TO 470
466 A(JtNP2)*O.
OS-O.
6KI-I./OX-DS
CS-O.
6K2--BK|*FIJ,NP3|-CS
eJF'BJ*PREF(JekPI)
C|JtNP2I'|eI(2.*3e*BJF*BKI|
8(J, NP2|-C(J,NP21S(Z.-BJF_BKLJ
C(JoNP2)--C(J,NP2)JA._BJF*BKZ
_70 CONTINUE
C ..... SETTING UP VELCC|TIES AT A FREE B(_JNOJJtY
471 |F(KEX.EQ.ZIU(kP3I-SQKTIUINP3I*U(NP3I-2._DXe(OPDX-GC*BF(NP3|I
I/RHO(NP3))
IFIK|N.EQ°2)UII)-SQRT(UiIJoUII)-2**DX_|DPDX-GC*BF||Ii/RHOII))
C ..... THIS IS THE TRI-OTAGGNAL ROUTINE wttERE FHE FINITE
C ..... OIFFERENCE ECUATIONS JUtE ACTUALLY SOLVED.
C***..|NTEGRATE VELOCITY
BU|2I - BU(2J*U(]J * CU(2|
DO 472 I'3_NP2
TT • I./(Io-QU|I|4AU|4-LJl
AUIII : AU(I|*TT
472 8UIII - (BUIII*BU(I-IJ * CUIIII*TT
IX) 474 ['2tNP2
JJ'NP2-1*2
674 U|JJ)'AUIJJ|*UIJJ_|I_EUIJJ|
130 476 I'3,NP1
|F(U(II°GT.O.OJGG TO k76
STEP3600
STE_3610
ST_P3620
STEP3630
STEP3640
STEP3650
STE_3660
STEP3670
STEP3680
STEP36qO
ST_P3700
STFP3710
STEP3?20
STEP3730
STEP3760
STEO3750
STEP3760
STEP3TTO
STEP3780
STEP3790
STEP3800
STEP3810
STEP3820
STEP3830
STEP38¢O
STEP 3850
STEP3860
STEP3870
STEP3880
STEP3890
STEP3900
ST_P3910
STEP3q20
STEP3930
STEP3960
STEP3950
STEP3960
STEP39TO
STEP3980
STE_3qgo
STEPBO00
STEP4010
STEP6020
STEP4030
STEP4060
STEPAO50
STE P _060
STEP4.0TO
STEP&080
STEPAO90
STEP4100
STEPA||O
STEP4|20
STEPA|30
STEP4140
STEP4150
STEP4160
STEP4170
STEP_IBO
STEPA|90
91
UII )--UI 1!
KXX-I
476 CONTINUE
KXXXmKXXX,I
[FIKXX.EG.OJGO TO 678
IF(KXXX.GT,2IGO TO 6?8
C ..... ATTEMPT TO RE-SOLVE IF NEGATIVE VELOCITY APPEARS
._. ZF(KEX • EQ. 21AME-AiXE/1,,3
IF(K|N.EQ.2| Jiqi-JPIIla,3
DO .777 Ia2,NP|
RAVG_Oo _|R( ltJJ *RIi IJL
RHOAV-O. S* (RhO( 1.11 *RHO( [ ) I
C**°**AOJUSTNENT OF EMU AT 2.5 ANO _i*S
IF (I.GTe2I GO TO 4777
IF (KINeNEet| GO TO 4778
IF (BETA*LT.OoO20_oBETA.GToG_9| GO TO _777
EMU( 21-TAUe(Y(2|*Y(3J)/iEETAeIU(ZI_U(3b J J
6770 IF (KEXeNEeI| GO TO 6777
IF (8ETA.LT.Q.O2.CRoBETA.GT.O.Q) GO TO 6717
EMU (NPI),,TAUe ( Y(NP3) -0050( Y(NPI | *Y( NPZ| J ) /
|(BETAeOoS_(U(NPI )_U(NP2J J)
C ..... COMPUTE SMALL C*S
6777 SC ( [ )-RAVGeR OVG_RHOAVeO, 5e (UI | t I ! tU (| J | eE_IU( I I/( PE IePE I I
WRITE (6_477| INTG
677 FORMAT (/IOXtIVEL(_CITY NEGATIVE, RE-SULVE, INTO "l,I4/I
GO TO 401
678 CONTINUE
C,,,..SETTING UP VEL(:CITIES AT A SYMMETRY LIME
IF(KIN.NE.3| GC TO 480
UIII-U(2!
IF (KRAO.EQeO)Ui|)eO.758LJ(2)_.ZS_U(31
480 IF (KEX. EGo 3) U(NP 3 I-.oTSeU ( NP2J,. 2Sed |NPlJ
IF(NEQoEQ°IJ G(: TO 4q4
C ..... INTEGRATE F EQtJATIONS
DO 692 JsltNPH
O0 482 |'2tNP2
AU(I I'AIJt !)
BUll |'8C Jll I
482 CU(| luCIJ,I J
IF |SOURCEIJ|.NE.2i GO i'0 4886
IF (|TKEeEQ. I) GC TO 4886
IF (KEXoEQ.I) GO TO 4884
DO 68e2 1-1, ITKE
AU( I I'O.
BUll )-0.
6882 CUt l |=F(J_ITKE)
GG TO 4886
6884 130 4885 I'ITI(E,NF3
AU( l 1=0.
BUI ! I'O.
4Be5 CUll I'FIJ,|TKE)
4886 CONTINUE
BU(2I - 8UI2I_FIJ,I! • _UI2I
O0 684 1"3*NP2
TT " l./(l.-etJ(I leJU(-i-ll)
AUIll - AU(I)eTT
484 BUilI - (BUIIIeBU(I-II • £,,.U(|JIeTT
O0 486 I"2,NP2
JJ'NP2-I*2
686 F (Jr JJ )=AU(JJIeF (J IJJ_.].J *B U(JJ )
STEP4200
STEP 6210
STFP 4220
STEP 4230
STEP_260
STEP6250
STEP6260
STEP4270
STEP6280
STEP6290
STEP4300
STEP4310
STEP4320
STEP4330
STEP4360
STEP6350
STEP4360
STEP4370
STEP4380
STEP4390
STEP4400
STEP44|O
STEP4420
STEP4430
STEP66.40
STEP6650
STEP4460
STEP6470
STEP4480
STEP4690
STEP4500
STEP45LO
ST_P4520
STEP4S30
STEP4540
STEP45SO
STFP4560
STEP4S70
STEP4SBO
STEP4581
STF.P4582
STep4583
STEP4584
STEP658S
STF.:P 45 B6
.¢;TEP45BT
STEP4588
STEP450q
STEP6590
STEP4Sq|
STEP4592
STEP6593
STEP4594
STEP 4600
STEP 4610
ST__P4620
STEP 4630
STEP4640
STEP4650
STEP6660
92
Ce.eDeSETTING UP 5_PEIRY-LINE VALUES OF F
IFtKIN.NE.3J GO 1C 490
F(JoLI_F(JtZI
[F(KRAOeEQoO)F(J_l)-.T.T_'F(J_2|*.25eF(Jp3|
490 |F|KEX.EQ.3)F(J,NP3)-.75tF(JoNP2)*.254qF(J,NPl|
492 C_NTINUE
496 RETURN
_m,dmim'__me_imi, elmiwe O t i o,mm a e e d _ i_im qm_ _ _ e i m e am mmm_e w _
C,.e..STEP5 INITIAL]ZES PARAHETERS ANO SETS UP INITIAL
CO.oOo
500 XO'XU
PRE'PO
ANE'O.
AH['O.
]NTG'O
BETA'O.
CAYºOoO
PPL'O.O
YL'O.O
REM'I.
REH'I.
H" 1.
CF2"0.002
TAU_'O • 02
IF(NPHeEQ°O)SOURCEIII'O
O0 540 I'|,NP3
ENU(II'O°O
BF|I)'O.O
SPiI)"O.O
|F (NPH°EQ.O| GO TC 560
DO 530 J=IpNPH
ST(JJ=O.O02
O_(J|'O.O
IF ($OURCE(J)°EQ°2| PR|J,IJ'I.0
530 CONT|NUE
_40 CONTINUE
FMEAN-O.O
LSUB'O
LVAR'O
ALMGtAL_GG
KRAO " 1
IF|GEOH.EO.||KRAC-O
IFIGEOMeEQ°S)KRAC-O
IFfGECM.EQ.B)KRA£-O
IFIGEOMoEODg|KRAC-O
|F(NEO.EQ.II GC TC 560
DO 550 JsI,NPH
AJi(J|sOeO
AJE(J)=O.O
[NOI(J|-O
ZNDE(J|=O
|F(KIN.EC.1)|N0](JI-TVPB:(JJ
|F(KEXeEQ. III_DE(JI-TYPBC(J|
550 CONTINUE
560 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
STEP 5
CONDITIONS.
STEP4660
STEP46qo
$TFP4700
$T_P4710
STEP4720
STEP4730
STEP4740
_-- STEPSTSO
STEP4760
$TEP47TO
STFPSTBO
STFP 4790
STEP4800
STEP4810
ST_P4820
STEP4e_,O
SrEP4R40
_TFPSBSO
STEP6O60
STEP 4870
_TEPkBBO
STEP6890
STEP4900
STFP49|0
STEP4920
STE#4930
STFP 4q_.O
STEP_950
STEP4060
_)TE_ 4970
$TEP49BO
STeP40_I
STEP 5000
STEP 50'LO
ST_:P 5020
STEEP5030
$T_P 50_0
STEP 5050
ST ¢:P 5060
STEP 5070
_T .P.-P5080
STEP 50e/O
ST_.t) 5 i.00
STEP5110
ST_PSL2_
STEP51_O
ST.Ce 5140
STEP5150
ST_P5160
STF_P5170
STr_-P5180
STEP51c)O
STEP 5200
STePS21(_
._TEP 522"J
STeP 5230
<;TFP 526-0
SUBROUTINE WiLL WALLOOOO
93
CoJoeo
Cooool
|NTEGER GEOM,FLU|Dt$0UR_E|5)_$PACE,BUOFJF.,0JI"PUT,TYP_C
OIMENS|CN HW (5l eI'G (5) ,P_W! 51 pPR! (5) oHP$(5J t0HY|5|
CO#IMON/GEN/PE I,API,AMEeDPDXt XJ I XDp XL, OX, [ _ITG,CSALFA,TYPBC ! 5l ,
IMOOEtPRTIS)ePREtN_BC,J(iI301pRW(IUO|_FJISpIL)OItGCtCJ,AM( [OO),P_O,
2UG (i00l ,PO, SCURC E, RET_Nt NUMRJN, SPACE pRW3, PPL AG,OUTPUT, OELTAX, GV
WALLOOZO
t,ALLOO20
WALLO030
WALt Oq40
WALLO050
HALLO060
WALL O070
3/E IN, NP 1, NP2 ;NP3;I_ EO ,t_PPI, KE x, K[ N eK ASE ,KkAD, GErJM, FLU] 0, BOD_:OR, _rPM ! N WALL OOAO
6/G£,/SETApGAMA(S) ,j Jr IS),AJE(51, ZND| (51, I'_DE( 51 ,TAU,OWF(5)
5/V/U( 541 ,F (5,.-.4) ,R|561 eOul| 56} p ¥(5_| ,UC_JeJGI.), UI ,F | ( 51, FMEAN,TAUW
71L/AK,ALMG,ALMGG,FRA,APL,BPLeAO, 8QvCHUI _l ,PREF(5,54 ), 6UX Mt
8/LI/YL, UMAX, UMIN,FR,YXP_YEMy ENFRA,KENT, AJ](N2
g/P/RHOi 561 ,V |$C0 (56J ,PR| 5, 56), RH_)C, V| 3COC, PRC( 51 ,T (54), RHON,Br (54)
I/OtHeREM,CF2,STISI,LSUB_LVAR,C.AY,REH,PPL,GPL,QW(SI ,KD
2/CN/AXXt BXX ,CXXt CJlXeEd(X,KI eK2, K3 pSP L56) , AJXI ( 100 1, AUX2( 100 ), ¥P MAX
Ceeeoe
IF(INTG.GT.I.CR.LSUB.GToOIGO TO 8
KSTART = 1
NARKER=O
C3=0.0
C6=0.0
C3N=O.
C5-0, 0
6FOLD=O .0
CSN=O.O
AJO=O.O
_JN"O.O
KKK=,O
TPLUS'1 •
CLDDPX"O.O
CUOY= 1,
APLO=APL
BPLO"BPL
EE=O. 06
|F(NPH.LT°I)GO TC 8
OO 6 JmltNpH
DHYIJ|=I.
6 OW(J).,IO0.
8 LSUB-O
LTPL..O WALL 0_10
-- -_ ............................. SECTION ONE .... WALL0420
.THE JOIN POINT CCINDITLONS ARE SET UP HERE
IF|KEX.NEoIIGO TC 20
RHN= RHO (NP3)
¥1SG=Vlr SCO( 1 I
VlSk-V IrSCOl NP3I
RHG•RHO ( 11
RH|',O. S*(RHO INPl ) _RHO|NP2I |
V Ir SI,,O. 5" (Vlr SCO( hPll +V|SCO (NP2 | )
BFOR,, ( BF (NP2 | tBF ( INP|! )/2.
UGG - U6U
YI•Y(NP3|-.5*IYI kPtl _YINP2 | I
UI". 5$ (UINP2) _U (kPl| !
UE,=U(N)"(U(N)-U(kP|I)/(Y (N|-Y(NPI))*( YINI-,St'(YINP 1) _Y(NP21) )
IF (MODE.EO. 1 |UE-IJ !
IF (BETA • GE. 0.91UE-UI
UI'(UIr_UE l/2e
REW•ABS I gl=Y I=)RHblV! SWI
AIqW • -AME
IFINEQeEQ. IIGO TC 60
WAt.t. OOqO
WALL 0100
_,ALLOtlO
WALL0120
WALL0130
WALL0140
WALL0150
WALLOZTO
WALL0180
WALLOIgO
WALL 0200
WALL0210
WALLO220
WALL0230
WALL 0240
WALLO250
WALLO200
WALL0270
WALL 9280
WALLO2gO
WALL0300
WALL03|O
WALL 0320
WAt.L 0330
WALL 0 _40
WALL 0 350
WALL 0360
WALL0370
WALL 0 380
WALL 03qO
WALL 04-30
WALL 0430
WALL 04¢0
WALL 0450
WALLO_60
WALLO670
WALL 0480
WALL 0_90
WALL 0500
WALL0510
UAL L 0 520
WALL0530
WAL L 0540
MALL 0550
WAL L 0 560
WALL0570
WALL 0580
WALL 0590
WALL0600
WALL0610
94
O0 10 J'liNP_
HW(J|=F(JoNP_)
HG(J)=F(J,II
PRW|JJ'PR(JehP3)
PR[(J)'O.5*(PR(J,_P|)_PR(J,NP2|)
FI(J}'.5_(FiJthP2|+F(JpNPI))
FE=F(J,N)-(F(JtN|-FIJtNPI)|/I_(N|-¥(NPI)ie(Y(N|-o5_(Y(NP[)*Y(NP2)
I |)
IF (NODE.EQo I )FE=F [(J )
TF(GAMAIJ).GE.O°9.AND.GA_A(J)-LE-L-L) F='F[(J)
IF(SOURCE(J).EC.ZIFE'FZ(J!
10 F|(J|=(F](J)tFE|/2.
GO TO 40
20 IF(KIN.NE.I)PETURk
RHW=RHO(I)
VISW=VISCOII|
VISG-VISCO(NF3I
RHG-RHO(NP3I
PHIm0.5_IRHO(2I_RHO(3II
VISI-0. StlVISC0(21+ViSC0(3II
BFOR=IflF(21*BF(3))/2.
UGG = UGU
YI-.5*IY(2),¥I3)I
UI=.Ss(U(2I +LI3I I
UE=U(3I+O. SIIYI2)-YI3))_IdI_)-Ui3))/IVI_)-YiJll
IF(MODE*EQ. 1)UE=U!
IFIBETA.GE.O.qIUE=U!
UI - (UI • UE)I2.
REM=ABS(UISYI_RHk/VISWI
AMW = AM!
IF(NEG, EQoXIGO TC 4_0
O0 30 JmX,NPH
HW(JI=FIJ,II
HG(JI'FiJ,NP31
PRW(JI=PRIJv|I
PRI(JI'0. SAIIFRIJ,2I_PRIJ,3I)
FI(JI=.SOIF(Jt2ItFIJt3)|
FE-F(J,3I_O.SOIY(2|-YI3|I_IFiJ,_I-F(J,3II/IV|4)-Y(311
IF(MODEoEQ.IIFE-FIIJI
IF(GAMAiJI.GE.O.q.AND_GA_A(JI-LE.I.L)FE=FilJ|
IFISOURCEIJIoEQo21FE=FIIJI
30 FI(JI=(FI(JItFEI/2.
60 UTAUW-SORT(GCeTAUb/RHWI
UTAUG-SORTIGCeTAUb/RHGI
IF(REW.LT._.IGC 1C 160
SECTION IN0 ....C _
C ..... SOURCE TERMS FOR COUETTE FLOW StAG E_THALP¥ EQUATION
S,,O.O
IF(NEO°EQelIGO TC 160
DO 150 J-I,NPH
IF(SOURCEIJ)oEQ.3°QR.SOUACEIJI.EQ._J$'AUXqZ
IFISOURCEiJI.EQ°I°CR.SOUK:E(JI.EQ.3IGO TO 130
GO TO 150
130 IF(UGGeLToO. 01)GC TO 1'_O
DENOM-OW(JI_CJ
|FIABSiOENOMI°LT.OoOOOOI|GO _0 I_U
Ce°eeeNOTE: IF WALL HEAT FLUX IS NEAR ZERO, VISCOUS DISSIPATION
C ..... IS NOT PROPERLY HANDLED. ALWAYS US_A_=LEAST A SMALL
C ..... HEAT FLUX° SAME TRUE oF HEAT SOURCE, S,
C3N-TAUWeUTA_h/DENCM
WALL05_O
WALL0630
WALL0660
WALLO650
WALLO6&O
WALL0670
wALL O6RO
WALL0690
WALL0700
WALL07IO
WALLOT)O
WALL 07)0
WALL07_O
WALL0750
WALL0760
WALL0770
WALLO780
kALLO790
kALLO800
WALLOBIO
kALLO820
WALL08_O
WALL0860
WALL 0850
WALL0860
WALLOB70
WALL 0880
WALL OBqO
WALL0900
WALL0910
WALL0920
WALL O930
WALL0940
WALL0950
kALLOqAO
WALL 0970
WALL0980
WALL 0990
MALLIO00
WALL1010
WALL 1020
WALLX030
WALL10;O
WALL1050
MALL1060
WALLt070
WALL1080
MALLIO90
WALL1100
WALL1110
WALLIt20
WALL1130
WALLlt_O
WALL1150
WALLI160
WALL1170
WALL 1180
WALL t190
WALL1200
WALL1210
95
Cq.,,Vi SW*BFORI(2. _OENOI, M,RHM )
CSNm ¥IS N_7. J/(RHM*OENON_UTAUWI
160 C3nIC3_C3NI/2.
CS_(CS_CSN112e
IF ( 1NTG.LT .5 JC3"OoO
IFITYPSCIJI.EQ,|IGO TO 150
AJN"A JE ( J|
IF(KIN.E(:, 11JJN'AJI(J,)
IF I ABS ( AJN I eGTeAeS (1 eJ._AJO I IKKK" [NTG
IF ( INTG.LE. I KKKt 1 | IC3"O. 0
AJOu&JE(JI
IFIKTNeEQ. 1 )AJO"AJI(JI
150 CONTINUE
C ..... COUETTE FLOW EQUATION TERMS ARE COHPUTEO HERE
160 IF (INTG.LT.2) GLODPXuOo
IF(UGG.LE.O.OIlGC TO 165
CA¥--O,5O(OPOX+OLOOPX-2.eGCeSFOR)/(UGGeU_$eUGGleVISG/(RHG*RHGI
165 PPL-.Sa(DPOX_OLODPX)_VIS_/(TAUW_RHW_GCeUTAUWl
C,PLuAM_/(RHN_TAUb|
gFPLUS-BFOR_VISW/(TAUM_RHWOUTAUWJ
BFPLUS=(SFPLES÷BFOLOI/2.
BFOLD-SFPLUS
IF(KSTART.EQ.11PPL-O.
IFIKST&RT.EQ°|IBFPLUS-O.
IFiKSTART.EQ.IIGPL=O.
AKKsAK
IF(MODE.EQ.IIAKK-O.O
C .... °TURBULENT FLGM OA_PING TERMS ARE COHPUTEO HERE
IF(KO.EQeIIGO TO 180
IF(KO.EQo31GC TO 180
IF(INTG.EQ.IIPPLE-PPL-SFPLU$
IF(INTG.EQ.gIGPLE-GPL
IFIPPLAGoLT.600, t PPLEsPPL-BFPLUS
IFIPPLAGoLT. 6OOeIGPLE_GPL
IF(PPLAG.LT.4OO. IGO TO gTO
IFIMARKER.EQ.11GC TO 170
OIR-I.0
IF((PPL-BFPLUSI.GT.PPLbI_iR-O.3
PPLE'PPL-BFPLUS-(PPL-BFPLUS-PPLEI_EXP|-(RH_eDX_qJTAUGI/
I(ViSMSPPLAGeOIRll
GPLE=GPL-IGPL-GPLEIeEXP(-IRHWeDXtUIAUGI/
ItVISN_PPLAG)I
170 CONTINUE
C ..... THE FOLLOWING ARE ENPIR|[AL C3RRELATIO_S FOR THE OAMPING TERM
C ..... IN THE NIXING-LENGTH EXPRESSION,
AC=7,1
8C-4.25
CC-IO.O
iF(PPLE°GT.Oo)BC-2.9
IF(PPLEeGTeOeICC'O°
IF IGPLE°LToO° )AC'q.o
APLmAPLO/IAC_ IGPLE_BC_IPPLE/(1° +CC_C#LE I) ! _1. I
ePL-BPLO/(AC_ (GPLE*OCs(PPLE/(1. _CC_GPLE_ ) I _1 • )
IF(APL.LT.-.OOllJPL-IO00.
[F(SPL°LT.-eOOI)EPL-iO00o
IF(INTG,EQ.I.0R.REM. GT.2,$RETRAN)GO TO L8J
C ..... THE FOLLOWING IS J GIMMICK TO SIMULATE A ;RADUAL TRANS%TION,
IF(KD,LE,I,AND,MCCE°EQ,Z|APL=APL#I_OO,-APL)e(L,-S[N(I,S7
I_|REM.-RETRAN)/RETRAN))8_2
SECTION THREE ....
MALLI220
MALL1230
WALLI240
WALLI250
MALLI260
_ALL1270
WALLI280
_ALLI2qO
_ALLI300
UALLI3IO
UALL1320
MALL 1330
_ALL1340
_ALLi350
MALLI360
_AL L 13 TO
_ALL 1380
IALL 1390
WALL 1400
_ALL 1_10
WALLI_O
_ALL1630
_ALL16_O
_ALLI450
_ALLI660
_ALL1670
_ALL1680
_ALLI6qO
_ALL1500
_ALLI5[O
_ALL1520
WALL IS30
WALL 1540
kALL1550
MALL1560
WALLI570
WALL IS80
WALLL590
_ALL1600
_ALL16[O
WALL1620
_ALL1630
_ALLI6_O
kALL1650
_ALL1660
MALL1670
kALL16_O
UALLIbgO
_ALL1700
_ALL1710
_ALLI720
_ALLI730
_ALL 17_0
_ALL 1750
_ALL 1760
_ALL | 770
_ALL1780
_ALL179_
_ALLI_O0
_ALLISIO
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;F(KD,GE.2,AND.MOOEoEQ.2)BPL-BPL,t_OO.-BPLb#IL.-$IN|I.57
I,(REN-RETRANIIRETRANI|_m2
180 IF IREM.LT.6..AI_D. |NTGbEQ. 22J w_| T E (6,900 l
IF(REV.LT._..AkD.|NTG_EQ.92JMRZTE(bo9001
gO0 FORNAT(/" THE PROGRAM IS BYPASSING TttE WALL
1TH! S INTEGRA_ ION • _/)
IF(REW.LT.A.)GO TG 290
C
C.....THIS 15 THE 0EGIkklNG OF A LOOP IN _t|CH tHE qONENTUM
C...oeAND ANY NUMBER OF 0IFFU$|_N C3UETT_ FLOW 3R_INARY DIFFERENTIAL
C .... .EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED.
]F(|NTG.EQ.Z2.OR.INTG.EQ. 92JM_|TE(b,910}
910 FORNATI/' THE PROGRAM iS EMPLOYING THE WALL FUNCTIONt AT LEAST
ITH|S INTEGRAIIQN.'/|
YPL=0.0
DYPL'O. leSQtRT(REbl
iF (DYPL.GT.O.2510YPL'0.25
UPL-O.O
OUOY-lo
A2-0.0
[FINPH.LT.IlGO T( 200
00 190 J-ItNPH
_PSIJ|-O°O
190 OHY(J)-PRM(J|
200 KCHECK-O
210 IF(YPL.GT.2.5)OYPL-YPL/IO.
220 TPLUS-(I.0,GPL*(UPLtOUDY_DYPL/2.I_(PPL-BFPL_$|*[YPL_DYPL/2.|-
I|PPL-BFPLUSIOCF2*A2/RHG|
IF(TPLUS.LT.O.O|IPLUS-O.0
IF(TPLUS.LT.O.1)LTPL-I
IF(TPLUS.LT.O.I)LSUB-2
RRs[..((RH|/RH_I-I.|*(_PLtUTAUW/U|)
[F(RR.LE.O. IRR-I.
VR.I.÷((VISI/VISkI-I.J*IUPL*UTAUW/UII
IFIVR.LE.O.)VR-I.
IF(KD.GT.I)G0 TO 230
¥LOAP.(YPL_DYPL/2°I/APL/(VR/$QATiAR)b
[F(¥LOAP.GT.10.)EE-|.
|F(YLOAP.GT°IO.|GC TO 260
EE-I.-I./EXPIYLOAP)
GO TO 260
230 EE:(YPLeDYPLI2o)/OPLIIVAISQ&T(RRIJ
IFIEE.GToIo)EE-[.
240 OO-l.,6.*TPLLSeAKK*AKK*EE_EE*|YFL,DYPL/2, I_(YPL_OYPL/2-11
IIRR/IVR*VR)|
DUOYaC2.*TPLbS/II.*SQRT()3IIIIVR
UPLmUPLtDUOYeCYPL
DI2:RRtRHM*.5*((UPL-OUDY_3YPLI*(UPL-DUDY_DYPLI+UPL*UPL|*DYPL
A2-DZ2_A2
[FINEQ.EQ.IIGC TC 260
EOR.(RR/VRI*JKK*AKK't(VPL_)YPLI2.I*IYPL_DYPL/Z.I*EE*EE*OUOY
EORT-EDR_I.O
PRR.I._((PRIIJ)/PRM(J|I-I.I_IUPL*_TA_W/U[I
C ..... THE FOLLOWING iS THE FREE CONSTANT IN THE TURBULENT PRANOTL
C,...°NUNBER EQUATION. EXPERiEnCE NAY SUGGEST:A D|FFERENT vALUE.
CT - 0.2
PRTJ-PRT(J|
PETC-EDR*CTtFRR*PRM(J|
WALL 1820
WALL 1830
SECTION FOUR -_-WALL 1Ba_O
MALL 185O
MALL 1860
FUNCTION. AT LEAST AT WALL1870
tdALL 1880
_ALL [890
SECT|ON FiVE -_-WALL1900
WkLLlq10
WALL1920
WALL[930
WALL1960
AT WALL1950
MALL1960
_ALL1970
WALLIORO
UALLIO_O
_ALL2000
WALL2010
WALL2020
WALL2030
WALL20_O
WALL2050
WALL2060
MALL2070
WALL2080
WALL2090
MALL2100
_ALL2110
WALL2[20
_ALL2130
_ALL21;O
_ALL2150
_ALL2160
_ALL2170
MALL2180
_ALL21qO
WALL 2200
_ALL2210
_ALL2220
WALL2230
WALL 22_0
WALL 2250
WALL 2260
WALL2270
MALL 2280
_ALL 22q0
_ALL 230_
WALL2310
MALL 2320
_ALL2330
WALL23_0
WALL2350
WALL2360
_ALL2_70
_ALL2380
WALL23_O
_ALL2400
UALL2610
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|FIPETC.LT..OO||PETC'.O01
IF(PETC.GT, IOO.eCR,HOOE.E:.I)GD TO 265
ALPHA=SQRTII./PRTJI
AOP-ALPHA/PETC
IFIAOP.GT.IO.IAOP-IO.
PRTJ'I.I(I'/(2O_PRTJ|eALP_AePETC-PETCSPETCeil.-EXP(-AOpI))
|F(K3.EQ.3.0ReSOURCE(J|.EQ.ZJPRTj=pK[(j)
265 PREFW.EDRT/(lo/(_RRSPR_|jJIeEDR/P_Tj)
OHY(JI=(PREFk/(ECRTSVR|I_il.*GPL_IHPSiJ)tDHY|JISDyPL/2.),S$CS,
|YPL,CBSUPLSYPLI+C3$
21PREFW-|.I$IUPL-DUDYSDYPL/2.)$DUDY
HPS(JJ=HPS(J)tDHY(J|$OYPL
250 CONTINUE
260 YPL=YPLeDYPL
REL-UPLSYPL
iFI|NTG.EQ.IIGO TC 270
[F(YPL.GT, YPMAX|LSUB=2
IF(LSUB.EQ.2I GO TO 3_0
270 IF(KCHECK.EO.I| GC TO 280
C.e.,eAT TH|S POINT THE PROOIJET UPL$¥PL I$ COMPARED TO USYeRHOIMU AT
C ..... JOIN-POINT IN THE MAIN PROGRAH GR[D.
IF(REL.LT.REb)GO TD 2LO
280 ERR=REL-REW
AERR:ABS(ERR)
ER2-AERR/REW
|F(ERZ.LT.O.OI)GO TO 300
KCHECK=I
IFIERR°LT.O.O|OYFL=ABSiDYPL/2.0)
IFIERR°GT.O.CJOYPLs-ABS(DYPL/Z.OJ
GO TO 220
C ' ....... SECTION
C.....THIS SECTION iS _SED iF THE NUMEK|CAL /NTEG_ATION
C.....OF THE COUETTE FLC_ EQUATIONS IS BYPASSED
290 YPL=SQRT(REW|
YPL=SORT(ABSIREMIIheiPPL-BFPLUSI_YPL/Z._GPLSYPL/2,1))
YPL=SQRT(&BS(REW/(I.+|PPL-BFPLUS|$YpL/Z.e;pLSYPL/2.|))
UPL-REN/YPL
• TPLUS=|.tGPLSUPLe(PPL-BFPLUS)eYpL
YF(TPLUS.LT.O.O|TPLUS-0.3
IF(TPLUSeLT.OeIILTPL=I
|F(TPLUS,LT,O.1)LSUB-2
OUDY'TPLUS
C u_m
C ..... WALL SHEAR STRESS AND FR|_T|ON FACTO/_
300 |FIYPL.LT.¥PM|N.A_r..MOOE.EO.2JLSUB=I
IF(YPL.GT.YP_AX)LSUB-2
IF(LSU6.NE.2)CLOCFXuDPOX
BETA=DUDYeYPL/UPL
C ..... THE FOLLOMING IS AN AJ)PRDX[MATE CORRECTIO_ FOR USE
C ..... OF PLANE WALL FUkCTION EQUAT|ONS FOR AXI-SYHNETRIC PROBLEMS
RAORAT'(R(NP2)eRINPL)I/I2.$R(_P3))
|F (KIN°EQ.I) RAI_AT'|RIZI)R(3|I/(2._R|IIJ
TAUW=ABSIRAORATSRH_UAsUi/(UPLBUPLBGA;)J
TAU"TAUWSTPL_SSGC
|FIUGG.LT, O.OOI)G© TO 310
CF2=GCSTAUN/IRHGSU6GSUGG!
310 CONTINUE
IFINEQ.EQoIIGO TC _'0
Celoee
DO 330 J-I,NPH
WALL2420
WALL2630
WALL 24_0
WAIL 2650
WALL2660
_ALL?670
_LL2_80
kALL26qO
kALL2500
kALL2510
_ALL 2520
WALL2530
kALL25_O
_ALL2S50
NALLZ5bO
bALL2570
WALL25qO
UALL2620
W_LL2630
THEW4LL26_O
WALL Z650
WALL Z660
kALL2670
WALL2680
_AkLZ6qO
_ALL2700
WALL2710
WALL2T2O
WALL2T30
WALL27_O
SIX .... WALL2750
_ALL2760
UALL2770
_ALL27RO
WALL2790
bALL ZBO0
UALL28[O
WALL2820
WALL Z830
_ALL28_O
WALL2850
WALLZ860
SECTION SEVEN .... WALLZ870
ARE COMPUTED HERE kALL2880
WALLZB90
UALLZqO0
UALLZ910
WALLZq20
UALL2q2|
WALL2922
WALL 2923
_ALL2924
kU_LLZ930
WALLZ960
WALLZqSO
WALLZ900
kALL2970
qALL2980
_ALLZqgo
WALL3000
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iF (RE_.GE.4.| GC TO 320
£ ......... ....... SECTION EIGHT
C,,,o.,THIS SECTION IS LSEO IF THE NUNERICAL |NTEG;tATION
C,,,..OF THE COUETTE FLCW EQUATIONS IS BYPASSED
HPS( J )-PRtl ( J |'_l VPL_GPLOYPLOYPL / 2. )
OHY! J),,PRN(J )_(1 .tGPL_HPS( J| |
PREF W,,PR_ ( J |
C SECTION NINE
C...,.WALL HEAT TRANSFER AND STANTON NUMBER ARE COMPUTED HERE
320 GAMA(JI-DHY(J|SYFL/HPS(J)
Q_F(J I_,RAORAT_IHk_U[ / |UPLOHPS(J) J
IF (SOURCEIJI .EQ.2]GAMAiJJ-O.O
IF I SOURCE I J) .EQ. 2. k_lO. MO3E +EQ. 2 IF ! I J) ,,( AKK*A KK _EE_ BET AiU I/AQ J _2
IF(SOURCEIJi.EQ.2)GO TO 328
[F(IND|(J).EQol.CR.INDEIJI.EQ°I|GO TO 325
IFIKEX. EQ.I)CO TO 322
F(J,1 I,, (FI (J |tAJ I (J|/QNF(J) |/| I._AN_/_WF(J | |
HW|J|-F(J,I)
QH| J)-AJ[ | JI-AMI_HWI J|
IF|FLUIO°EQ.2ICALL PROPZ(I,F|J,L),T|LJ,V|SCOIII,PRIJoII,RHOIL| I
C.....IF VARIABLE PROPERTY I_UTINE 3THER THAN 2 |$ USEO, CHANGE THIS
C ..... CALL AS APPROPRIJTE. ALSO AFTER $1rATENENr 325
GO TO 326
322 FIJ,NP3I-IF|IJ)-AJE(J|/QWFIJII/II.-ANE/_}WF|JII
I_W(J)-F (J,NP3 |
QN(J) ,,-A JE ( J [ _ANEtI_ (J)
[F(F|.UIO.EQ.21CALL PROP2(NP3,F (dor_P3! ,T|HP3| ,VISCO(NP3) ,PR|JtNP3I,
IRHOINP3) |
GO TO 326
325 CONTINUE
O_(J I,,QNF [ J ) • | HH(J I-F_ (J| |
326 IF(ABS( HG(J|-HHI J|)°LT.O.OOOOOI.0_.UGG.LT..001 )ST(J),,O.O
]F(ABS(HG(J|-HW(JJI°LT.O._OOODI.Oit.UGG.LT..DOI)GO TO 328
ST(J )sQH(J)/IRHG_UGGe(HN(J|-HGIJ| 1)
IF(KEX.EQoI.ANO° |IqDE(J ) .EQ.1I OWl J |--Q_I(J|
328 IF (KIND EQo 1 ) PREF ( JIZ)-PREF H
]F(KEX.EQ°I) PREF (J,NPI),,P_EFN
330 CONTINUE
4bC ............. SECTION TEN
340 KSTART=,KSTART t 1
|F!INTG.EQ.I.ANOeKSTARToLT°_|GO TO _0
MARKER'O
IF ( L SUB°GT .0 )NAR KER,, 1
IF (LSUBeEQ.O| RETURN
Co°ODD
C ..... LAMSUB ROUT|BE
C .... .IF LSUB EQUALS L, (SEE COJIOITiON5 IN NAIN PitOGRANIt
C.....THIS ROUTINE HAS JS l]rs F_I_TION THE DELET|ON OF THE FIRST
C.o...GRTD LINE NEAREST THE idALLo IN EFFECT IF CONEINES THE
C ..... FIRST TWO SPACES AND I_D_CES THE NUNBER OF SPACES, N, BY ONE.
C.°..,ALTERNATIVELV_ EF LSUB EQJALS 2, IT INSE&TS ANOTHER GRIO
C..°..PO|NT BETHEEI_ | AI_O 3.,
INTGE,, I NTG- 1
t_ITE (6_930)
930 FORIqAT(I 0 ROUTINE LkqSU6 HAS BEEN GALLEDt|
;F(LSUB.GT°I| GO TO ]_0
N-N-I
,dR, TE ( 6t 920)N, %NTGE
NPI_,N+I
NP 2,,N • 2
WALL3010
_Ii WALL 3020
UALL_030
HALL 3060
HALL 30_0
HALL3060
_ALL3070
_-_ALL3OBO
_A_L3090
_ALL3100
_AL_31IO
HALL3120
_ALL3130
UALL31_O
HALL3150
_ALL3;60
_ALL3_TO
_ALL3LBO
HALL31qO
_ALL3200
HALL3210
_ALL3220
_ALL3230
HALL3240
_ALL3250
_ALL3260
_ALL32?O
HALL3280
HALL3290
_ALL3300
_ALL3310
HALL3320
HALL3330
_ALL33_O
_ALL3350
HALL3360
_ALL3370
_ALL3380
_-_ALL33_O
HALL3600
_ALL3_|O
_ALL3_20
WALL3630
_ALL36_O
UALL 3650
WALL 3660
HALL 3470
_ALL3480
HALL_90
_ALL3SO0
HALL3510
_ALL 3520
_ALL3530
HALL3560
HALL3550
HALL3560
_ALL3STO
_ALL3580
UALL3590
HALL3600
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NP]k,N*3
[F(K|N.EQ.I)GO TG 360
U(NP31"U (N*4|
U(NP2)"U(N+3)
Y(NP3)"Y(N*6 |
Y|NP2 JsY(NI,3 )
IFfNEO.EQ,IIGO TC 460
DO 350 J'X*NPH
F| JrNP3 |mF (J,N,4)
350 F(Jt NP2)"F(J,N*3 )
GO TO 460
360 CONTINUE
" 00 380 |a3tNP3
U( II-U(1"1)
Y(I)wY(|÷I)
IF(NEQ.EG.1)GQ TO 3eo
oo 370 J,,ImNPH
370 F(J,I )=F(J,I*I)
380 CONTINUE
GO TO 460
3qO N'N÷I
Ceeeo
WR|TE(6,q201NtlNTGE
• CHANGE IF PACCJ_AP DIMENSIONZNG
IF|N.GT.SO)GC TO 470
NP|-N÷I
NP2sN÷2
NP3,,N*3
[FfK[N.EO.I)GO TC 420
Y(NP3)=Y(NP2I.
Y(NP2)=Y(NP|I
U(NP3I-U(NP2|
U(NP2)sU(NP||
:_.. Y|'O-S°(Y(NP2J÷Y(_))
¥(NP||80,SeIY(NI*Y|I
U(NP|)aOe54(U(kJ÷_T)
[F(NEQ.EQ.IJGO TO '10
130 400 JsloNPM
F(J,NP3)sFIJtNP2)
FiJtNP2JsF(JfNPX)
600 F(JtNPII'OeSe(F(JtN)+F[|JI|
410 CONTINUE
GO TO 455
420 OO _0 K'IIN
18NP3* ( |-KJ
U(II'U(l-1)
V(I)-Y(I-t|
IF(NEOoEQ.I) GG TC 440
130 430 JuI,NPH
630 F(J, II'F(J,I-I)
440 CONTINUE
YI=O.SO(Yl2ltY(3)|
Y(3IeO.SO(YZtY(3)I
UI3I-OoS_(U|÷_(3))
[F(NEQ.EQ.I) GO TO 455
DO 450 J'[,NPH
450 F(Jt3)'O*5_IFI(JJ*F(Je3))
455 EMU|NPI)-EMU(N)
6F(NP3)-BFCNP2|
VISCOINP3I-VISCOINP2I
RHOINP3I=RHOIhP2!
ZS CI'_NGED.
MALL3610
MALL 3620
MALL3630
WALL3&40
MALL36SO
WALL3660
WALL3670
WALL3680
MALL3690
WALL3700
MALL3710
MALL 3720
WALL3730
WALL 3760
MALL3750
WALL3760
WALL3770
MALL3780
MALL3790
kALL 3800
WALL3810
WALL3920
_o_es_ee4m_eeeet_*eWALL3030
WALL3860
WALL3850
WALL3860
WALL3870
WALL3BBO
MALL3890
WALL3900
WALL3910
WALL3920
WALL 3q30
WALL3940
UALL3950
WALL3960
WALL3970
WALL 3980
_ALL 3990
WALL6000
WALL 4010
WALL4020
WALL 4030
WALL6060
WALL4050
WAIL6060
WALL6070
WALL4OBO
WALLA090
WALL6100
WALL6110
WALL4120
WALL4130
WALL6140
WALLAZSO
WALL 4160
MALL4170
MALL41RO
WALL 6190
WALL4200
i00
T(NP3|- 1. WALL4210
IF |NPH.EQ.O) GO TO 660 WALL4220
DO 458 J..ItNPH WALL4230
658 PR| JtNP3)..PR (JtNP21 t,IALL 4240
460 CONTINUE MALL 4250
[F(LTPL.EQ o 1) MR%TE (6,62) WALL4260
RETURN 1,ALL4270
470 I_ZTE (6,940| klALL42BO
LVAR,, 6 WALL 42qO
62 FORMAT(* LSUE-2 UAS INVOKED BECAUSE SHEAR STRESS RATIO*/ WALL6300
|m IN WALL FUNC'I'|£k GOT LESS T_AN 0.1, DUE PROBABLY*/ MALL4310
2* TO EXCESSZ_E PRESSURE GRAD%ENT OR SUCT|3M*/I _I&LL4320
_40 FORMAT(//* PtIOGRAM TERMINATED BECAUSE N HAS EXCEEDEO THE*/ MALL4330
|a NUMBER OF FLOM TUBES F_; MH|CH THE PR.O;R.AN IS DIMENSIONED'//) WALL4340
920 FOR_AT(IXelTI_N HAS SHIFTED TO t][2tIXpOHAT |qTG s,_4/| MALL4350
RETURN WALL 4360
END WALt 4970
SUBROUTINE AUX
Cee°.o
Ceoee
AUXO0000
AUXO0010
%NTEGER GEOM, FLUIDtSOURGE(5) ,SPACE, BODFORe OUTPUTtTYPBC AUXO0020
COMNON/GEN/PEI ,APl tANE,OPDXpXJ, XDtXL, DXt | _TG,CSALFAtTYPBC (S 1, AUXO0030
IPODE, PRT | 5| ,PRE,N_BC t_(l_) I,Rd (100) fF J(St[O0}, GCtCJt AH(IO0| tpQOt AUXO0040
2UG(|OO|,POtSOURCEtRETII.ANe_UNRUNmSPAGEIR_,PPLAGIOUTPUTBOELTAXtGV AUXO0_SO
3/E/NtNPZvNP2,NP3,NEQtNPHt(EXIK|NtKASEeKAADtGEOMIFLUIDtBOOFORtYPMINAUXO0060
6/GG/BETA,GAMAIS),AJII.SJmAJE(SI,|NO|IS|piMDE(5)tTAUtQWF(S| AUXOOOTO
5/VIUI56)tF(St56)tR(56J,DN(5_|,V(5_),dGU,UGD,UItF;(5|,FNEAN,TAU_ AUXO0080
6/M/SCI541,AUI_41tEUIS_ItCUISAI_A(5,5_|,BIS,S_I,C(5,541,SU(5,541,SO_UXO00_O
?/L/AK,ALNG,ALMGGtFRA,APL,BPL,AQ,BQ,ENU(5_)tPREF(S,56|_AUXM| _UXO0|O0
e ILl/YL _ Ul'_k X, UM TN ,FR, YI.P, VE M, ENFRA ,K ENT, AUXR2
O/P/RHO (56), V |SC0(541 ,PRI 5,5_.), RHOL_, V| $C0C, PlkC( 51 ,T (561 ,RHOM, BF (54)
I/O/H,REM_CF2,ST[5|_LSUB,LVAP.,C, AYtAEH*PPL_GPL*QkI(51,KD
2/CN/AXX, BXX,CXX tC)IX,EKX, KI ,K2, K3, SP (56.1 ,AdXl ( 1001, AUX2( 100 |, YPHAX
3/ADD/RBOM(54)eCMC(r'_,IeROMDI54|e]TKE
DIMENSION DV(54)
ITKE=I
_GG=UIII*FLO_TIKE_-IIStU(NP3|-Ui4I)
RHG,,RHO(II_FLOATIKEX-II$I_HO(NP_)-RHO(I)I
AMM--AME+FLOAT(KEX-II$(ANE*AN[I
RH_mRHOINP3)tFLOAT(KEX-I|e(RH3(L)-AH_(NP3I/
_IS_-VISCO(NF31+FLOkT(KEX-II$IVISCO(L)-ViSCOINP3)I
UTAU-SORTIGCSTAUk/RHMI
YPUTmRHMSUTA_/V|$b
IF (|NTG.GT.[) GO TO 10
KOUNT-O
IF (NODE.EQ.2| KCLNT_I
RAVG-R(I|
RHOEV_RHO(||
V|SAVuVTSCO(Ii
KTURB-O
IF (NPH.EQ.O.AND.POOE.EQ.2.AND.KZ.NE°2_wAZTE(6,6)
ZF I K2. EQ. 2. AND. NCOE. E@.2 | WR! TE (b, 9)
IF |NPH.EO.O.&ND.VOOE.E_.Z.AND.KU.LT. ZJ dkITE(6, T)
IF INPH.EQ.O.ANO._OOE.EQ.2.AND.KD.GE.2J wRZTE(6,_|
IF (NPH.EQoO| GO 1C 10
JTKE-O
00 5 J=I,NPH
IF (SOURCE(JI.EQ.2I JTKE=J
i01
6UXO0110
AUXO0120
AUXO0130
AUXO0140
aUXOOISO
_UXO0160
AUXO0|?O
AUXOOIT5
_UXO0180
_UXO01_0
AUXO0200
_U_00210
_UXO0220
AUXO0230
AUXO0240
AUXO0250
AUXO0260
6UXO0_70
_UXO0280
_UXOO2qO
AUXO0_OO
aUXO0_lO
AUXO0320
&UX00330
AUXO0340
_UX_O_50
AUXO0360
AUXO0_70
_UXnO_BO
aUXO03_O
IF IJ.EQ.JTKEoAN£.NODE,EQ,2# wKIT_ (6,_1
IF IJ.EQ.JTKE,ANO.NODE.,'-;).2.A_D.KZ._...)) wEITE (6,31
3 FORMAT(//a K2 SHCULO NOT 8E SET E_UAL FO 2 g/tl
4 FORMAT(" FLOW IS TURBULENT AN3 PROGRAM |_ USING TURBULENT o
1/a KINETIC-ENERGY TO EVALJATE EDDY VISC3SITYm EXCEPT IN THE°t
I a WALL FUNCTION kHERE MIXING-LENGtH IS dS_'O. NOTE THAT T_EO/
|t PRINTED-OUT VALUES OF TKE HAVE NO HEAr/ING IN THE NEAR-WALL,/
I ° REGIONt IoE.w FCR yI. LESS TdAN _+t OR 2_A+.°/)
5 IF (SOURCE(JI,EQ.2) KTUR_=I
IF IMOOE. EQ.II GC TO 10
IF (KTURB.EQ.O.AhC.K2eNEoZJdRITE (6,6|
IF (KD.LT.2) kRITE 16e71
AUXOO_UO
AUXO0410
AUXO0420
AUXO0430
AUXO0440
AUXO0450
AUXO0460
AUXO0470
AUXOO4RO
AUXO0490
AUXO0500
AUXO0510
IF (KO.GE.2I WRITE (6,81 AUXOO52J
6 FORMAT(' FLOk IS TURBULENT AN_ PRUGKAM IS USING THE ORANDTL NIX-_ AUXOO530
[io ING-LENGTP HYPCTHESIS TO EVALUATE EDDY-VISCOSITYm/I AUXO0540
7 FORMAT( o THE VAN DRIEST SCHEME IS aEING USE_ TO EVALUATE o AUXO_550
11 e THE MIXING-LENGTH _ LENGTN-SCALE DAMPING NEAR THE WALL.'/) AUXO0560
8 FORMAT( o THE EVAN_ SCHEME IS BEING USED T3 EVALUATE THE o 6UXOOSTO
I/m NIXING-LENGTH OR LENGTH-SCALE _ANPI,iG _EAR THE WALL.'/! AUXO0589
9 FORMAT( o FLO_ IS TURBULENT AND PROGRAM IS USING THE CONSTaNTO/ AUXOOSgO
I o EDDY OIFFU$IVTlV OPTION IN THE OUTER REGION' tl AUXOOC_n
C..... AUXO0610
[C DO 100 I=2,NPI AUXOO620
YN=O, 5*(Y(I*II+Y(II) AUXO0630
IF (KEX.EQ.I| YR=Y(NP3|-YN _UXO0640
IF (FLUIO.EO.II GC TO 12 AUXO0650
RAVG=O'S_IR(II*R(I_I|I AUXO0660
RHOAV=O.Sm(RHO(I)+RHO(I+LII &UXO0670
V[SAV=O.StIVISCO(II+V.ISCOI|+I|) AUXO3680
12 EMUT=O, AUXO0690
CVIII=I. AUXOOTnO
IF (NOOE.EO. II GC TO 50 aUXO07IO
KOUNT=KDUNT÷I AUXO0720
IF (KOUNT.EQ.1I GE TO I AUXO07_O
IF (KASE°EQ.2) GO TO 25 AUXO0760
C-_ -'-- ........ EDDY VISC_S|TY DAMPING TFRN _--AUXOOTSO
C ..... VAN ORIEST DAMPING FUNCTION
C ..... JPL, BPL COMPUTED IN WALL
IF (FLUIO°NE.I) VPUT=S_T(RHOAV_'TAUW_GCIIVISAV
YLOC=YNeYPUT
IF (KO,GT,I| GO TC 15
IF (YLOC/APL°GT.|O.) GO TO 25
OV( I |=1 .-I-IEXP( YLOC/APLI
GO TO 22
C°...oEVANS DAMPING FUNCTION
15 DVII)=YLOC/BPL
20 IFIDVII).GT.I.I CV(II-I.
C ..... LOWER LIMIT VALUE OAMP|NG TERN
22 IF (DV(I).LT.O.O00|! OYlJl=O.O001
25 r_ONT INUE
IF II.GT.2I GO TO 30
IF (GEOM.EQ.6.OR.GEOMoEO.S) GO TO ;_O
IF (REM.LE.|OOo.OR.K2,.EO.3| GO TO 30
Ce.ee.EMP[RICAL CORRELATION FOR ALNG FOR MALL FLOWS
C ..... THIS CORRELATION THEN OVERRIDES THE INPUT ALMGG
ANOR=AHE/RHO I l )
IF (KIN,,EQel| AMOR"41=I/RHO|NP3)
ALHG=ALHGG*2.9_2/R£H**O. 125" (] .- 67.5*AMOR/UGU)
IF (ALNG°LT.&LI_GGI ALRG"ALNGG
AUXO0760
AUXOO770
AUXOO7BO
AUXO0790
AUXO0800
AUXOO81O
AUXOO820
AUXOO830
AUXOOBCO
AUXO0850
AUXO0860
AUXOO870
_UXOO_O
AUXO0890
P_AMDTL MIXING LENGTH _--AUXO09OO
AUXOO_IO
AUXO0920
AUXO0_3O
AUXO0940
AUXO0950
AUXOO960
AUXOO970
AUXOO980
AUXOOqqO
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C ..... CO)4PUTE M|XING LEhGTH
30 AL-:ALMG_'YL
IF (KASE.EQ.I.ANO.YN.LT.AL/AK! AL:AK_'YN
IF | KASE.EQ.| .ANOoK2.EQ.21AL-AK_YN
IF IKTURBeEQoL.AN£.KASE.EQ.2) GO TO _*0
IFIKASE.EQ°2IGO T(' 35
YTKE"Y| | |SYPt_T
IF (KEXeEOe|)YTKE-IY(NP3)-Y(Z*IJ)_'YPUT
IF(KTURB.EQ.I.JND.KD.LE.I.ANO.YTKE.GE.Z.*APL.)GO TO 40
ZF(KTURB.EQ.|.,tNC,KO. GE.2.AND. YTKE. GE.BPLIGC_ TO &O
35 EMUT'=RHOAVd'ALeAL_ABS( |U! [ • ] J-J ( | I I/|Y (! _Z J-Y( I | ) )*DV( | ) _'DV(| !
IF(KZ.NE.2.OR.KASE.EO.2IGO TO 3b
EMUTC:,( AQ_RE F,I,_B¢ I_'V I SAV
IF (ENUT .GT. EPUTC ) ENUT,,EMUTC
ZF ( YM .GT.O .4_YL ) EI, UT- E MUT_
36 IF(KTURB.NE.11GO TO 50
C ..... ADJUSTMENT OF TKE IN NEAR-MALL REGION
FJJAVE-((AKSEN_TI/(AO*RHOAVi'ALeDVtI|I |Be2
F(JTKEt!|-FJJAVE
ITKE= [
IF (KEX.EQ.I.AND.ITKE.EQ.|I ITKE=I
GO TO 50
C...,..COMPUTE EDDY VISCOSITY USING TURBULENT K|NErlC ENERGE EON
40 FJJAVE:'ABS|O.§_IF|JTKEf|_I|*FIJTKEw_)))
EMUT,.AO_;IHOAVeALeDV| I I_$ORTIFJJAVE)/AK
C........................ EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY
50 E_quI I )-EMUT*¥|SAV
IF iNPH.E0,0.AN0eKASEoE_,IJ TI|Im'AI:I$(ENU|II_IUIItlI-U(III/
liY( Z*ll-Vl I I I I/( GC*TAUWI
IF INPH.EQ.OI GO T(_ |00
aUXOlOOO
AUXOlOtO
&UXOlO2O
AUX01030
AUXO 1040
auxo 1050
AUXO 1502
AUX0105_
AUXOIO&O
AUXOlOTO
AUXOIOflO
AUX01O_O
AUX01100
AUXO1110
AUXOL120
AUX01130
tUXOI140
AUXOIISO
aUX0116O
AUX01161
aUXOlI62
AUKOIITO
AUXOI180
_UXOI190
AUX01200
_--AUX01210
AUX01220
AUXOt230
AUX01240
AUX01250
C........................ TURBULENT P_ANDTL/SCHM|OT NUMBER N--AUXOI260
EDR-EMUI/VISdV
DO 90 J-1,NPh
IF (MODE.EQ.II GC TO 80
JPH|-_
IF (SOURCE(J|_GTeO| JPHI'SOORCE(JI
GO TO 162,6B,62_621, JPH[
Ce_eee
C.....ST&GNkT]ON ENERGY EQN_ rdABULENT PRANOTL NUMBER
62 PRTJ-PRT(J|
]F (KASE.EQe2.0R.K3.EQ.3| GO TO T_
C ..... THE FOLLOWING IS THE FREE CONSTANT |N THE TURBULENT PRANDTL
C ..... EUNBER EQUATION. EXPERIEN;E NAY SUGGEST A DIFFERENT VALUE.
CT - 0.2 .....
PETC-EDR_CT_ (PR( J •fill*PAl Jt I I 112.
1FIPETC.LTe. CO|IPETC'eO01
IF(PETC.GT.IOO.IGO TO 69
ALPHAaSQRTII./PRTJ|
AOPsALPHS/PETC
IF|AOP.GT.IO.|AOPvI0,
PRTJ.I.II_.II2.ePRTJ)tALPHAePETC-FETCePE_Ce(_.-EXP(-AOP|I|
GO TO 6g
C ..... TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY EQN_ YUR8 P&ANDTL NUMBER
68 PRTJ-PRT(JI
C.............. EFFEG|VE P_&NDTL/SCHMIDT NUMBER
69 IFIKZN.EQ.I.AND. I.EQ.2JGO TO 90
IFIKEX.EQeI.AND. I.EQ.NPIIGO TO go
70 PREFIJ,II-(1.O*ECRI/(EDR/PRTJ_I.O/IO._'IPEIJ,;÷I)_PR(J, Illl)
GO TO go
C ..... LANINAR EFFECTIVE PAANDTL NUNSER
AUX01270
AUXOI2BO
AUXOI2gO
AUX01300
AUXOI3|O
AUX01320
AUXOI330
AUX01340
_UX01_50
AUXOI360
AUXO1370
AUXOI3BO
AUX0|390
AUX01400
AUXOI410
AUXOI_20
AUX014_O
AUXO|460
AUXOI650
AUXOI_6O
AUX01470
AUXOI_BO
AUXO|4gO
_-&UXOISDO
AUX01SlO
AUX01520
AUX01530
AUXOI540
AUXOXSSO
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80 PREFIJt|I"O.S*(PRIJt|*].|NPR(J,L)|
90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
DO 110 |=2tNPl
RHOAV= ( RHOI | I +RHO( X+II 1/2.
RAVG=(R(II+R(I,1)I/2.
C°,,.oADJUSTNENT OF ENU AT 2,5 tND N,1.5
IF iI.GT.2! GO TE 110
;F (KtN.NE.I| GO T0 105
IF (BETA.LT.0.O2.CR.BETA.GT.O. 9| GJ TO 11U
ENUI 2 )=TAU't ( Y( 2 ) •Y(3 I I/(BE TAw(U(,_. | NU( 3J l)
105 IF (KEX,NE°|) GO T0 110
|F (BETA.LT.O,O2.0R.BETA.GT.O.9) GO TG 113
ENU(NPI |,,TAU4IY(NP3) -O.5"( Y (NPI) *Y(NP2) ) ) /
| (8ETA*0.S*I UiNPI | _U(NP2) ) |
C ..... COI_PUTE SNALL C'$
110 SO( I |=RAVGIRJVG_RHOAV*O.5* fUIl •L)-UII ))*EqU( l )/(PE IsPEI t
IF (NEQ.EQ.1| GO TO 300
C............................ $OUn, CE
DO 200 |-3,NF1
CO 150 J-ItNPH
SU(J, I)-O.
SO=O.
|F (SOURCE(JI.EGoC| GO TO 150
NSOR= SOURC E ( J !
GO TO (115e130tllSo|ZOJf N$OR
C ......... _ STAGNATI3N _NEPGY EQN
115 IF (;.EQ.2) PREF(J,I)JPREF(J,Z!
PREFF-(PREF(J! [ |*FREF(J, |- 1) |_0.5
CS=SC (1 |*(U( I,I)*UIT+!I-U( l J'U( l | ;*R3NU(l)
CS = C$-SC(I-II*(I.(IIeU(I)-UII-11*UiZ-III_R3HDII-II
CSu(I.-I.IPREFF )t'C S*RBON ( | ;
SU(J,I| " CStIGC*CJ)eSF(|I/(CJwRHO|I| J
i20 IF |U(f).LT.0.O00|) GO TO 125
IF (SOURCEIJ|°EQ°3| SU(J,|)'$J(J,|)*&UXNZIIitHO(I)*U(!1)
IF ($OURCE(J|oEQ.6) SU(J,||=AUXN2/iRHO([|eU(|I)
125 SO=O.
G0 TO 150
C.... TURBdLENT K|NI_T[C E_E_C,¥ EQUATION
130 AL=ALNG*YL
IF (KASEoEQ.2) GO ;0 1_,0
YMQ=Y ( | |
IF (KEXoEQ.I| YMQ=Y(NP3I-Y([)
IF (Y_Q.LT.AL/AK) ALsAKeYM_
1_0 OU2DO_=.Sml (U(I•II_U(X,lJ-U| ])_U( I))_Ru3/_D(]) •
[ ( U( [ l.U( [ I-U([-I[ l.U( [-Li I*R,0H0 ( l-LI l
OVO,:,,. 5_,(OV (] i*CV(1-1) )
FJZ=48S(F(Jt ! I |
PROD=AQe&L*OV(:_S(:RT| F J218( RHO( I J *Ri ! t/PE| J _21 (U| I I*AK_k. |*
1 DU20_M**2 -
DI$S=BQ*AKsF,J2**I.SliALeDV(_U| | J I
IF (DISS*CX.GT.FJ2|D|SS=FJZ/OX
SU(J, I | =PROD-C| SS
FGT=F (J,NP3|
|F(K[N.EQ.2) FGT=F | J, 1|
IF|KIN. EQ. 3| FGT'O.0
|F(F|J, I ).LT .FGT) SU(J p [|'PROD
SD=O. 0
GO TO 150
C ..... ADO OTHER SOURCE FUNCTIONS HERE
TERHS
SOURCE
SOURCE
AUXOI5&O
AUX01570
AUX01580
AUX01600
&UX01610
AUX01_20
AUX01630
AUXO16_O
AUXO1650
AUXO1660
_UX0167_
AUX01680
AUX016_O
AUXOL700
AUX01710
AUX01720
_UX01730
6UXOIT_O
_UXO17_5
AUX01750
_UX01760
AUX01770
AUX01780
AUXOI7_O
AUXOLSO0
_UXOISIO
AUXOI820
AUXO1830
_UXOI8_O
aUXOl_50
_UXO1860
AUXOI870
&UXOI_80
AUXOI890
_UXOtq,_O
_UXOl_t3
AUXO1920
AUXOI_30
AUX019_3
_UXO1950
AUxoIq60
_UXOIq70
AUXO19RO
_UXOlgqO
_UXO_300
&UX02OlO
_UXO2_2o
AUXU203_
_UX()20_O
AU_O_OSq
6UX02060
AUXO_07O
aUXO2ORO
aUXO2OqO
AUX02100
_UXOZLlO
AUXO2t20
AUX021_
_UXO 2 t ;0
AUXO215q
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C ..... CHANGE JCOMPUTED GO TO e STATEMENT TO EN_LUD_
C ..... SOURCE FUNCT|Ck STATE/tENT NUMBERS. LIKEWISEp
C..ooeCHANGE TURBULENT PR/SC NUNBER mGONPUTEO G3 TO
C ..... STATEMENT NUMBERS.
150 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
AUX02160
AUXO2170
AUX02180
AUX02190
AUXOZ200
AUX02210
AUX02220
AUX02230
AUX022_0
SUBROUTINE OLT
CDeeeQ
OINENSION UPL_S(56)tYPLUSIS_ItHPIS_itQRATIS_)
INTEGER FLAGtFLAG2
INTEGER GEOM,FLUIO,SOURCE(5J,SPAC£,8ODFOR,OUTPUT,TYPBC
CONMON/GEN/PEItAMIeAMEpDPDX_XUtXDoXL_DXtlNTGtCSALFAtTVPBC(S|w
I_0OEtPRT(5|_PREt_XBCtX(LOO|tR_(LOU) mFJ(StlOOJ_GCtCJtAq(|OO|tPROt
2UG(|OO),POtSOURCEtRETRAN, NUNR_NoSPACE,R_OtPPLAG,OUTPUT,DELTAX,GV
OUTO0000
OUTO0010
OUTO0020
_UTO0030
OUTO0040
CUTO0050
OUTO0060
OUTOOOTO
31EIN,NPItNP2tNP3,hEQtNPH,_EX,K|N,KASE,KRADtGEON,FLUIDoBODFOR,YPMIN_UTO00RO
4/GG/BETA,GAMA(S|tAJI(Si,AJE451,IND|ISJe|NDE(5|tTAU,QWF(5) OUTO0090
5/V/UI54)_FIS,56|,RI541,OMI5_I,Y(S_I,UGUeU_DtU|,FII51oFMEANtTAUW OUTO0100
7/LtAK,ALNG_ALMGG,FRA,APL,BPLeAQtB_,EMU(S_ItPREF(5,54),AUXNI OUTOO[IO
91PIRHO|541tVISCOI541tPRIS,S41,RHOCtVISCO_ePRC(SI,T(5_I,RHCM,BFI5_ICUTO0120
|IOIHtREM,CF2tSTIS)tLSUBtLVARpCAY,REH, PPL_GPLtQW(5),KD
2/CN/AXXtBXX_CXXtCXXwEXX,KI_K2,K3,SP(_¢I_AJXI(1OO)tAUX2(IOO|,YPMAX
C_eee_
GO TO (100,200,300_600,500_603), OUTPUT
100 CONTINUE
GO TO 1000
200 CONTINUE
Coo_eo
C,ooeeTHIS ROUTINE NORKS PROPERLY ONLY FOR KfN=I. |T TS DESIGNED
C ..... PRIMAR|L¥ FOR EXTERNAL NONENTUH A_D THEEHAL BOUNDARY LAYER5_
C ..... EITH OR W|THGUT THE TUKBULENT K|NET|_ ENERGY EQUATION, TO _ORK
C.o.°.PROPERLY_ IT _UST BE THE LAST EQU_TiO_ _OLVED.
|F(K|N.NE.I)GC TC b00
IF(INTG.NEoI|G_ TC 205
IF([NTG.EO.I|KSPACE-SPAC_
IF(KSPACE.EQ.IIoCR.KSPA[_.EQ.21|SPACE-I
IF( NPH°EC.OI ST(1 I-0. O
IF (NPHoEQ.O) 5T(2 I-Oo
IF(NPH.E_.I.dN£. SCURC E{ lJ • E_._i ST (_)- u°
IFINPH.EO.1.ANC.SCURCE(L).EQ.2i_E_-U°
IF(NPH.EC.O)RE_-O.O
IF(NPH.EOoO)FII, I|=,O°
IF(|NTG.EQ.I) FLAG-1
|FIINTG.EO.IJFLAG2-1 :
205 FAM-AMI/(RHO(NP3|*U{NP_)| ........
STa=ST(1)
G-IH-IoI/|H_SQRT|CF2|)
BTA--H_REMeC_Y/CF2 . .
IF|SOURCE(II.EO. 2.ANO.NPH.G_./i_TA=ST(2|
IF(XOoGEeXL)GG TC 210
IF(INTG.NE.FLAG) GC TO 27R
210 CONTINUE
NINTG-|NTG-|
IFI|NTG.EQ.IoAND.KSPACE,NE.IIIGO T3 _S
|F(|NTG°EOolI_RITE(b_ZB2|
IFLINTG.EO.2._ND.KSPAC_._G.III_R]TE(6_82)
OUTOO[30
C_UTOOI40
OUTO0150
nUTOO[60
_UTO0|70
OUTO0180
OUTO0190
_UTO0200
OUTO02|O
GU_O0220
OUTO0230
OUTO02_O
OUTO0250
_uTo0260
0U_00270
OUT_0280
_UTO0290
_U_O_O0
_U_O0310
OUTO0320
_UTO03_0
_U_O_3_
_UTO0350
CUTO0_60
_UT00370
OUTnO3RO
_U_O0_90
OUTO0_O0
OUrO0410
OUTO042_
_U'O0_?O
_UTO0_;_
_U_O0_5O
_UTO0460
_UTOO4TO
_UTOO_eO
105
IrF(INTGoEOo2.AtqO.KSPACE.L:Q.2LI m'R|TE (6,282| CUTOO4<)q
IF!SPACE.NEollGO TO 215 CUTO0500
IFIKSPACE.EO.IIGC TO 215 rlUTO051 ')
CPL"APL ¢_UT00520
[FiKD.GT. [ |CPL=BPL _UT,30530
'_R]TE(beZ84)NTNTGpXUtUGUwCAYpFAMeKEHt¢,F2,HtgEHtSTADF(I., 11 ,CPL,AME: CUTOOS'r*O
IF(KSPACE.EQ-|I.ANO. XD-LT.XLt_,,.1 TU ,_T9 CUTO0550
[F(INTG.EO.FLAG2)GO TO 215 CUTO0560
|F(KSPACE.EQ.21.AhD.XD.LT.XLI$O TU _79 _UTO0570
IFIXO.GE.XL) UGU=UGO _.UTOOS_JO
215 CONTINUE __UTO0590
_RXTE(6,280) CUTO0600
kR|TE( 6_2821 CUTO0610
CPL=APL r]UT'_0620
IrF ( KO. GT. 1 )CPLuBPL _UTOU630
NR|TE(6,2841NINTGoXUtUGUtCAYeFANlREJqICF2,Nti_,EH,STA,F(It L) ,CPL,A_IE CUT.30640
IF I K| .GT '10 ) MR ITE ( 6, 286t ( S P( | l, I • 1,51 ,G, 8rA ouTo0650
286 FORNkT(Ixt23PSPECiJL OUtPut - SPl LJ =, Eg._,LX;bHSP(2)=,E<). 3, IX,6HSPCUTO0660
113)=, ERe3, IX t 6HSPZatl = sEg° 3, IXt 6H_P ( 5J =, E9.3 o 1X ,2HG=w _UTO0670
2FS.2; I X;SHBEIA', F5.2 l OUTOObRO
288 FORlUlAT(/pSXe64H Z Vll) U(Zt YPLUS(!) UPLUS([ t OUTOO6qO
1 HPLUSIZ )tSX,IOHSQRT(KI/UC, t/I OUTO0700
IF(NEO.GT.I IkRITE(6,2881 _UTO07IO
IFINEQ.EOe [I bRI T E (6_,290D _3UT00720
290 FORMAT(/tSXt66P l YlJ) Ui/J YPLUS(| ) UPLUS( I ) ._UTO0730
| TAUPLUS t/I OUTO0740
292 FORMAT(bXt I2 e6Xt FSob,2XIF?.Zt 3X,F d. 2t OX,FS°2 t 9X,Fg.6,5X, F7.4, _UTO 0760
15X,F6.3,2XtFI.3I OU"r00770
YPUT-U(NP3)4'SORT (CF2eRHO(NP3|_RHO(L) J/VISCO( L I CUT00790
LPUT=|./(UINP31_SCRT(CF2eRHOINP3)/RHO ll) I ) CUTO0790
|FINPH.EQ.OIGC TC 293 _UTO0800
IFIABSI(FIL,II-F(IpNP3))_STII| ).LT..OUOIJGO TO 293 OUT00810
IF INEQ.GToI,ANO.SOURCE(I)oNE.2JHPUT=SQRT(CF2'URHO(I|/RHO(N P3|I/ t3UTO0_20
I ( IF (t _ | )-F(I,RP]) leST(I ) ) OUTO08_O
'C, .... OUTOOB31
C ..... CHANGE NU IF CZMENSIONING CHANGED =_,l,_et, l,l_,,_,_,e_,,_,l,_,ee**,l,t****=ee_UT00832
293 _'U==56 OUTOOe33
C ..... CUTOO83_.
DO 276 _=I,NP3 OUTO084.O
_- I CUT 00850
YPLUS ( ! )=V( Z ),_YPUT nUT00860
UPLUS ( Z I-Ui Z JeUPLT (_UTOO870
IF(I.NE.2IGO TO 265 CUTOO880
GO TO (260,225,220,2ZS,2251_NEQ OUTOO890
220 ]F(SOURCE(1).ECe2|GO TO 235 rJu'ro0900
ZFISOURCEI2I.NE.2|GO TO 225 OUTO0910
QRAt(HUI-SGRI(JBS(FZ (2)) )/UINP3) OUTOO920
225 IFISOURCEIt).EG.21GO TO 2._5 ou'ro0930
J_P( MU )=0.0 ?UT O0 q_O
IF(ABS((F(1,1)-F(],NP3))*ST(1)).LT..OOO1)GC) TO 23 _. OUTO0950
HPINUI,, (File | I-F Z(l) ImHPUT OUTOO960
230 F(I,NUI=FIlli OUTO0<)70
GO TO 260 (_UTOOqS0
235 QRATINUI•SORT (ABSIFI(I) I I/UINP3| _UTOOq90
260 YIMUIuO•S_(YIII_(3)I OUT01000
U(NU)=U| _UT01010
YPLUS (NUl-O. 5e( V ( 21 _Y(3) I eVPUT OUTO 1020
UPLUS (NUi,,UI 4UPUT C'UTO 1030
I_:.NU OUTO 1060
265 ZFI|.EOoNP2)GO TC 276 _UTOL050
106
GOTO(250w255t265tZS&t255)eNEQ
250 TAUPL='I.0
IF(IoNEo I°ANC.VoEE.NUITAUPL'O. 51,(T(H) *TiN-I) J
IF(MoEQ.MUIT AUFL,,TAU/ LGCPT AU_)
IF{ !°EQ.NP3) TAUPL=OoO
k_ITEi6,292) _eY(PItU(M|_YPLU$IMI*UPLUSiNIITAUPL
GO TO 274
255 IFISOURCE(II,,EGe2IGO TO 272
HP( I |:.0.0
IF(ABS((F(It|I-F(I,NP3)I¢ST(I)).LT..3OJIIG3 TO 260
HPII )-(F| 1,1|-F( l,I | )_HPUT
200 hRITE(61292) M, Y(N),U(M),YPLUS(M),UPLUS(q)
lmHP(N)
GO TO 2"i4
265 IF(SOURCEII).E(_.2|GO TO 272
]F(SOURCE(2).NE.2|GO TO 255
ORAT ( I ),.SQRT IJ _$ ( f(2,i ] l |1 U(NP3 |
I_P(Z )'0*0
IF(ABS((FII,|J-F(I,NP3)II.LT..OOOIJG3 T_ 2?U
HP(I|=iF(I,Ii-F(lel) )eHPUT
270 WRITE(b,292) MtY(N)mU(M),YPLUS(N| ,_JPLUS(q| ,PiP(MI,QRATiN|
GO TO 2?4
272 _AT( I)-SQRT (AeS ( F(I, 1) | )/U(NP3)
CUMRY-O.O
IdRITEI6m2921_tY(iultU(MIpYPLUS(MItUPLUS|MItOUMNYtORAT(M)
276 CONTINUE
MRITE (6e280i
IF(XD.GT.XL)GO TC 276
IF(INTGoEQ.IIGO "IC 276
IF (KSPACE.EQ.I1.CR.KSPAGE. EOo211WRI TE (6,282)
276 CONTINUE
280 FORMAT(//I
FL AG2- FLAG2 • XSPACE-1
279 FLAG-FLAG • SPACE
278 CONTINUE
282 FORMAT(/t 115H INTG XJ UGU K F REN
1 CF2 H REH ST F(IoWALL| APL OR BPL AME)
284 FORMAT(3XtI3t2XwFI._t2XtFT.2_LXtEIO.3t2XIFb.6t|XtFT.It2X,FB.6,ZX,
IFSo3t 3X,F7° lt2Xt FBo6,_XpFBe2 p2_(_F6.2e 2At FB._ I
RETURN
Colom°
300 CONTINUE
GO TO 1000
400 CONTINUE
Coooom
C°°°°°THI$ OUTPUT ROUTINE
IF(INTG6NEoLIGO TO _0_
KSPACEmSPACE
|F(NPH.GT.OIGO TO 603
ST(L|-O°O
PR(It7D-O.O
F(ltNP3l-OeO
SOURCE( 1 I'0
403 FLAG_ 1
FLAG2- l
604
_05
&eO
IS DESIGNED PRI/qAR|LV FOR FLOM IN A TUBE.
IF(KSPACE.EQ.II.0R.KSPACE.EQ.21|SPAC_-I
IF(XO.GE.XLIGQ TO 605
/F(|NTGoNE.FLAG|GO TO 425
CONTINUE
FORMAT(2XmSH|NTG'e|3,iXe3HXU'eFbe3tIAt3HllE'tFOeI_
OUT01060
0U_01070
OU_0L080
OU_OLOqO
OUTOII00
CUTOIltO
_UT01120
0UT01130
OUTOII_O
CU_OII50
OUTOII60
CUTOII70
OUTOII80
eUTOII90
OUTOI200
OUTOI210
OUTOI220
0UT01230
OUT012_O
0UT01250
0UT01260
OUTOI270
OUTO[280
0UT01290
gUT01300
OUTOI310
9UT01320
OUTOI330
OUTOI340
0UT01350
0UT01360
0UT01370
OUTO|3BO
_UT01390
OUT01400
0UT01410
01JT0_620
OUTO[630
0UT01460
OUTO_650
CUTOI460
OUTOI670
OUTO|6BO
OUTOI4qO
_UTOI500
OUTOISIO
OUTOIS20
OUTOIS30
OUTO 1544)
OUTOI550
OUTO | 560
OUT01570
0UT01580
(_JTO[590
OUT01600
0UT01610
0UT01620
OUTOI630
OUTOI660
OUT016SO
107
11XI_44CF2soFT.St|X,3HST-,FT.$plXe3HNU4'pF7. ZIIXt3HUN'tFT. 2t|X,
13HFN'eFg.Z,lXp6HPRESS-eFI0.3,1X_3H/=W-tF8.2)
N|NTG'INTG-I
J_l
|F(SOURCE(J)oEQ. 2. ANO.NPH. EQe2)J-2
IF(SOURCE(J).EQ.2.AND°NPH. EQ.I)ST(IJ-U._
ANI_$T(JIePR(JtT|eREN
C....°NOTE THAT NUSSELT HERE |5 CALCULATED FROq ;=7 PR, WHEREAS THE
C .... .OTHER PARAMETERS ARE BASED ON N|XED NEAN TENPERATURE.
WRITE(6eTBO|NZNTG,XU,REN,CF2,ST(J)tA_UtUGJ,FMEAN,PR0,F(J,NP3)
|F(KI.GToIO|bRITE(6_482|(SPi||t|=IwS)
0UT01660
0UT01670
0UT01680
0UT01690
OUT01700
OUT017IO
0UT01720
CUTO 1730
OUTO 17_0
OUTO 1750
CUT01760
682 FORNAT(12X,25HSPECIAL OUTPUT -
1HSP( 3),, tEIO._, [X,6HSPI4I,,w E10.3t_lXp bHSP(SJ -o El 0.3l
IF(Xi).GToXL)GC TC 610
IF(KSPACE. EQel|IGC TO _ZO
IF(INTG.EQoFLAG2)GO TO _10
|FIKSPACE.EQ.211GC TO 620
FORMATI/,5X,65H I Y(|I U(li FII,I)
1,5Xp IYPLe t 5Xt °UPLW t¥Xe eEDR" ebXt ITII ja/I
684
410 kRITEI6t6841
486 FORMATIbXtI2p3XtF_°6,2X_FT.2,FtO.2tFIO°2t3XtFS.2o2XtF6.2_
SP |1 )" t':lO. 3e ZX e6HSPl 2)" ,EIO.3t lX, 6OUTO 1770
OUT 0 ! 780
OUTO 1790
OUTO 1 NO0
CUTOI810
OUTO|820
F (2, I I CUTO 1830
OUT O1860
CUTO 1850
OUTO 1860
16X,Fb.2 t 6XeF'/.2|
OUN"O.O
YPUT"UGUeSQR 7 | CF 2 I
I)t3 615 I=I,NF3
IF (KEX.EQ. 1 I'rPL" I YINP3)-YI | J ) SRHOINPJ)4'YPUT/VI SCOI NP3 I
IFIKIN. EQ.II'tPL,,IYi|I-Y|lJ )eRHOIL|_,YPUT/V|SC0(ll
UPLmUI I )/YPUT
|F(NPH.EQ.1) F(2, I)-0°0
[F(I.GT.Z.ANC. I.LT.NPZ)EDA,,IEHU! I I _ENU[ [-IJ J/(2°tVISCOI 1) I
IFI I.L T, 3.OR. I,GT.NPI I EDR- 1.0
IF(NPH.EQ.O) bRITE 16t4861 ]o Y( |1 oU( ] I tDUMp_)_NtYPL_UPLt E0R _TI! )
IFI NPH.GT,011_RITE (6,48b) 1, Y(I ) ,UI I) ,F(I _] l ,FI2tl I, YPt. ,UPL ,EOR, T( ! I
0UT01870
_UTO1880
OUT01890
OUTOIgO0
OUT01910
0UT01920
OUTOI930
_UTOI940
OUTOI950
CUT01960
0U_O1970
OUTO1980
415 CONTINUE CUTO1990
kP-ITE(6,6Bel OUT02000
688 FORNATI//I OU_02010
FLAG2-FLAG2*KSPACE-I OUT02020
420 CONTINUE _UT02030
FLAG-FLAG,SPACE OUTO2060
625 CONTINUE OUT02050
RETURN OUT02060
C .... . OUT02070
500 CONTINUE _UTO2ORO
GO TO 1000 OUTO2OqO
600 CONTINUE _UT02100
C T_|S IS A GENERAL PURPOSE OdTPUT ROUTINE OUT02[19
C ..... CUT02120
IFIINTG.EO.IIFLAG-| OUT02130
FAN'O.O _U'021_O
IFIXO.GE.XL}_0 TO 605 0U_02150
IF(INTG.NE.FLAGIGC TO 620 OUTO2L60
605 CONTINUE _UT021TO
NINTGm[NTG-| _UT02180
680 FORMAT(//t2X,_HINTG-,I3e2X_3HXU-eF8o$,ZX_HPEI-_FB.5.2X,6HAMI-, 0UT02190
IFB.4_2X_4HAqE_tFB.4t2x,gNPRESSUK¢=_Fg.3,_Xe_HBETA=tFT.6_2X_ OUT02200
22HK',EIO.3) CUTO2210
682 FORNAT![2X_hREM_eFg. I_2X_4HREH_tFg. I_LX_HCF2=tFS°6,2X,9HA OR RPLOUT02220
I=tF6.2,2X_2HH,,,Fe.3_2X_7H_HOI|)=tF/.6,2X,9_O(NP3)-,FT.6) _UT02230
684 FORNAT(|2X_28HCISPLAC£HENT OF I-$URFAC_ - ,F7°51 _UTO22_0
686 FORNAT(12xtg_STIJI- _SFg.bl CUTO2250
108
688 FORNATi / ° 1[ Y(]) R(|) ON|IJ U(|) ENU(| I
1 T(|| F(]I,, I | FI2,|I F(3,I) FI k,, ][I F(Soll'/)
690 FORMATIBXm|2_liXtF_.6tZXtFT._I3XtF7.SIIXeFI.ZoZXpF10-Tp2Xoi::::6.112Xt
151=10.3!
692 FORMAT (BIt |2,1_ t FB.6,ZXeFT.Bt3X piFT. 5t LXeF 7.2 _ 2l(o FIO- 7t2Xo F6.3 I
MR[TE (6t680)N!NTG tXUt PE I[o AMI ,AMEI PRO, B';TA, _AY
CPL=APL
I[FIKASEoEQ.2I GO TO 610
|F (KOeGTo I)CPLsBPL
|F(KASE.EQ.l|WRITE(6eb821_.EMe_.EHoC.F2, CPL_ItRHO(lI,RHO(NP3)
_UTO2260
OUY02270
OUT02280
CUTO2290
OUTO2300
OUTO23t0
OUTO2320
0UT02330
CUT02360
_UTO2350
696
1LL-,F9.6|
IF(KASE.NE.1IGO TO 610
IFIKIN.EO. |.INO. UINP3).GT.O.O01 }I::AN-AN|/( J(_P3)eRHO(NP3 t )
IF(KEX.EQ. 1.AND.U(1) .GT.O.O01) FAN-AME/i U( 1J _R_O(I! )
EIRITE(6t696iFAP,GFLtPPL,TAUM
610 IF(GEOM.EQ.9)MR[TE|6,bBBIR_O
EMU(I)-O.O
IIF(KASE.EQ°leANOe_PHeNbEoOIMR|TE(bebB6)($TIJIpJ=|tNPH|
]FI_ASEoEQ.|oANO.NPH.NE.OIWRITE(b,bgbJ(Qd|J)PJml,NPHI
696 FORNATII2X,SHQ_ALL- eSFlO.S)
6;8 FORRAT(12XtgPGANA(Ji= e5F9.5)
|F(KASE.EQ.I.AND._PH.NE.DIWR|TS(btbgsI(GAMA|JI,J=ItNPH)
|F(KI.GT.|OIbfl|TE(6,699)(SP(|It;=I,5|
FORMAT ( 12X 12 PF-, F6°3,2Xm 7-t VWPL U S- e_=7. _,, ._X, 6HPP LUS,, ,F7 ._ ,2 X, 8HTAUWA rIUTO 2360
CUT02370
_UTO23BO
QUT02390
CUT02_O0
OUTO2ktO
0UT02620
_UT02430
0UT02440
_UTO2450
_UTO24_O
_UT02_O
_UTO2_RO
_UTO26qO
699
IHSP(3) = ,EIO. 3, IX,6HSP (_ | = , EIO. 3, IX, bHSP(5) =_ E 10.3 )
kR]TE (6,688!
EMU(NP2 )-0°0
EMU(NP3)=O.O
IX) 615 I'ZtNP3
IF INPH° EO.O| kR |TE (6,692| It Y( | I tR( [ J ,iJN| I J ,U( | I ,ENU( ! i ,T ( ! )
IF(NPHeGTeOIMR|TE(6o690) IoV(I)tR(;)tOM(Z|eU(I) tEHU(! ),T(T)e
FORMAT( L2X,23HSPECIAL OUTPUT - SPIT) = ,£iJ-._o lXt6HSP(2I= ,E10.3, IX,e,_UT02500
IIFIJ_I)tJ=ItNPH)
615 CONTINUE
FLAG=FLAG*SPiCE
620 CONT|NUE
RETURN
1000 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
_UTO2510
OUTO252_
0UT02570
_UTO 25;0
_UT02550
CUTO 25_O
_U_O257_
CU_O2580
CUTO25q_
OUT02600
?U'0261_
OUT_62O
CUr02630
OU_026_0
_UT07650
SUBROUTINE PI_OP2(KeFXtT|,VISCDIePRAoRHOAI
Coe_ll
C ..... THIS PROGRAM CALULATE$ THE PR3PEkTJP.S OF AIR AT ABSOLUTE ST&T|C
C ..... ENTHALPY OETERI_]EED FROM F|J_|| AND U(|I. IT _S ESS_NTTALLV
Ceee.eTABULATION OE THE ECKERT AND DKAKr_ TABLES, |T TS ASStJ_ED
C ..... IN US|NG THIS SU_ROUT|NE THAT THE OEPt:NDE'/T VARIABLE ]_l t_"
C ..... THERMAL ENERCY E_UAT|ON IS STAG_IAT[C_I E_ITHALPY.
C...o. HERE:
C ..... K"L IMPLIES START MITH LOWEST TABULATED STATTC ENTHALaV
C..,,e,, =2 IMPLIES SIART kI|TH PREV|_USLY U._,;3 TABULATED STe, TTC.....
C, .... ENTHALPY
C ..... H|=AESOLUTE STATIC ENTHAt.PV(_ILBM)
C,..°. PRE"ST_,TIC PRESSURE (LBF/$_.FT.II
C ..... RHOA=CALCULATEO OEN$|TV (LBM/(C.d.FT.|)
C ..... VISCOI=CALCULATED OYNAqlC V|SCO$|TY (_B_/ISEC,FT, I)
C,._., PRA=CALCULATEO _RANDTL ........NUHBEP.
C ..... T_:,CALCULATEO TEMPE.I_TJRE (D_G. RANKI_|
• ' P)r "_ F' _"
" _ _-_ " "_ 109
<#r
¢R_aOO00
oROaOO[O
PRnPO0_O
ORO_OO_O
PR_PO0;'_
P_PO050
oR_D 0070
PRCIFO_90
a=_=OlO0
_E('POIIO
P_.?oOl20
PROPOI?O
oo_r_ 0 1=.0
PRr,PO I_0
o_3POL_O
¢R_oOI?O
[NTEGER GEOMtFLUIC,SOURCEIS|,SPAC,_,BOOFJK,OJTPUT,TYPBC
COMNON/GEN/P£ |, Alu | ,ANE,DP3 X, XJ, XD, XL, L_X, ! 1TG, CSALe A, TYP BC ( 5} t
1PODEtPRT(S)vPRE,NXBC,X(iO3),R.d(IUO|,Fj|_pLOO|,GC,CJ,A_I(IOO),P_,
2UG( 100| ,POtSGURCEtRETRAN, NUNRJN,SPACE,KW3, PPLAG,OUTPUT, OELTAX, GV
_/V/U($4) iF(St56| eR(54)tON(56) tY{ 56J eUC_J p J_3, U[ ,FI(5) ,FM_aN,TAUW
IIOIH,RE_tCF2tST(5|tLSUBtLVARpCAYt_r.H, PPL,GPL,QW(5) ,KD
OIMENSICN HA 134| ,IAI341 ,V$ (34J pPAlJAI
DATA HAilJ,HA(2| ,HA(3J,HA(4|,HA|S|_HA(b),HA(7| tHA(8|,HA(q|tH&(IOI,
|HA(l|)eHA(|21tHA(|3),HA(LA),HA(IS)pHA(J.b/,HA(17),HA(1B) ,HA(19|,
2HA(20| ,HA(21 I,HA (221 ,HA(2| J ,HA (2_ J p HA (251, HA [26),_A(27) ,HA|28| ,
3PA(29 ) tHAI 30 |tt'A |31), HA(J2 | ,HA| 33) ,HA (3_) / 42.80t 66.43,85. q7,
6107.50,129.06t 150.68,172.39,194.25,216.26, 2_8.50,260.97,2 _3.6_,
i_ 5306.65t329.88,':S3.37,377. LI,ACIL.09,AZ:).29,_69.71,499.17,549.35,
6600.16t651.51,703.35,755.61,8U8.28, db 1.28,916.61,968.21.
71022.09,1076.20, 1|30.56, 11 85.11, IZTo. 41/
DATA TA(I|,TA|2I,TA(3J,TA(_'.b,TA(5),TA(o),TA(7;,TAi8I,TA(9)tTA(IO),
1TA(111 ,TA(12), TA( 131 ,;A( 1_| ,TA( 15; t TA ((hi , TA( 17;, TA(1R| , TA(19) ,
2TA(20i _TA( 21),TA (22! ,TA(23) ,TA | 24) , TA (25| , TA (26|,TA(27| , TA(28l ,
3TA(29|,TA(30|tTA(31),TA(32JtTA(33|,1rA|3_J/180.O,210.O,360.O,450.0,
4540.O,630.O,720. Cp810.O,900oO,990,_),IOSLJ. J,I/70.O,1260.0, l]50.Or
51440.0, 1530.0, 1620.0,2710.0, LSO0. U, 1980.0, _2 60.0,2340.0,2520. O,
_2700o O, 2880.0,3060.0,32_3.0,3520 • O, .t600. J, _ 7 80.0,3 %0.0 ,_ 140 • 0,
74320.0,4620.0/
_I_(3P0180
Pl_,3a0 l.qo
PRCP0200
PR_Po2lrl
PROP3220
o_0o0230
pR"JO 02_.0
DR_P0250
PR_PO2bO
pl:t_c) 0270
PROPO2RO
PR_P ozgo
po.OP0300
_R_o03lO
PP._P 0320
PR0O0333
PR{'IP 0340
DR_D0350
PR_P U360
PROP 0__70
PRO.oo3qo
PRIMP03nO
P_O_0400
"5
CATA VS(|),VS|2Ie'_S(3I,VS('_I,VSISItV$(b),VS(1),VS(B)eVS(9),V$1LOI,PR_PO;[O
IVS(11),VS(12J ,VS(131 ,VSli_l ,V$ (15| ,VSKI6),VS ( 17),VS(18) ,VS(19| ,
2VS| 20l, _S( 21 ! ,VS ( 22), VS( 23 ) ,V$ ( 24|, VS (2_)J , V$ ( 26), VS( 27 |, VS(28 ) ,
3VS(29),VSI30) tVS(31) ,V5|32 ! ,VSi33) ,VSlJ_J/Ab.53,69.|0,89.30,107._,
4124. |, 139.4,153. _, 166.9_ L19.5,191._,202.8,213.5,223.9,233.9,263.6,
_253.0,262. O, 270.3,279. O, 295. S, 3i0.9,325.8,339.8,353.3,366 • 8,379.2,
6391.5,402.9,416.8,4_0.1_439.8,451.3,_6i.L, _75.0t
DATA PA(II*PAI21,PA(3J,PA(_I,PAISI,PA(b_,PA(7),PA(81,PA(gI,PA(10;,
XPA(XLI,PAiI2),PA(13),PA(X_I_PAiXS),PA(16!,PAI17#,PA(18# ,()A(191 ,
2PA(20|, PA(211 ,PA (22) ,PA(Z3 ), PA (24), PA (25|, PA | 26),PA(27), PA(281 ,
3PAI29),PAf30),PA(31),PAi32)tPA(33),PAI35!10.770_0. 753,0.739,0.722,
40. 708,0. 697, 0.689,0.683,3. 680, _J. 680,_.683, O. 682,0. 684,0.686, O. 689,
50.692,0.696, C.6q;,O. 702,0. 706, 0- 71_,0. 722,0. 726,0. 734,0 • 741, O. 749,
60.759,0. 167, 0. 783,0. 803,0. 831,0.803,U.916, O. 9721
HI'FX-IU(KIeL (K I l/(2,0_GCeCJI
IF (HA(34}.LT.I_I .CR.HA(IJ .GT*HI | LVAR'7
IF (LVAR°EO.7! WRITE (6,6)
IF (NA(34|.LT.HI J HI _HA| 3_/
IF| HA (11.GT. I- ! IH l-HA (1J
6 FORNAT|//* ENTHALPY IS OUT OF THE _ANGE 3F*/
1* VALUES TABULATEC IN PROP2'/f|
IF(K.EQ.I; L-I
DO I I-L,34
IF(HA(II.GT.I'I) GO TO 2 •
I CONTINUE
2 M-i-I
IF(HA(M|.LI_.I-.[ l GI; TO 5
00 3 Jm|tN
NOmN-J
IF(HA(NS),LE*HI| 60 TO %
3 CONTINUE
4 IhNB
I"N*I
L'|
TI-TA(RI4.(TA([ I-TA(NI)eI.tI*HAINI Ill HA(II-I4A( HI I
VISCOI'mIVS(M |*(VS(|J-VSINI leINI-HAINJ |I(HA(| #-HAIM# # #4'0.0000001
PRAmPA(M)* |PA( I)-PA(NI Jel NJ-ttA (H) IIIHA(|I -NA(N) I
oROP0420
PROP0430
oROP 0_40
PROP 0450
PROPOWt60
PROPO47n
PROP04_O
PROP 0490
PROP 0500
PP"]P 05|0
PROP0520
PROP0530
pROD 05_0
PROP 0550
PROP 0560
PRF_P0570
PROP 0580
PROP 0590
PROP 0600
PROP0610
PROP0620
PROP0630
PROP0660
PROP0650
PROP0660
PRO/) 0670
PROP 0680
PROP 0690
PROP0700
PROP0710
PRO_) 0 720
PROP0730
DROP0760
PROP0750
PR OP 0 760
PROP 0770
lln
PRES=PRE
[FILSUBoGT,Ol PRES-PRO
RHOA=PRES/IS3,3_eTI)
RETURN
END
PR_POTBO
PRnP 07c)0
PROP08OO
PRnPO,810
PROPOB2O
SUBROUTINE |_P_T(_ERROR)
CooeD.
INTEGER GEOM_FLUICISOURC_(S|_SPACEIBODFOR*QUTPUT_TYPBCpTTTLE([8)
COMNON/GEN/PE I ,A_ I ,AHE tOP3 Xt X_t XD p XLt DX_ | NTG I CSALFAt TYPBC ( 5} t
I_ODE,PRT(5),FRE,NXBC,X(133)fRd(IOUIoFJ|StlOOI'GC'CJtAM[ |OO),PRO,
2UG(IOO|,PO,SOURCE,RETRAN,_UNRUNeSPACE,R_Q,PPLAGtOUTPUT,DELTAX'GV
3/E/N,NPI,NP2_NP3tNEO,NPH,KEX,K|NtKASE_KAADIGEOM,FLUID,BODFOR,YPMZN
6/GG/BETAtGANA(5)tAJI(S)tAJE(SIe[NDI(SIt[N_E(SItTAU,OWF(S)
!NPUO0O0
X_UOOIO
[NPUOO20
INDUOO30
rNPU0060
!NPU0050
!NDU0060
[NoUO070
5/V/U(5;)tF(5,S¢)_R(541pOM(5¢I,Y(5;ItUG_IdGU,U!tF!(5),FMEAN,TAU_ !NPUOORO
6/W/SC(54)_AU(54|tEU(56)tCJ|5_|tA(St56|tB|StS_),C(5,56|tStJ(5_54|tSOINDUO090
7/L/AK_ALHG_AL_GG_FRA_APL_BPL_AQ_BU_ENU|56J_PREF(5,56),AUX_t _NPUOIOO
BILL/YL,U_AXt_M|N_FReY_PtVEMtENFRA,KENTtA_XM2
9/P/RHO(54),VISCO(56|tPRISe54|,RHOC, VZSGO[_PRCtS),T(56)eRHeMtBF(56|
I/_/HtRENtCF2,ST(_),LSUB,LVAR,_AY,REH, PPL,GPLtQ_IS|,KD
2/CN/AXX,BXX_CXX,CXXeEXX,K1,K2,K3,SP(56J,AJXliZOOJ,AUX2(IOOJ,YPMAX
Cleeeo
C. .... EACH _REAO _ STATEMENT |S INDICATED BY THE .S_MBOLS tj*t#Bttt_ttttt*
C ..... ALL |NTEGERS ARE IN FIELDS OF 5 SPACES. BE SURE T_ JUSTIFY T_
C.....RIGHT. ALL OECI_AL NUMBERS ARE |_ SUCCESSIVE FIELDS OF 10 SPACES.
C eeeeee_e_e_e_e_e_e_e_ee_e READ IN A TITLE OF UP TO T2 CHARACTERS
READISt5OS)TITLE
Ceeeeo
bRITEI6tSO6|;|TLE
Ce**_* THE QUANITIES READ AT tHIS POINT A_E DEF|NED:
C ..... " GE_M" GENERAL STATEHENT OF THe SYSTEM GEOMETRY
"_ |MPLIES AX|-SYNNETR|C BODY--RAO|_S NOT |NCLUDEO |P_
BOUNDARY LAVER EQUATI3NS, APPLICABLE TC EITHER
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYERS _HERE
BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS IS SHALL RELATIVE TO
BODY RAD]US. ALSO APPL]CABLE TO FLAT-PLATE
GEOMETRY (S|NPLY SET R_iH) CONSTANTI.
=2 i.NPLIES AX|,-SYNNETRfC 80DY_RADIUS INCLUDED IN
BOUNDARY LAYER EQUArI3_S_ APPL|CABLE ONLY TO
EXTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYERS (KIN-I,KEX=2)
-3 iMPLIES AXI-SYMNET_iC 80UNDARV LAVER, APPLICABLE ONLY
TO |NTERNAL BOUNDARY LAYERS IKIN-2_KEX-I|
-6 IMPLIES CI_ULAR TUBE-FLO_ PROBLEM (KIN-3,KEX=I)
-5 IMPLIES FLO_ BETWEEN PARALLEL PLANES, SYMMETRICAL
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (KINn3,KEX-I|
_oeeoo
_oeeeo
Ceeooe
Cooeee
Ceeooe
_eoeoo
Cooeoe
C_oeog
Coo_oo
86 IPPLEES
"T I_PLIES
"8 [PPLIES
"9 |MPLIES
RODE" TYPE CF
"1 IPPLIES
-2 IMPLIES
AXiALLY-SYMMETRIC JETS
AX|ALLV-SYMNETR|C F&EE SHEAR FLO_
T_O-O|NENSIONAL SYNNETRi_ JET
T_D-O|NENSIONAL FREE SHEAR FLOW
FLO_ SYSTEN CONS|DINED IN|TIALLY
LAMINAR FLO_
TUP.SULENT FLO_
NOTE: IF NODE - I rHE PROGRAM AUTOMATICALLY CHANGES
TO TURBULENT FLO_ dHEN THE MOMENTUM THICKNESS RE
NUMBER EXCEEDS VALUES INSER_ED AS JRETR_I_i' BELOW.
FLUID- TYPE OF MAiNStREAM FLU|D/SELECTS APPROPRIATE SUBROU-
TINES
-1 IMPLIES CONSTANT PROPERTY FLUID
m2 IMPLIES AiR AT NODE&ATE TEMPERATURES
|NPU0110
tNPU0120
INoUO[30
INDUOI60
TNPUOLSO
INPUO160
INeUOI?O
INPU0180
_PUO190
INPUD2OO
[NPU02|O
|NPU0220
|N_U0230
INPUO260
INPU0250
|NPU0260
|NPUO2TO
!NPUO280
IN_U0290
!NPUO300
|N_U0320
IN_UO330
TNPUO360
INPUO350
INPUO360
INPUO370
INPUO380
INPU0390
|NPUO60O
iNPU0610
TNPUO420
INPUO630
INPUO6_O
INPUO450
INPU0660
_NPU0670
INPUO6BO
INPUO6qO
INPUOSO0
INPU0510
TNPUO520
INPU0530
Iii
C ..... ..340R HIGHERt IHPLIES OTHER FLUIOS NOT YET SPECIFIED., INPU0540
C ..... NEQ-, NUMBER CF CONSERVATION EQUATIONS CONSIDERED [NPUOS50
C ..... [NCLUDIEG NOMENTJH EQUATION IN.U0560
Cee+.. N" NUMBER OF STRIPS ACROSS LAYER (L_qITED TO 50e THIS VERSION)INPUOSTO
C ..... KEX= DEFINES TYPE OF BOUNDARY AT ARB|rRARILY NOMINATED [NPU0580
C ..... EXTERNAL BOUND&MY INPU0590
C ..... KIN == DEFINES TYPE OF BOUNDARY AT AREI_ARILY NOMINATED INPUO6OO
C••.o. INTERNAL BOUNDARY INPU0610
Coe.oe KtNtKEX= | IPPL|ES MALL BOUNDARY INPU0620
C ...... 2 IMPLIES FREE BOUNDARY INPU0630
C ..... = 3 IPPLIE$ LINE OF SYMMETRY INPU06_O
Ceee-,,, KENT= 0 IF ENTRAINMENT IS BASED ON HOME,TUN EQUATION ONLY. INOU0650
C. .... : Z IF ENTRAINMENT IS EASED ON ALL EQUATIONS. INPUO660
C (INTEGERSI
REAO(StSB5) GECM,PeDE,FLUID,NEGoN,KEX,KiN, KENT
Coooe°
WRITEI6.5101
IF(N.GT.60)WRITE(6t9BO)
k_ITE(6,520) GEO_tMOOE,FLUID,NEQ,N_KEXpKI_
IF(GEON.EQ.6.OR.GEeN.EQ.5)GO TO 20
IFIKENT.EQ.OIWAIIE(6,525)
[FIKENT.GT.O|kRETE(6,$26)
C ..... THE QUANITIES REAO AT TH%$ P3INT ARE 06FINED:
C44, eio
Coeeoe
Coeeo°
CeDeD.
_eeeoe
Ce••ee
Cql•e_•
_°omoI
CloD=,•
C°oe••
Cooem°
C_.Alee
CeooQo
C,iogm°
C_oom•
COl, Be.
Co•oDD
Cm••.°
C••••m
ClOOl•
Cm.eoom
CoDe =.g
xU- INITIAL VALUE OF X CHOSEN TO DEF[_E POSITION OF INITIAL
PROFILES. TYPICALLY XU=O•U0 B_T _EED NOT BE.
XL- VALUE CF X WHERE _OMPUTAT%QNS ARE TERMINATED
|NPUO680
tNPU0690
INPUO700
TNPUOTtO
_NoU0720
INPU0730
INPUO74,0
_NOU07SO
INPU0760
TNPUO770
[NPU0780
INoUO790
[NPU0800
OELTAX= RAXEPUN STEP IN X-D|R_CT[ON0 EXPRESSED AS FRACTION OF tNOUOStO
EOUNCARY LAYER THICKNESS (SUGGEST 0.5_ BUT CAN RE NADEtNoUOB20
MUCH LARGER FOR CONSTANT PROPERTY FLOWS AND LAN FLO_SLtNPU0830
RETRAN = _OMENTUN TH[CKNESS REYNOLDS NUMBER (OR D;ANETER |NPUOB#O
REYNOLDS NUMBER IN TUBE-FLO_ PROBLEM) AT NHICH [NPUOB50
TRANSITION FROM LAMINAR TO TURBULENT BOUND- INPU0860
ANY LAYER |$ DES|RED (USE DUNMY NUMBER IF |NPUOBTO
PROBLEM |$ ALL TJRBULENT.) (SUGGEST 200.0) INPUOR80
FRA= FRACTION FOR DETERMINATION OF DX T_ NEXT POSITION (SUG- INPUO_90
GESTEO V_LUE-O.OSI. INPU0900
ENFRA= OESIREO FRACTIONAL DIFFER=NCE BkT_EEN FREE-STREA_ AND IN_UO_IO
NEXToTC-L_$T _R|D PU|_T. CONTROLS ENTRAINMENT RATE. _NPUO_20
(SUGGESTED VALJE=O.O05I. THI_ VALUE IS RELATED TO THE INoUOg_O
CHOSEN GRID SPACING. LN $O_E _ASES O.Ol _O_KS BETTER, |NPUOg_O
BUT _ITH A FI_ GRID IT HAY BE NECESSARY TO GO AS LO_ INPU09SO
AS 0.001. IF THERE IS NO F_EE-STRFAq [NPUO960
LEAVE ENFRA BLANK, OR U3E ANY 3UNNY NUNBER. INPUO_TO
GV = GRAVITY CCNSTANT_ PO$IT|VE IN POSITIVE x OIRECTION. INoUOeBO
LEAVE O.O _R BLANK IF GRAVITY |S _OT CONSIOERFD. INPUO_qO
C (DECIMAL NUMBERSI
ZO REAO(StSBO)XUtXL,CELTAXtRETRAN,FRA,ENF_A,_V
CeDeD°
kRITE(6,5_OI
_RITE(6_SSO) XU_XL,DELTAX,RET_AN,FRA, ENFKA_GV
NPH=NEO-1
KASE=I
|F(KIN°NE.I.ANDo_EX.NE•IIKA_E=2
C..... THE QUANITIES REIO AT THIS POINT ARE DEFI_ED:
C .... BCDFOR= TYPE _F BC_Y-FORCE (OTHER THA_ PRESSURE GRADIENT|
C ..... =OINPLIES NO ExTR_ BODY FORCE3
C ..... =1 IMPLIES FREE-CONVECTION _D¥-FORCE.
C..°.° =2 I_PLIES AN EXTERNAL 83UY-F3RCE (_N AOD|T|QN TO CREE
TNPUIOt0
!NoUlO20
INPU|030
TNPUI060
ZNPUIO50
_NPU_060
INPU1O70
INPULOB9
r_puloqo
INPUttO0
INPU[IIO
T_oU1120
!N_UI|30
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C..... CONvECTICN), _INY&ODUGED THOU AUXI|N).
C .... SOURCE(J)- TYPE OF SOURCE FUNCTION IN THE DIFFUSION EQQUATIONS.
C..°o. • 0
C ..... - 1
Co°oDe
C ..... • 2
Co°Bee
C°omo6
C°oele
De°leo
Ceiiii°
DiD°De
C ..... - 3
Celooo
Ceeeie
CO O I J O
C ..... = 4
CoIIII
C....oSOURCE WILL NOT EE READ UNLESS NE(: IS GREATER THAN 1.
C l, e4,4m_.4,seJ,_t,._,t,_lr4,_e_e. READ EITHER OF THE _IEXT TWO
C (INTEGERS)
IF(NEQ.GT.IIREAD(SpS85) BODFORI|SOURCE|JJtJsI*NPH)
IFINEQ.EQ. 1)READ(S,S85)603FOR
Cie.eo
WRITE(b, 820)
IF(NE(:.GT.|)bRITE(6, 83U) 800FOR,|SOURCE(J),J=I,NPH)
IF ( NED .EC .1 ) kRITE (6, e3oJ BODFOR
C..... THE QUANITIES READ AT THIS P31NT ARE DEFINED:
C .... • PD- [NITIJL FREESTREAM STATIC PRESSURE
C ..... RHOC=DENSITV OF CONSTANT PROPERTY FLUID " _
INPUlt60
INPU 1 L50
IFPLIES NO S3URCE FUNCTION. INPU1160
IIIPLIES VISCOUS DISSIPAT[ONt PLUS WORK OF ANY BODY INPU1170
FORCES, -IN THE ENERGY E(:UAT|3N. INPULIBO
IMPLIES THE SOURCE FUNCTION FOR THE TURBULENT ENERGY INPU1190
EQUATION° SETTING S(3URKE EQUAL TO 2 FOR ANY DTFFUS- INPUI200
ION EQUATION AUTOMATICALLY NARES THAT EQUATION BE THEINPU1210
TURBULENT KINETIC EN_.RGY E(:UATIONt AND IT THE SAME INPUI220
TIME THE EDDY VISCOSITY AND EDDY CONDUCTIVITIES WILL [NPU1230
BE CALCULATED BY THE TUkBULbNT KINETIC ENERGY MFTHOD INPU12#O
INSTEAD OF FROM THE MIXING LENGTH. INPUI250
|PPLIES VISC3US DISSIPATION PLUS AN EXTERNAL VDLUWE INPUI260
SOURCE, INTRODUCED THROUGH AUX2(M)v PLUS BODY FOt_CE INPU1270
WORK9 IN THI_ ENERGY E(:UAT|O_. AUX2(N) HAS DIP(ENSIONSINPUL280
(ENERGY)/(VOLUI_eT| N_ ) • INPU1290
I_PLTES AN EKTERNAL VOLUHE SOURCE, INTRODUCED THROUGH[NPU1300
AUX2(MI. DIMENSIONS, |QUANTITY)/iVOLUMEeTIME). INPU 1310
1NoU[320
INPU1330
IN?U1340
IN?U1350
INoU1360
iNPU13TO
INeUI3BO
[NPU[3_O
INDU1400
INPUI610
INPUt420
INPUL430
Ceeolo
Ceeoel
CQ eo0 I
C ..... KINETIC ENERGY E(:UATION USE PR[,,L.O0)
C ..... (THE CONSTANT PRCPERTIES NAY BE _MITT_;D [F FLUID NOT EQUAL 1)
IF( FLUID.E(:,2)WRITE(6,800)
IF(FLUIOoF(:. I)WRITE(6,753)
C e,bBtwme_,_,_,e_,_,,I,_e READ UNLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE
C (DECIMAL NUMBERS)
VISCOC-VISCOSITY OF _ONSTANT PROPERTY FLUID(IF ENGLISH UNITS, IN_'UI440
USE DYNAMIC VI$CUSITYt LBM/(SEC-FT)). /NnU1450
PRC =, PRAN_TL NUMBER OF CONSTANT PR_)PERTY FLUID (FOR TURBULENTINPUL660
INPU14TO
INPUI4flO
INPU_¢90
lN_U15OO
INPUISIO
IN'U1520
JF(FLUID.NE. |IREAE(S,_SBOIPO INPU15_O
IF(FLUID.EQ. 1.AND.NE(:.Gr .1 )REAO(5,580) P_, RHOC ,VISCOC ,(PRC(J), J-19 INeU1540
IMP H I INPU 1550
Cooeee
IF(FLUIO.EQ.I.ANC.NE(:oE(:.lIREAD(5,58OIPO,RHDC,VISCOC
WRITE(hi700)
WRITE(6_ 900) PO
IFIFLUID.NE.IIGO TO 50
WRITE(6,680)
IF(NPH.E(:,O| GC _C 60
WRITE(6_690) RHOC,VISCOC,(PRC(JI,J'I, NPH)
GO TO 50
40 bRITE(6, 870) RHCC,VISCOC
50 CONTINUE
kRITE(6t770)
C ..... BOUNDARY CONDITICNS ALONG I AND E 80UNDA41ES (ONLY ONE WAY BE
C ..... A WALL)
C ..... THE QUANITIES READ AT THIS POINT AEE DEFINED=
C ..... NXBC = NUMBER CF PO|NTS USED TO SPECIFY B3UNDARY CONDITIONS AT
C,,,e, EITFER IETERNAL DR EXTERNAL BDU¢D4RY -
C ..... TYPBC(J)= IPPLIES TYP_ OF B3UNDARY CONDITION GIVEN FOR TM_
INBUI560
INPUI570
IN_UISBO
INeUIS90
INeU1600
INPU1610
INPUL620
INOUI630
INPU[660
INPU1650
INPU[660
INOU1670
INPUI6BO
INoU16qD
[NPU1700
IMoU1710
IN_UI?2_
INTUIT30
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C,,,_Q'_,,, J-TP CONSERVED _UANTITtf AT A k_ALL SURFACE
C ..... =1 |kPLIES LbVEL SPECIFICATIO'_I
C ..... "2 IMPLIES FLUX SPEC|FICATiO._I
c. .... NOTE- FOR THE TURBULENTXX_EriC ENERGYEQUATION
c ..... USE TYpSCIJ)=X
C ..... (TYPBC MILL ACT BE ;LEAD UNLESS NEQ IS G_EATER THAN 1)
C 4,.,I,._,.J.4,,,,,I,,I,,_,**,I_,l,._l, READ ONLY ONE OF THE FC)LLO_IING THREE
C ..... NOTE: KASE=I MEAhS A WALL; KASE=2 MEANS THERE A_E NO HALLS.
C I INTEGERS)
|F(KASE.EQ.I=AND.NEQ.GT.IIREADI 5,5851 NXBC, ( TYPBCIJI pJ:ItNPH)
IF (KASE.EQ.]L.AND.NEQ.EQ.L) READ( 5,585J NxBC
IFIKASE.EQ.2)REAC (5,5851NXBC
C ;:
oao+e
IFIKASE.EQ.Z.OR.kEQ. EQ.IIGO TO 70
t_RITE (6,570 J
t.RITE(6,SqOI NXBCoITYPBCIJI,J-I,NPHJ
" GO TO 80
70 kRlTE(Bp B90)
t_RITEi6, 5gsI kXBC
C..... THE QUAN|T|ES READ AT THIS POINT ARE DEFINED:
C ..... X(M)- PO$ITICN AT dHICH THE BOUNDARY VALUES ARE GIVEN.
Ce O,lO 4D
Ceeoew
CelllO.
Co ee ii a,
C-.aim
NOTE
THAT X(|) MUST BE LESS THAN {OR EQUAL TO] XU, AND THE
LARGEST VALUE 3F X(q| MUST BE G/_EATER THAN
!0_ EQUAL TO) XL.
RH(M)= DISTAI_CE FROM AxIS OF _YMPqETR¥ TO BODY SURFACE.
SET,= CCNSTANT IF PLANE BuUNDA;tY LAYER. (SUGGEST 1.01
INPU 1760
IN,U1750
INPUI760
INPU1770
| NPU 1780
INouITgo
I N¢)U 1800
INPU1810
INOUI820
!NPU1830
IN_U [ 840
INPU 1850
INoU1BB0
[NPUIB70
INPUI8BO
[NPUI8qO
[NPUtgOO
INPU 1910
INPUL920
TNPU 1930
! NPU 1940
IN_)UIg50
INPUI960
NPU 1970
INPUt980
INPU],g¢)O
Clilll I
Coee_e
CQOO_
CeeD.l
C_ oq)o IIi
C_oe'oe
Celw4me
FOR GECM=_, Rd(M) IS THE PIPE /_ADIUS, MAt" VARY HITH X. TNPU2OOO
FOR GE(_M=5_ R_c(N| _S THE HALF-WIDTH OF THE DUCT, WH|CH TNoU2010
MAY BE A FUNCTION OF X. INPU2020
FOR 'GEGN-6, B, 01_,9_ R_/qJ 1_ TJTALLY A DUMMY. TNPU2030
FOR GEOIk,7, RdiM) IS THE INITIAL RADIUS OF THE I- INPU20_O
BCUNDARY, BUT IS A DUMMY IHEREAFTER. [NPU2050
AUXI(MIt AUX2iNI,, AUX|LIA/_Y FUNCTIONS, FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES; INPU2060
INTEI_I_OLATED VALUES WILL APPEAR IN THE COMMON AS AUXMIINPUZOTO
£ AUXli2 IF I'P4ERE _;S A IIALL. LEAVE COLUMN BLANK IF INPU2O80
NOT i_SED. INPU20?O
80 CONTINUE IN_UZtO0
IFINXBC.LT.Z)_¢ITE(b_920| INPU2110
O0 90 MuI,NXBC INPU2120
C e*_***=_r******=_u_***_*=_*_*_********_e*_*_*_*_******_a"o_****_*_***_*_tN_U2_3_
C 1DECIMAL NUNBERS_ IN THE FORM OF A TABLE. J
90 REAOI5_SBO) X(MI,R_(MIoAUX_(N|_AUX2(M)
C ..... THE QUAN|TIES READ AT THIS POINT ARE OEFi_ED:
C,,...UG(N)= FREESTREAF VELOCITY AT POSITION XIM). IF BOTH THE
C ..... I ANO E SURFACES ARE F;EE-STREAN BOUNDARIES. UG(MI IS
C ..... THE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY ON THE E-SIDE ANO MUST START
C.,.,. OUT THE SAME _S U(NP31.
C.,,., (IF THERE IS NO FREE-STREAM READ IN A DUMMY
CoB.e, NUMBER FO_ UG, OR ELSE LEAVE A BLANK)
C ..... AN = MASS FLUX AT hALLo POSITIVE IN THE P_SITIVE DIRECTION OF Y
C,.... (AN MILL NOT BE READ UNLESS THERE IS A HALL.I
CeeoeeFJ(J, RI= VALUE OF I_OPERTV OR FLUX OF PROPERTY AT BOUNDARY
_oeeee
C_eo_o
Coo.o,
Ceemoe
CO_Q
Co_em_
NOTE THAT IF FJ IS A PROPERTY AT THE
HALL (SUCH AS ENTHALPVI_ TVPBCiJ| , ABOVE, MUST BE EQUAL
TO 1. IF FJ IS A FLUX AI THE MALL (SUCH AS HEAT FLUXI,
TYPBC(JI MUST BE SET EQUAL TO 2. IN THE LATTER CASE, FJ
IS THE TOTAL FLUX OF THE PROPERTY IN QUESTION, I.E., THAT
EVALUATEC AT THE °T-STATE _ CONTROL SURFACE. THXS BECOMES OF
PARTICULAR S|GNIF4CAN_E _HEN THERE IS MASS TRANSFER AT THE
INPU2[40
INPU2150
[NPU 2160
INPU2170
INPU: _ 180
INI)U2190
[NPU 2200
INPU22IO
TN¢U2220
INPU22]O
]NPU22_O
INPU2250
INPU2260
INPU2270
TNPU2280
| NPU 2290
INPU2300
INPU231,O
INPU2320
fNPU2330
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Ceeo..
Ceoeoo
Cg.m.e
Ceoool
CeoeQo
Culm_o
CQoeee
Coo.e,
SURFACE. IF FJ IS A BALL FLUXt lr SHOULD BE POSITTVE TNPU2360
IN THE POSITIVE OIREGTION OF THE C3DRDINATE SYSTEM, TNPU2350
FOR THE TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION SET FJ-O.O INPU2360
(FJ WILL NOT BE READ UNLESS THEKE IS A wALLt AND WILL NOT INPU2370
BE REAO iF NEe IS 11 INPU2380
NOTE: IF FJ IS A WALL FLUX, AND IS ZERO (ADIABATIC WALL), SOHEINPU2390
ERROR MAY BE |NTRODU[ED BECAUSE THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE iN THE |NPU2400
WALL FUNCT|OE I5 NORMALIZED _ITH RESPECT TO THE WALL FLUX, INPU2610
iT IS BETTER TO iNTRODUCE A SHALL dALL FLUX. (SUGGEST 0,00011 INoU2420
C,.,.,(NOTE THAT M IS AN |NTEGE_ VARYING FRCa_ L TO NXBCo) |NPU2430
_RiTEIb0600I INPU2640
130 110 _:|tNXBC INPU2450
C ****mm*_***e_******READ ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE. INPU2460
C (DEC|HAL NUNBERSt IN THE fORM OF A TAELEI INPU2670
iF( KA SE .EQ.I .AND.NEO. GT. 1 )READ | 515801UG(_) o AM( NI o I FJ ( Jt N I tJ=L t NPH ) INDU2600
IF(KASE.EQ.1 .AND.NEQ.EQ.I) READ(5,560) UG(N) 0 AN(HI INPU2690
tF (KASE.EQ.2 IREAC(5, 5BO|UG(N) [NPU2500
Co.o.. TNPU25LO
|FIKASE.EQ.I.JNO.NEQ.GT.I|WR|TE(6,61_| N,X(MJeRW(H|,UGiMI,AM(M}, |NPU2520
IAUXI(HItAUX2(_)I(Fj(jtMI,j_LpNpH| INPU2530
[F(KASE.EQ.|.AND.hEQ.EQ. LIWRITE(brblU|H,X(MJ,R_(H|,UG(MI,A_(qJt INPU25_O
IAUXI(_I,AUX2(_| INPU2550
110 |FIKASE.EQe2IWRITE(btbLO)NtXIqItRWIH/oU_IqIoAUXliMIpAUX2(R) TNPU2S60
NPL-N+I INPU2STO
NP2"N÷2 INPU25BO
NP3sN+ 3 INPU2590
C ..... ZNXTIAL Iq_OFZLE SPECIF|CAr|ON INPU2600
C..... THE INITIAL VELOCITY PR3FILE ESTABLISHES THE GRID SPACING INPU26|O
C ..... AND THUS SOME CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN LAYING iT OUT, INPU2620
C ..... THE PROGRAP 15 NOT PART|CULARLY SE_SEr|VE TO UNEVENNESS tNPU2630
Co,,.. IN THE Y-INCREMENTS_ BUT B_G _HA_IGE$ IN DELTA-Y SHOULD IN°U2660
C ..... BE AVOIDED. INPU2650
C ..... FOR TURBULENT FLO_ NEAR A MALL THE VALUE OF INPU2660
C ..... U*Y*DENS|TY/VISCOS|Ty AT TH_ FIRST POINT NEXT TO THE INPU26TO
C ..... HALL S_OULO BE NOT LESS THAN ABOUT ZOa_ UNLESS IT IS DESIREDINPU2680
C .... ° TO BY-PASS THE _ALL FUN_T|ON. IN THAT CASE THIS VALUE IN'U2690
C ..... SHOULD BE LESS T,HA_ 1.0, AND ABOUT ZD POINTS RATHER EVENLY* INPU2TO0
C ..... SPACEDSHOULD BE USED OUT TO YPLUS E_UAL ABOUT 20.0. IN_U2TLO
C ..... YII|- DISTANCE ALONG NORMAL TO BOUNDARY |NPU2T2O
C ..... NOTE THAT Y IS MEASURED FROM THE |-BOUNDARY, _NPU2730
C..... |.Eo, ¥(LI- 0.0. INPU2T_O
C ..... U(il- VELOCI1Y IN X-D|RE_TION AT Vii) INPU2750
C ..... F(Jo|)- VALUE OF CONSERVED QUANTITY AT ¥1|) _NPU2T6O
C, .... NOTE_ FO_ THE TURBULENT K|NET|_ ENERGY EQUATION USE XNPU2770
C ..... F(J_|I-_.O AT THE HALL (|F ANY|. THE REMAINDER OF INPU2TBO
C..°e° THE |N|T|AL TURBJLENT KZNET|C PROFILE DEPENOS ON THE TNPU2790
C ..... PROBLEIq SPE_|FICAT|ONS. IT _AN BE ALL ZERO. |NPU2800
_iRITE(6,760|
WRITE(6,630|
C ,_mt*******e_r_e**_,_** READ IN A TAIL| OF Y A_O U, OR Y, Ut AND Foso
C (DECIMAL NUMBERSI
|F(NEQ.EQ.LIGO TO 260
REAO(5,S80| Y(|)eUI|I_(F(J_IItJ-1,NPHi
DO 220 I'_NP|
220 READI5_5001 _(||oU(X|_(F|J,I|tJ'I,NPH)
EEAOiStS80| V(NP3|,UiNP3It(FIJtNP_|,J'IoNPH|
GO TO 255
260 eEAD(S,SeO| _(1),U(L)
00 250 I-3,kPl
250 REAO(5, S801 ¥[||_U(1)
TNPU28LO
INPU2820
|NPU2830
INPU2860
TNPU2850
INPU2BbO
INPU2BTO
INPU28BO
INPU2890
INPU2900
INPU29|O
INPU2920
INPU2930
• _ _ "
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READi5tSBD) V(kP3)tU(J_o3|
Coo,oe
255 NOUMB=I
IFINEQ.EQ.I)GO TO 265
WRITE(hi 8501NDUMBoYII|eU(I|,(FiJ,IItJ-I,_PHI
DO 230 I-3,NP|
230 WRITE(6, BSOII,V(IItU(IJt(F(J,I),J-I,NPH|
WRITE(6, BSOINP3t_INP3I,JINP3) o(F(J,NP3)fJ-ItNPHI
GO TO 270
265 WR|TE(6, 850| NDUMBtY(IJ,U(I|
O0 260 I:31NP1
260 kRITE(6, B50) Iw_(1)tU|il
WRITE(b, 850) NP3tY(NP31tU(NP3)
270 CONTINUE
C ..... TURBULENT TRANSPORT CONSTANTS
C ..... IF LAMINAR B.L. C_LYv READ IN DUMMY DATA.
C.....IF THERE IS NO WALL, READ IN DUMNY VALUES F3R AK, APL, BPL
C...,. THE QUANTITIES READ AT T_|S POINT ARE DEFINED:
C..... AK- NIXING LENGTH CONSTANT KAPPA I SUGGESTED VALUEmO. 411
C..... ALMGG- VALUE OF LAMB3AuYL/¥G (TRY O.O85)(FOR A
C ..... BOUNDARY LAYER ON A WALL THIS VALUE IS DVERRIOEN AT LOW
INPU2qAo
INPU 2q 50
INPU2q60
INPU2qTO
INPU29BO
INPU2qqO
INPU3000
INPU3OID
INPU3D20
INaU303O
INPU304O
INPU30SO
INPU3060
INPU3O70
INPU3080
INPU3ODO
INPU3IO0
INPU3110
INPU312O
INPU3130
INPU3140
Coo*co
Coeeeo
Ceeeeo
toe*e*
Coeoo,
C..***
Coeomo
Coeo_e
Co*Q**
Co0oBe
Co.o**
"C_ao,o
Co.o-e,
C.48-o0
C0_,ee
Co*o*,
Cioom,
Ce.eeo
CeoooQ
C°oeoe
C,oooe
Coeoee
Co.e.,
REYNOLDS NUNEERS LBELOW APPROXIMATELY 6000) EXCEPT WHEN K2,,3. INPU3LSO
FOR PIPE-FLOW TRY 0.071 (wHEN THE CONSTANT EDDY INPU3160
DIFFUSIVITY CPTION IS USED THIS NUNBE_ IS A DUMMY) INPU31TO
FR,, DEFINES BOUNDARY LAYE._ THICKNESS (99S POINT,,O.Ol) USED IN INPU3180
THE DEFINITION OF ALNG (SUGGESTED VALJE,,O.011. INPU3190
AQtBQ- CCIqSTJNTS IN THE TdRBULENT KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION, OR INPU3200
CCNSTINTS IN THE EDDY DIFFUSIVITY EQUATION. wHEN THE INDU3210
CCNSTANT EDOY DIFF_ISIViTY {aPT[ON 15 USED, TNPU32ZO
SET K282. (FOR PIPE-FLC_ TRY K2-2_ AO=.OOSt BQ-O.q) IN°U3230
NOTE: TO BE CONSISTENT FOR TU/tBULENT K.E., AK MUST BE INPU32#O
EQUAL TO IAQA, q,.75JlIBQ_,_.25| INPU3250
(SUGGEST 0.22 &NO 0.377 FOR TK_. ALSO SUGGEST USE INPU3260
PRT|J)uL.T FD_ THE TURBULI_NT KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION.) INPU3270
YPNAX,, MAXINUM VALUE OF YPLUS TO 8E ALL3WED AT OUTER EDGE OF INPU32BO
WALL FUNCTION (SAY 50.0 FOR TURBULENT BL; USE 1.0 IF INPU32qo
DESIREO TO BYPASS WALL FUNCTI[O,'/_ BUT THEN SET INPU330Q
YPMIN -, 0°0. FOR STRONG PRESSURE GRADIENTS IT IS MORE INOU3310
ACCURATE TO SET YPNAX NO GREATE_ THAN 15 SINCE THE DE- INPU3320
PARTURE FRC_I COUETTE FLOW OCCURS AT VERY LOW Y_. BEST INPU3330
ACCURACY I$ 3BrAIN_:D WHEN YNAX-I.0 AND YPMIN-O.O, BUT INPU3340
Tt_E NUMBER OF FLOW TUBES NAY T_IEN BE VERY LARGE.) INPU3350
YPMIN-, MINIMUR VALUE OF YPLUS TO BE ALL3WED AT OUTER EDGE INPU3360
OF WALL FUNCTION FOR A TURBULE_IT BL (CAN BE 0.0) INPU3370
C ee_ee_ter_eieee_ir_e_ee_"_eee_ee_eeeeeee_e6e_e_eeet8_j`*_j_i_e_e_e_eTN°U33_
C (DECIMAL NUNOERSt INPU3390
REAO(5,SBO| _K,ALNGG,FR_AQ,BQ_YP_EAX,VPNIN INPU3400
C ..... INPU3410
C INPU3420
C INPU3430
C INPU3_O
C IN_U3_50
C INPU3_60
C RECTION CAN BE SUPPRESSED IF DESIRED BY SETTIN; 'SIGNAL. AT ANY NUN- INPU3670
C BER EQUAL TO 1.0. SUGGEST A+m25 FOR FLAT SURFACE, 26 FOR FLOW INPU34BO
C INSIDE A CIRCULAR TLEE. INPU3_90
C (DECIMAL NUMBERS) IN°U3510
READ(5_58O)APL,BFL_SIGNAL INPU3520
C ..... INaU3510
READ IN A_ OR Bo. IF A_ |S GREATER THAN 8,_ P_OGRAM WILL USE VAN
DRIEST SCHEME FCR SUELAYEJ_, AND B_ I_ READ AS MERELY A DUMMY NUM-
BER. IF Bt IS GREATER THAN A_ PROGRAM wILL USE THE EVANS SCHEW_.
TVE PROGRAM WILL USE AN iNTERNAL EMPIRICAL C3R_ELATION FOR EFFECTS
OF PRESSURE GRADIENT, TRANSPIRATION_ ETC., BUT THIS ADDITIONAL CON-
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KD,,O
IF ( APL.GE. BPL.ANC.SI GNAL. GE. 1.0 | KD" 1
IF(BPL .GE .APL I XO-2
IFIBPL.GE.APL.ANr.SIGNAL°GE.I.0JKD'3
C......THE QUANTITIES READ AT THIS POINT ARE DEFIMED:
C ..... PPLAG,, A LAG CONSTANT IN TH_ EFF_.CT[VE VALUE OF PPLUS,
C ..... USEI_ IN THE EVALUATtON OF AP_.t OR 9PI..
C..oo, (SUGGESTED VALUE = 'tO00.!
C..... PRT(JI m TURBULENT TRANSFER KATIO FOR F(J) (TRY .S61
C .... . NEAR J MALL THIS VALU_ IS UV:;_RIDEN INSIDE THE
C ..... PROGRAM UNLESS K3 IS SET EQUAL TO 3,
C ..... SEE INFORHATION ON K3 B_L_H.
C ttts,l,_mut, tlae,_t_te,t,l,e,l,,llr_t,l,_,,_ READ ONE 3F THE FOLLOWING TWO
C (DECIMAL NUI_BERS)
IF(NEO.GT°l)REJD(SIS80) PPLAGw |PKTIJt ,J='IeNPH)
IF(NEQ.EQ°I |READ (5,S80JPPLAG
Coelmo
hA! TE 16 ,TBOl
_R[TE(6,640)
kR|TE(6,650) AK,ALI"GGpFRtPP_A_eAQ,BQ, VPHAX,VPHIN
[F(PPLAGeLT,600.|WRITE(bt9901
IF(BQ.LE.O.OIGO 1C 275
IF(NPH.LT.LIGO TC 275
AKCHEC-(AQS_.TSI/IBQ*_.ZSI
AKERR-AES(AK-ANCFEC)
K20:O
DO 274 J'ltNPH
274 [F(SOURCE(J|.EQe2IK20=I
IF(AKERR/AK.GT.O.OI.AND._ZO.E_.lI_R|TE(b,TLOI
275 kRITE(6,g]O)
kRITEI6,g40|APL,BPL,S;GNAL
IF(KO.EQ.OIMAITEI6tg501
IF|KD.EQ.21_RITEI6og551
IFINEQ.GT.I)WRITE(6,660!
IF|NEQ.GT.IIbRITE(6,650J [ PRT(JI,J=L,NPHI
C.....REAO IN CONVERS|Ck CONSTANTS, AND ANY OTHER ARBITRARY DECIMAL
C ..... STANTS THAT ARE CESIREO.
C..... GC= 32.2 Ih BRITISH SYSTEM
C.°.,, CJ" TTB,O IN _]TISH SYSTEM
C. .... IF YOU USE A SYSTE_ SUCH AS NKS, GG-l.0 AND CJ=l.O. JUST USE
C..°,°A CONSISTENT SYSTEM, THE PROGRAM _L_KKS |N REAL MORLD 01MEN-
C,,.**S|ONSt NOT NCNDI_ENSZONAL VARIABLES. BE CA&EFUL ABOUT THE
C.**o.DZMENSIONS OF V[SCOSITY -- IN ENGLISH UN[T$ USE LBM/(SEC-FT).
C.....THE CONSTANTS JX_, BXX, ETC°t_AY BE LEFT BLANK IF THEY ARE NOT
;NPU35_O
%NPU3550
!NPU3S6O
INPU3570
_NPU35BO
GPLUS, INPU3S90
INPU3600
_NPU3610
INPU36_0
_NPU3630
|NPU36_0
_NPU_650
IMPU3660
INPUt670
INPU36B0
_NPU36gO
[N_U3700
INPU3710
IN_U3720
[NPU3730
INPU37_O
IN_U3750
|NPU3?60
INPU37T0
;NPU37B0
INPU 3790
[NPU3BO0
tNPU3810
INPU3820
INPU3B30
INPU_&O
INPU3BS0
INPU3860
IN_U3BT0
INPU38S0
CON-INPU3:RgO
INPU3gO0
INPU3gIo
IN_U3g20
INPU3930
INPU39&O
[NPU3g50
INPU3g&O
[N_U3g70
C.....BEING E_PLOYEC FCR SOHE SPEC[AL PURPOSE ]MS|DE THE PROGRAm. INPU3g_O
C (DECIMAL NUNBERSI _NPU4000
READ(5_580) CCtCJ,AXX,BXXeCXX,OXX,EXX
Coeooo
IN_U40|O
_NPU4020
INPU4030
|NPU4040
INoU4050
|NPU6060
]NoU4OT0
kRITE(6,T90|
_RITEI6e7201
MR[TE(6e 910J GCeCJeAXX,BXXtCXXeDXX,EXX
C ..... READ IN THE NUMBER OF RUNS OF DATA THAT YJU _ANT USED (NUNRUNI,
C ..... AND THE SPACING (_UNBER OF ]NTEGRAT|ONS) 3F THE OUTPUT DATA THAT
C ..... YCU _ANT PRI_TEO (SPACE). IF YOU SET SPA;E=1|, AN ABBREVIATED [NPUAOBO
C ..... DATA SET MILL BE PRINTED 3UT, ON|TTING ALL PROFILES, BUT |NCLUDING_NPU4090
C****.ALL OTHER DATA AT EACH INTEGRATION. $ETTIMG SPACE-2[ HILL CAUSE |NPU4100
C ..... A COMPLETE DATA SET TO BE PRINTED EVERY 2_ INTEGRATIONS, AS HELL !NPU4110
C ..... AS AN ABBREViATEC SET EVERY INTEGRATION, (THESE OPT|OHS LIHZTED INPU41ZO
C.,**.TO OUT2, OUT(l. |NPU61_O
• ...'_" -.
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C..... READ IN OESIRE{_ CiJTPUT SUBROUTINE (2, H, &, ETCo| |NPU_[40
C ..... SOHE ADDITIONAL ARBITRARY INTEGERSm KL,K2tK3, NAY BE READ IN HERE INPU6150
C..... IF DESIRED- _THERWISE LEAVE BLANK. IF KL IS SET GREATER THAN [O, INPU4160
C°oo°.ALL OUTPUTS bILL PRINT OUr ONE TO FIVE _PEClALLY DESIGNATED PIECESINPUHITO
C ..... GF INFOR_ATICN, £ESIGNATED AS SP|i). IF K3 IS SET EQUAL TO INPU4180
C ..... 3 A VARIATIOE OF TURBULE_tT PR NEAR A WALL )|ILL BE 5UPRESSED, SEE INPUHIO0
C..... PRT(J| ABOVE. SETTING K2 EQUAL TO 3 WZLL DO THE SAME TH|NG FOR INPU4:)O0
C ..... ALNGG. INPU4210
C.o,,o,,iF K2 IS SET EQUAL TO 2, PROGRAH WILL USE A L'ONST_NT EDDY DIF- INPU4220
C ..... FUSIVITY IN THE CUTER REGION, INSTEAD OF A CONSTANT NIXING- [NPU6230
C ..... LENGTH. it kILL BE EVALUATED FRON THE EOdAT|ON, EDR-AQ,*REN*eBO, INPU4260
C..o,,,,kHERE REH iS _CHENTUM THICKNESS REYNOLDS NUqBERt OR PIPE DIANETEE INPU4250
C ..... REYNOLDS NUMEER. DONT USE THIS OPTION IF F_EE-STREAH VELOCITY INPUH260
C...o. IS ZERO (SEE CC_ENT ON AQtBQ), |NPU_270
C..... IF KI IS SET EQUAL TO 9 3:t 20, DELTAX BEGONES EQUAL TO AUXIIN), INOU42BO
C ..... ANO THE ORIGINAL INPUT VALUE OF DELTAX IS OVERRIODEN. THIS ALLOWSINPU4290
Coeo.°OELTAX TO VARY WITH X. INOUH]O0
C ..... (SEE PRESSURE GRADIENI CALCULATION IN NAil| FOR K1,=15) INPU4310
C (INTEGERS } INPUt330
READ( _t 585)
Coeeee
EUNRUN,SPACE,OUTPUT,KI,K2,K3
WRITEI6,730|
kRITE(69740) NU_RUN,$PACE,OUTPUT,KI,K2_K3
IFIGEON.EQ.4.0R.GECN.EQ, SJGO TO 11
IF(K2-NE.3-AN_-KASE.EQ.I,AND.K2.NE.2. AND. qODE.EQ.2|_RITE(6,9601
11 CONTINUE
KIO'O
IF(K3.NE.3,AEC.KASE. EQ.I)K 10-1
IF(KIO.EQ. 1,ANO.NEQ. GT.I.AND._ODE.EQ.21 WRITE|b,970)
lF(KI.EQ.20oCR.KI.EQ.OJ_RITEI6,99Z)
Coeeee
C ..... INPUT DATA ERROR CHECK
Cooe°_
IF(XUoLToX(II°OR*XLeGToX(NXBCJi_RITEIb,5_3J
IF(XU-LT.XII|.OR.XL,GT.X(NXBC_)KERRO_-$
IF(XU.GE.XL)_RITE(6,50O|
IFIKU,GE.XLIKERROR'3
ZF(YINP3|.GT.O.le(X(2|-X(I)|J_R|TE(b, 522)
IF(BOoLT°O, IKERRCR'5
|F(GC.LT.O.5|KERR_R=5
|F(OUTPUT.LT,IIKERPOR'5
iF(KIN-EQ-I-AND.U(II.GT.O.U/KERROR-5
|F(KEX-E_-I-AND.UINP3).GT.O.OIKERRUR-5
IF(NEQoGT,OIGO Te 13
IF(TYPBCII ) oLT.I )KERROR=5
13 IF(GEOM.LT.6.AND°R_|lJ.EQ.O.OIKERROR. 5
iF(GC-EQ-O.O-OR.CJ.EQ.O.OJKERROR=5
IF(SPACE.E_.OIKERROR-5
IF(KERRORoEQ°5)_RXTE(6,502)
IF(MODEoEQ.IIGO TC 15
IFiAK._T,.25.0R._K,GT,,b|_RiTE(b_50H|
IF(AK°LT,o25°OR°dK.GT.,b)KERROR-6
15 GO 16 N=2,NXBC
16 iF(XINIoLT, X(M--I)|KERI_:)R-I
IF(V(3I.LT.V(i|IKERROR-E
_0 18 I-4,NP1
18 IF(Y(I)oLE.Y(I-I))KERROR=I
IF(Y(NP3I.LT.Y(NPII|KERROR-I
IFIKERROR.EQ.1IWRITE(6,507i
INPU4340
INPU4350
[NPU4360
|NPU4370
INPU4380
INPU4390
|NPU4400
_NPU4410
INPU4420
|NPU4430
|NPU_O
_NPU4450
|NPU4460
INPU44TO
INPU4480
_NPU4490
lNPU4500
INPU45|O
INPU4520
[NPU4540
_NPU6_50
INPU4560
INPUHSTO
|NPU¢580
INPU4590
|NPU4600
INPU4610
INPU4620
INPU4630
INPU4640
|NPU66_O
INPU¢660
INPU46TO
[NPU46BO
INPU6690
INPUH700
INPUHTIO
|NPU4T20
iNPU4T30
INPU4740
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|F (GEOM. EQ. 6.AND.KIN.NE.3) KERROR-2
|F (GEOM .EQ. 5.AND °K|N.NE.31 KERROR=2
IF (GEOM ° EO .3.AI_D • X IN.ME. Z ) KERROR,,._
IF (GEOM. EO. Z .AND .KIN .NE. 1) KERll OR,, 2
IF (K IN. EQ,, 1. AND. KEX. E O.1 |KERROR=2
IF ( NODE • GT .2 .OR. GEGN .LT. 11KERAOR=2
IF (KERROR. EQ.2 IttR ITE( 6,50E I
IF( ( YPMAX-YPFIN| .LE.O.OI KERROR..6
|F ((YPNAX-YP_IN) .LE.YPHIN! KERROR-6
;FIKERROReEQ.6)IIRITEIb,527)
500 FORMAT(//e PROGRAM TERHINATED BECAUSE EITHER XU OR XL MERE°/
|e OUTSIOE OF THE RANGE OF THE INPUT DATA, O;t ELSE XU_/
21 biAS INPUT AS GREATER THAN XLe//J
502 FORMAT(//' PROGRAM TERNZNATED BECAUSE 3F iNSUFFICIENT DR TOO '/
I ° MANY CATA CARDS, OR SOME OTHER iNPUT ERROR_//I
506 FORHAT(//o PROGRAII TERNIqATED BECAUSE AK dAS ASSUMED AN ABSURDO/
I o VALUEr CAUSED EITHER BY WRONG INPUT OR IMPROPER ATTENTION TO./
2 o FORMJtTING CF $CPE OF THE INPUT DATA'//)
505 FORMAT(IBA61
506 FORMAT(IHI ,IX918A6)
|NPU4750
|NPU6T60
INPU6T70
INPU4780
INPU679D
INPU6BOO
|NPU6810
INPU4820
INPU6830
INPU4840
INPU6BSO
_NPU6800
lNPU6870
|NPU_RBO
IN,U6890
INPU¢90O
INPU69].O
INaU4920
|NPU6930
INDU4940
507 FORMAT(//_ PROGRAP TERMINATED BECAUSE THE |_PUT VALUES OF EITHER'/[NPU6950
1o X(N| OR Y(|I ARE NOT IN MONOTON|C SEQUE_ICEt OR ELSE THERE ISO/ ZNPU69bO
2 ° SOME OTHER INPUT FORNATZNG ERROR THAT HAS FORCED THESEO/ ;NPU¢9TO
• o QUANTIT]ES DL'T OF ORDERa//I XNPU¢980
508 FORMAT|   _ PROGRA_ TERMI_IATED BECAUSE ZT I$ EITHER NOTtt |NPU69qO
le YET COI_PLETEL¥ SET UP TO HANDLE THIS PARTICULAR°/ [NPUSO00
2 m GEOMETRYp OR ELSE THIE CONE|NAT|ON DF KEX AND KIN'/ _¢oU50|0
3 o IS NOT POSSIELE IN THIS VERSION OF THE PR3GRAM'//t INPU5020
510 FORHATI/SOH ¢-ECMETRY MODE FLUID NIbQ N KEX KIN I INPUS030
520 FORMAT(¢XtI295Xt I_t_Xi|Zit_tXt|2_ZXtX_),3XtX_tltXj _) '_NPU50_I.0
522 FORMAT(//° THE. INITIAL BOUNDARY LAYER IS _ATHER THICK RELATIVE'/ tNPUSOSO
!o TO THE SPACING CF TI._ BOUNDARY CONDITION POINTS. THIS MAY°/ |NPUSOOO
2 e LEAD TO TROUBLES_ ESPE(,IALLY tCITH PRESSJRE GRADIENT.e/I) |NPUSDTO
525 FORMAT(/e ENTRAII_MENT BASED ON MOMENTUM EQUATION ONt.Y. _ I TNPUSOBO
526 FORMAT(/a ENTR/III_I_ENT EASED O_i BEHAVIGii 3F ALL EOUATIONS. Ot _NPUSOC)O
527 FORMATI//_ PROGRA_ TERM|NATED BECAUSE VPMAX _S TOO SHALL,'/ |NPUS_O0
I a OR THERE IS SOME OTHER RELATED ZNPUT ERRDk.'//) |NOt)SliD
5_0 FORHAT(IID7H XU XL D_LTAX TRANSITION REY'_OLDS NO, _NPUS|2D
1 FRA ENTRA|NMENT FRA[T|ON GRAVITY CONSTANT ) INPUSI3O
SSO FORMATI2XtFb.3t_XeFT.3_4XeFS.ZogXtFT. 1_LZXtFS.3tBX_FTo6_|IX_FTe2_ |NPUSI¢O
18X,FT.L,/)
570 FORMAT(60H NXEC _YPBCI TYPBC2
1CS )
580 FORMAT(TF|O.O|
5_5 FORMAT(8_Si
590 FORMAT(I6,iOX,12_BXoI2tBX,|Z,BX, I2,BXoi21
60_ FORMATI/,120F _ XiM) _(M)
TYPBC3 TYP _3C4
UGiM) AMId!
TNPU 5150
TYPE iNPLJ5160
_NPU 5 ! T0
INDU5180
INPU51qo
lNa_J5200
A INPU5210
IUXI(M| AUX2IM) FJII_I| FJ(2,N| FJI3, MI FJI4oM) FJ I S,N) TN¢)U5220
2 I |NPU5230
610 FORMAT[ 3Xp I2,6Xt F7.3, IXoFgo3_X_ F 10.3 _FAO.3, FlOo3o FIO.3,FIO.3, INPU 5260
LFIO.3_ F 10.3, F 10.3,F10°31 INPU5250
630 FORMAT ( 8OH I Y(I| UIII F(¢t|I FI2_II F( 3, IN_U52bO
1I) FI4_I) FIStlI t/|
_60 FORMAT(/t95H KAPPA LAMEDA F_ LAG CONSTANT AO
lEO MAX, YPLI. S IN WF NINo YPLUS IN _IF|
650 FOEMAT(ZX_F7.6,3X_F7._3X_FTett_3X_F7. Z_X_F?e4_3J(tF7,6tz_X,F8°3,
IIlX,FT.6,/)
660 FORMATI/,50H PRTII_ PkTI2_ P_ T(3) PRTI6) PRT(5) )
680 FORMAT(/68H DEhS|TY VI :)CO$l TY F_C(II PRC(2I PRCI31
IC(4l PRCIS)I
INPU 5273
_NPU5280
IN,U5290
_NPU 5_t,.10
INPU53tO
TNPU5320
PP INoUS__3O
l NPU 5._1.0
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690 FORWAT(|XtFB._t3XtFg°To3X=FB.3,3XeFo. Je3XtFta.3t3X.F6°3e3X.F6.3./I TNPU5350
700 FORMAT(l* INITIAl. STATIC PRESSURE =1 !NDU5360
71O FORMAT(I/= W_RNIhG: THE I_PUT VALUES _F AK, AQ, AND _Ot _REt/ TNPt!5370
1' INCONSISTENT=I/| INPU5383
720 FORMATI/t[OTI- G-SL_'-C J Axx 7NoU5390
| BXX CXX Dxx Exx) INPU54.3_
730 FORMAT(/,81H NC. OF RdMS OF L)ATA P;_|NTOUT SPACING QUTPUINOU5410
ZT OPTION K1 K2 K31 INPU 5_20
74o FOR,AT(t3X. ZZ=2aX=IZ=ZSX.IZ.LaX.ZS.I 'ZS;  ZN U ,. O
?50 FOR_4AT(/e CCNSTAET FLUID PROP_RTIbS ARc BEING USEDmt INOUS_O
760 FORMAT(/' INITIAL PROFIL,_S'/i TNPU5450
770 FORMATI/' BOUNCARY COND|TIONS ALOhG |-A_mU c-SURFACES'II TNPU5460
780 FORMAT(Ie TURBULENCE CONSTANTS ' ) [NPUS_7_3
790 FORMAT(/e DIMENSIONING SYSTEH CONSTANT;_ ARBITRARy tk'nl.,54BO
].CONSTANTS* # TNPU 5_'oO
800 FORMAT(/' TI'E FLUID I$ AIR (KEENAN ANJ RAVE GAS TABLES)') !NDU5503
820 FORMAT(/63H BOCY-FCRCE SOURCEiLI S,JURCEKZ) SOURCE{3) SOURCE(_I SOUINPU5510
],RCE( 5| ) _NPL15520
830 FORMAT(SXtIIt9X= ]It9XeII,9X,I[,gxtI Lt9X,iL=/) INPU5530
_50 FORMAT(3XtI2,7X,FT.Sm2XtF7.2,FJ, O._t_.X=FJ, U.3,1X=FtO._,FII.3=ZX,FLO [NPU55_O
1.31
870 FORMAT( IX, FB.6.3 X,Fg. 7t/)
890 FORMAT(38H NXBC (hUMBER OF SPECIFIED 8C POINTSIi
900 FORMATILOX.FLO.2)
910 FORMAT(2X, F6.1 t7 XtFS. 1 =_BX t 5F15. _
920 FORMAT(/' PRCGRAW TERMINATED BECAUSe- NXBC W_S READ _S A'/
]' NUMBER LESS THAN 2. WHICH I$ NOT _LLJWEO.'//I
c;30 FORMAT(/' APLI_S 8PLUS SIGNAL ')
960 FORMATI 6X, F6.2 ,_X =F6.Z=_X= F6°2 !
950 FORMAT(/' THE PROGRAM .]S USING AN INTERNAL CUER_LATION TO
|' ACCOUNT FOR THE INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE G;_ADI_NT AND TRANS°lR-m/
2 m ATION ON APLIJS't
c;55 FORHAT(/' THE PROGRAM |S US|NO AN INTERNAL CORRELATION TO '/
1_ ACCOUN T FOR THE INFLUE_.E OF PRESSURE G,_ADIENT ANO TRAqSPIR-'/
2' ON BPLUS'i
_60 FORMAT(' IF RE/_ i _- LESS TNAN ABOUT 6003.'/
1 m LAMBOA IS EEINC' COMPUTED BY AN iNTERNAL E3UATION.=/)
_70 FORNAT(' PRT NEAR THE WALL IS BEI,IG=/
I m EVALUATED BY AN INTERNAL EQUATION_ EXCEPT wHEN PRT IS FOAm/
2 _ THE TLItBULENT KE EQUATION.'/)
980 FORMAT|/= PROGRAP WILL BOMB OUT BECAUSE _ IS GREATER THAN ¢0.'II
990 FORNAT(/e IF THE LAG CONSTANT IS LE&_ THAN _00_ IT IS TREATED=/
I' AS IF IT WERE ZERO.ell
_;92 FORHAT(I m DELT_X IS BEIN_ OVERAIDUEN BY AJXi(M).e/)
RETURN
END
[NoU5550
IN_>U 5560
T_OU 5570
TNPUS580
[NOU__SqO
INPUS600
{NPU56[O
INPU5620
[NPU5630
' / IN_U56_0
INPU 5/_¢;0
INoU56_O
INPU._670
INPU5680
|NoUS_q0
INPU 5700
INDUS7[0
IN_U5720
INoU5730
INOUS7_O
INaU5750
INPUS760
_NPU5770
INaU5780
INPU 5T<_O
|NoUSBO0
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Appendix IV
SAMPLE DATA SETS
I
2.
3.
,
6.
7.
8.
9.
I0.
11.
12.
13.
ll_,
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2k.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37,
)8.
39.
_,0.
q2
_3
45
46
47
EXTE_I;_L LAt'I;:AF BOI:I'_DAPY LAYER. '!O PI_E._S_IP,E C,PAFIEtlT (P, T_'A'JsPIrV,-!C ''
1 1 I 1 2_ 2 i
0.023 0.320 i. 300. 0.05 0.00.3
o
2117. 0.075
2
0.023 i.
0.320 i.
50.
50.
0.0 0.0
0.000062 3.1
0.000125
0.000185
0.0002_7
0.000308
0.000370
0.000432
0.000_93
0.000555
0.000617
0.000678
O.O007kO
0.000802
0.000863
0.000925
0.000987
0.001050
0.0Ol110
0.001170
0.001230
0.001300
0.001360
0.O01420
0.001480
0._1
25.
k000.
32,2
1
6.2
9.3
12.3
15.3
18.3
21.1
23.9
26.7
29.2
31.7
3h.3
36.4
38.5
bO.7
k2.3
43.9
_5.6
I_6.7
_7.8
b,8.9
b,9.3
u,9.7
50.0
0.085
0,
0.
778.
21 2
0.00U012
7
0,01 O. 0. i. 0.
NOTE: IIOI_ENTUfl EQUATIOIJ ONLY IS BEING SOLVED. A TRANSITION TO A
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER WILL OCCUR WHEN RE;I REACHES 300.
AN ENTRAItJMENT FRACTIOtJ OF U.003 IS RECOI';ENDED FOR LAHINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOWS.
OI IQINA PAO 
OF POOR
12]
lm
2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12o
13.
1_,.
15.
16o
17.
18,
19.
20°
21.
22.
23°
2k.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
kO.
kl.
_2.
43.
EXTERNAL TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER, NO PRESSURE GRADIENT OR TRANSPIRATIOn!
1 2 1 2 15 2
0,0 k.0 1.0 0.0
0 0
2117. 0.075 0.000012 0,7
2 1
0.0 1.0
4.0 1.0
II0. lO0.
II0. I00.
0,0 O.tJ 100.
0.0024 75. 173,
0.003_ 81. 181.
0,00_ 85. 185.
0.0058 88. 188.
0.0066 91. 191.
0.0078 93. 193.
0.0088 96, 196.
0.01 98. 198.
0.0112 99. 199.
0.0122 101. 201.
0.0134 102. 202.
0.0144 101_. 20W.
0.0166 106. 206.
0.0188 108. 208.
0.0232 110. 210.
0._1 0.085 .01 0.0
25,
_000, 0.86
32.2 778.0
1 21 2
NOTE:
1 I
n.c5 .005
0.0 1.0 0.0
THIS DATA IS SET UP FOR CONSTANT PROPERTIES; IF FLUID IS CHAFIGED
TO 2, VARIABLE PROPERTIES OF AIR WILL BE USED, CONSISTANT WITH
THE SPECIFIED PRESSURE AND ENTHALPIES.
WITII YPMAX SET TO 1.0, THE _IALL FUNCTION IS BEING BYPASSED AND
THE PROGRAM WILL INSERT A NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL GRID POINTS. IF
IT IS DESIRED TO USE THE WALL FUNCTION OPTIOn!, CHANGE YPNAX.
THE t_IXING-LENGTH SCHEME, WITH VAN DRIEST DAMPING IS USED THRCUCF
OUT THE BOUNDARY LAYER.
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1.
2. 1 2 1 2 15 2 1 1
3, 0.0 k.0 1.0 300. .n5 .005
_. 0 2
5. 2117. 0.075 0.000012 1.0
6. 2 1
7. 0.0 1.0
8. k.O 1.0
9. 110. O.
10. 110. O.
11. 0.0 O. O.
12. O.O02k 73. 73.
13. O.O03k 81. 71.
lk. O.OOh_ 85. 67.
15. 0.0056 88. 62.
16. 0.0066 91. 57.
17. 0.0078 93. 52.
18. 0.0088 96. h7.
19. 0.01 98. _1.
20. 0.0112 99. 36.
21. 0.0122 101. 31.
22. 0.013k 102. 26.
23. 0.01kk 10k. 21.
2k. 0.0166 106. 13.
25. 0.0188 108. 5.
26. 0.0232 110. O.
27. O.kl 0.085 .01 .22 .377 1.0
28. 25.0
29. _000, 1.7
30. 32.2 778.0
31. 1 21 2
32.
33.
3k.
35. NOTE:
36.
37.
EXTERNAL TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER, USING TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY
0.0
NOMENTUM AND TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY EQUATION ARE BEING SOLVED.
THE THERHAL ENERGY EQUATION CAN BE ADDED AS A THIRD EQUATION AS
DESIRED. SEE PREVIOUS NOTE ON YPNAX.
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.2.
3,
k.
5.
.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1_,.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2k.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
k0.
kl.
k2.
k3.
kk.
45.
b,6.
47.
48.
k9.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
E0.
LAHINAR FLOW IN A
k 1 1
0.0 20.
0 0
21.17 0.0075
6 1
0.0 0.1
0.5 0.1
2.0 0.1
4.0 0.1
10.0 0.1
20, 0.I
0.0
0.022
0.034
0.039
0.043
0.047
0.051
0.055
0.058
0.061
0.064
0.067
0.070
0.073
0.076
0.078
0.080
0,082
0.084
0.086
0.088
0.090
0.092
0.094
0.096
0.098
0.0985
0.0988
0.0991
0.099_
0.0997
0.100
0.0
0.0
0.0
32.2
1
NOTE:
,
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
$.
8.
8.
8.
8.
8.
7.
4.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
778,0
21 k
C I RCULAR
2 31
1.O
PIPE, ENTRY LENGTH
1 3
2000. .05
0.000012 0.7
0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
5.0
240.
2_0.
240.
240.
21+0.
2hO.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
120.
180.
240.
0.oi 0.0
9
THE FORE_ARD STEP SIZE IS IIERE
A TABLE OF AUXI(M).
PROBLEH
BE I I':C
0.0 1.0 0.0
VARIED USI:}C', K1 = 9 At'I"
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1. TURBULENT FLOt_ IN A CIRCULAR PIPE
2. _ 2 1 2 17 1 3
3. 0.0 _.0 1.0 2000.
_. 0 0
5. 2117. 0.075 0.000012 0.7
6. 2 2
7. 0.0 0.1
8. 9. 0.1
9. -2.
10. -2.
11. 0.0 113. 137.
13. 0.010 112. 139.
15. 0.020 109. 1_3.
17. 0.030 106. lh8.
18. 0.035 105. lh9.
19. 0.0_0 103. 151.
20. 0.0_5 102. 153.
21. 0.050 I00. 155.
22. 0.055 99. 158.
23. 0.060 95. 162.
2_. 0.065 9_. 16k.
25. 0.070 91. 168.
26. 0.075 89. 172.
27. 0.080 87. 175.
28. 0.085 8_. 179.
29. 0.090 80. 185.
30. 0.095 73. 193.
31. 0.10 O. 200.
32. 0._1 0.075 0.01 0.005
33. 26.
3_. _000. 0.86
35. 32.2 778.0
36. 1 21 _ 2
37,
38.
39.
k0. NOTE:
_1.
k2.
k3.
.05
0.9 kO. 0.0
HERE EDDY VISCOSITY IN THE OUTER REGION IS BEING COMPUTED
AS A CONSTANT BASED ON REYNOLDS NUHBER RATHER THAN USING
A MIXING-LENGTH. HEAT FLUX IS SPECIFIED AT THE WALL (AS A
CONSTANT VALUE) RATHER THAN WALL ENTHALPY AS {N THE PREVIOUS
EXAHPLES. WALL FUNCTION tS BEING USED IN NEAR-WALL REGION.
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.2
3
4
5
6
7
8.
9.
i0.
ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
_0.
kl.
_2.
_3.
4k.
_5.
_6.
_7.
k8.
_9.
50.
51.
52.
53.
5_.
55.
56.
57.
58.
LAH I/'JAR
i
0.0
i
2117.
2
0.0
3.0
.0001
.0001
0.0
.2525E-03
.4208E-03
.50_9E-03
.6350E-03
.7651E-03
1.017E-03
1.270E-03
1.530E-03
1.7_3E-03
2.035E-03
2.295E-03
2.548E-03
2.800E-03
3.060E-03
3.313E-03
3.565E-03
3.826E-03
_.208E-03
b,.Sg1E-03
5.356E-03
6.121E-03
7.651E-03
9.181E-03
12.2_E-03
16.07E-03
19.89E-03
23.72E-03
27.51_E-03
31.37E-03
35.19E-03
38.26E-03
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
32.2
I
FREE CONVECTION FPOt,1
1 2 2 31
3.0 .5
0
1
4.u
I_.0
0.0
0.0
0.(J
0165
0276
0331
0_1
0507
0672
0838
101tl
1179
.13_
1521
1686
1851
2028
2193
2358
21_24
26_5
.2755
.2865
2975
3053
2975
2535
1708
1102
.0628
.0331
.0198
.0088
.0001
0.0
778.0
20 6
138.66
138.6b
138.66
138._7
138.34
138.26
138.16
138.06
137.87
137.66
137. t_6
137.27
137.06
136.7_
136.b7
136.k6
136.1k
136.07
135.86
135.66
135.36
135.06
13_.46
133.98
132.90
132.06
130.38
128.82
127.7k
127.26
127.02
126.88
126.72
126.66
.01
A VERTICAL FL_T
2 1 0
l.U .01
PLATE
.01 -52.2
u.o 0.0 1.0 0.0
NOTE : A LARGE ENTRAINMENT FRACTION IS USED, AS DISCUSSED IN
THE TEXT. A FINITE FREE-STREAM VELOCITY IS USED, BUT THE
PROGRAM WILL GENERALLY OPERATE SATISFACTORILY WITH A
ZERO VALUE IF THE ENTRAINHENT FRACTION IS NOT TOO SHALL.
AN E-FORMAT IS HERE USED FOR TIlE Y-DISTANCES, FOR CONVEN-
IENCE (IT OVERRIDES THE F-FORe, AT SPECIFICATION, BUT THE
NUHBERS MUST BE JUSTIFIED TO THE RIGHT OF THE 10 SPACE
FIELD). SET RETRAN=I.0 FOR LAMINAR FREE CONVECTION FLOWS.
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I ,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
8.
9.
10.
Ii.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21,
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37,
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
W6.
47.
_8.
50.
51.
52.
53.
5_.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
FLO_J I1_
3
-0.1783
0
2980.8
hO
-.1783
0.0208
0.0416
0.1692
0.2888
0.3767
0._4W8
0._994
0.5443
0.5805
0.61
0.6356
0.658
0.6952
0.7249
0.7491
0.7691
0,7931
0.8117
0.8261
0.8457
0.8545
0.8603
0.8616
0.8655
0.8731
0.8882
0.9071
0.9388
0.9775
1.0229
1.0751
1.1038
1.1341
1.1999
1.2726
1.3524
1.439_
1.533_
1.6358
0123.78
0123.78
0123.78
0151.85
0189.74
0227.59
0265.38
0303.13
03_0.77
0378.36
0_15.85
0_53.25
0W90.53
0564.75
A SUPERSONIC rIOZZLE,
2 2 2 20
I.b358 0.25
1
1
0.2083
0.2083
0.2083
0.1864
0 165G
0 1503
0 1385
0 1291
0 1213
0 1150
0 1098
0.1054
0.1015
0.0951
0.089
0.0857
0.0822
0.0781
0.07_8
0.0723
0.0689
0.0674
0.066_
0.0664
0.0671
0.0684
0.071
0.0745
0.07_8
0.0865
0.0944
0.1035
0.1085
0.1137
0.1251
0.1378
0.1516
0.1667
0.183
0.2008
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150,69
150.69
150.69
150,69
150.69
150.69
150.69
PRESCRIRED CORE
1 2 0
200. 0.01
VELOCITY DIST_IBUTIO_
0.01
127
I /
61.
62.
63.
6k.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71,
72.
73.
7k.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
9_.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
I0_.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
111,.
115.
116.
117.
118.
0638. b,2
0711.56
0784.02
0891.38
0996.99
1100.7
1301.7
1_6.5
1631.
1805.2
1969.
2122.2
2310.7
2471.4
2663.2
2831.4
2978.6
3107.4
3165.7
3220.1
3318.6
3405.3
3_81.4
3548.5
3607.8
3660.4
0.00000
0.00373
0.00746
0.0112
0.01493
0.01867
0.02053
0.O224
0.02427
O.02614
0.028
0.02987
O.03174
O. 03360
0.035_7
0.03734
0.0392
0.0_107
0.0_29k
0.0_8
O.O_6G?
0.41
25.
4000.
32.2
1
NOTE:
123.780
122.31
120.73
119.02
117.1_
115.07
113.94
112.7_
111.46
110.08
108.59
106,97
105.18
103.2
100.95
98.354
95.268
91.432
86.286
78.152
00.000
0.085
0.86
778.
5 6
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150,69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
150.69
369.17
369.17
369.17
366.42
363.02
359.26
357.21
355.0_
352.72
350.22
347.52
344.58
341.35
337.7k
333.67
328.96
323.37
316.42
307.09
292.35
150.69
0.01 0.0 O.O 1.0 0.0
VARIABLE PROPERTIES OF AIR ARE BEINr; COHPUTED USING SUBROUTINE
PROP2. THE FLOW IS AN AXI-SYHHETRIC BOU_!DARY LAYER AND THE
Jr/ALL RADIUS IS BEIrlG CONSIDERED (_EOI.!=3). NOTE CHANGE lie FRA_
EfJFRA.
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